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Preamble 

Thi~ Report is the view of The Army Inspector and an official publication by him. It is 
copyright and the intellectual property rights for it belong exclusively to the Army Inspector 
and the Ministry of Defence (MOD). It was prepared following fieldwork, investigations, 
interviews and evaluation. No material or information contained in this report should be 
released except with the written pennission of both the Army Inspector and the Chief of the 
General Staff, the sponsor of the Report. The Army Inspector's mission is to Provide CGS 
with an assurance and regulation capability to cover all Army activity across Defence, 
independent of the chain of command, in order to provide evidence that internal controls are 
effective, ensure self.regulation, protect reputation and support continuous improvement 
reporting directly to the Chief of the General Staff. The Army Inspector is supported by the 
staff of the Army Inspectorate. Personnel are drawn from across the Army, and all those 
involved in this Review have had formal training in auditing or quality management. The 
Anny Inspector is also the focus for the network of Army Competent Advisors and 
Inspectorates, which he uses to monitor the regulatlon of professional standards wtthin the 
Army. The Army Inspector and his staff espouse the principles of openness, integrity and 
accountability while adhering to the values of independence, transparency and impartiality, 

© UK MOD Crown Copyright 2019. Subject to the written permission of the Amly Inspector 
and the Deputy Chief of the General Staff. this document (other than the Army emblem) may 
be reproduced free of charge in any fonnet or medium for: research for non-commercial 
purposes; private study: or internal circulation within an organisation. This document must 
be reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading context. Where any of the copyright 
material is published, or copied to others, the source of the material must be identified, and 
the copyright status acknowledged. Where third party material has been identified, 
permission from the respective copyright holder must be sought. 
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Executive Summary 

Context 

The Armed Forces Service Complaints System is the Armed Forces' workplace grievance process 
and it is the right of all Regular and Reserve Service Personnel to submit a Service Complaint if 
they feel they have been wronged in any matter relating to their service. The current process has 
its origins in the Oeepcut Review report published in 2006. Additionally, Defence created a Service 
Comptnints Ombudsman of the Armed Forces 1 rthe Ombudsman") who reports independently and 
provides impartial oversight of lhe Service Complaints System. In 2016 the System was revised 
and streamlined with the aim of improving efficiency and effectiveness. 

Since 2016 the Army has expended considerable effort trying to improve the process, and in 
particular reduce a backlog of cases. Extra resource in terms of manpower2. legal expertise and 
training has been invested and the Army tries to meet the MoD's key performance indicator of 
resolving 90% of cases within 24 weeks. However, the Ombudsman has reported that the Service 
Complaints System -,s still not efficient, effective or fair" in her three anm~al reports. tn November 
2018, CGS and ECAB directed the Army Inspector to conduct an assurance review to assist the 
Army in its effort to address the Ombudsman's identified shortcomings. 

At the heart of the review has been the working hypothesis to: test whether the Army's Service 
Complaints process is efficient, effective or fair. The review was also given 5 specified tasks 
summarised below. It has addressed this work through a literature review, key stakeholder 
engagement. online surveys and focus groups. The review has benchmari(ed the Service 
Cpmplaints process with a comparable pub~c sector grievance process - that of the Metropolitan 
Police Sarvice (MPS). It has also considered the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights, a wor1d renowned and recognised basis for civilian grievance processes, as a 
comparator. The review has not challenged the primary and secondary legislation on which the 
Service Complaints System is based. 

Baseline the Army wide awareness and understanding of the Service Complaints process 

The Ombudsman reports that Army personnel awareness of the Service Complaints process and 
the Ombudsman's role Is poor. Not surprisingly awareness and understanding are less in the 
Junlor ranks (ie from Corporals and below) than in the middle and upper management ranks (ie 
from Sergeant to officer). However. 70% of the Army personnel sampled by the survey recorded 
that they knew how to submit a Sel'\lice Complaint {18% did not) and 92% of commanding Officers 
recorded that they had a deep understanding and recognised the importance of Service 
Complc1ints. This finding is comparable with the limited understanding of the grievance process 
across the Police Officers and staff of the MPS. This does not concern the MPS, es they are 
confident that Police Officers and staff only need a detailed understanding when they have a 
requirement. 

Findings from focus groups with the junior ranks also support an overall assessment that whilst 
they do not 'understand' the detail on how to submit a complaint, the majority have an ·awareness' 
that an official Complaints process exists. Positively. the Recruit Training Survey 2017/18 reports 
that 88% of soldiers undertaking Basic Training know how to complain about bad or unfair 
treatment, which indicates a good understanding of the process. Females tended to have a better 
understanding than males. 

' The orig rial 2006 role w•s called the Service Complalrita Commissioner. It beellma lho Service Complalotl Ombudsman In Jan 16. 
i CGS di<ocfed the Field Army to reinforce lhe Army SC Sec with additional man~, lo augment thtt CMeworl!ers within the 
S<.-crotariti1. 
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52% of the same survey sample understood that the Ombudsman was there to hold the chain of 
command to account, although 34% were unsure. 46% were unsure whether the Ombudsman 
would help them submit their Service Complaint. Therefore. detailed knowledge of the 
Ombudsman was minimal. but there was wide awareness of its existence and its role in holding the 
Army to account. 

Confidence and trust in the chain of command was high with 73% actively agreeing that they 
trusted their chain of command to take any Service Complaint seriously. These responses are 
reinforced by the Army's Unit Climate Assessment (Level 1 ). which found that the chain of 
command would investigate any Service Complaint thoroughly and that 54% of Army personnel 
actively agreed that their chain of command reinforces their right to submit a Service Complaint 
(only 14% disagreed). 

However, where this review has identified erosion of 'trust', it is down to a lack in confidence in 
securing a speedy outcome to a Service Complaint, as opposed to'trust in the chain of command 
to treat grievances seriously. Interestingly the results from the surveys and focus groups 
unanimously support thoroughness with 80% of Commanding Officers agreeing that quality in the 
handling of a Service Complaint was more important than speed, 

While Defence policy directs that Assisting Officers are offered to both Complainants and 
Respondents, the anxiety experienced by Respondents in particular can be overlooked, This 
report therefore recommends equitable treatment (advice and welfare support) for Respondents 
and Complainants. 

Identify the levels and scope of training for those involved in the Service Complaints 
process and the levels of support to affected persons 

The Army's training delivery of the Service Complaints System has been scrutinised and compared 
with that undertaken by the other single Services and the MPS. The range of Army training is 
significant. The depth of training provided to the All Arms Adjutants' Course by the Army Service 
Complaints Secretariat was witnessed first-hand as being very thorough. The breadth of training 
identified across the single Services compares very favourably and outweighs the breadth and 
depth of training undertaken by the MPS. 

Since January 2018, the Army has added Service Complaints content to the Army's mandatory 
Military Annual Training Tests (MATT) 6. On 1 April 2019 MATT 6 training was hosted on the 
Defence Leaming Environment (OLE) that can be accessed and undertaken directly by soldiers 
rather than being centrally delivered. II is assessed that MATT 6 is increasing awareness and will 
continue to improve understanding of the process. especially in the junior ranks - 90% of 
Commanding Officers considered MATT 6 as enough awareness training. However, it is not 
detailed enough to 'train' either an Assisting or Investigating Officer, but nor is it intended to. With 
only 0.5% of the Army population submitting a Service Complain!, it would be neither efficient nor 
effective to provide detailed training to all personnel. The importance and relevance of the Service 
Complaints element of MATT 6 should be re-emphasised. continually improved and given greater 
visibility especially now that it is hosted as a decentralised training on the OLE. Additional training 
resources should be targeted on personnel in advice, support and management roles, especially 
the Assisting Officer3 and Investigating Officer4. Commanding Officers receive training on the 
Commanding Officers' Designate Course, but no formal training currently exists for Assisting 
Officers and Investigating Officers. 

1 Tho Ass1sling Officer 1s e person who is uppointod by lho cha,n of command lo prov1do hulp and 5l1ppo11 lo II Complainant or I\ 
respondent dunng the serv1,;o Complaints process. A Complarnanl o< Rowonden! can also nomi11ate ~ome0<1e to act as there AO -
JSP 831. 
• Tho lnvesligatlng Off teer Is an indivldu11I appo4nlull by a Dec15ion or Appeal Body to investigate a complaint on 11.~ beha!f an<1 tn report 
back with f1m.lings of ract ... JSP 831. 
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Finally, the review has found that Respondents can be adversely affected during the Service 
Complaints process, especially when the Service Complaint is an inter-personal one. They 
perceive being a Respondent as having a negative impact on their personal and professional 
circumstances regardless of whether the complaint is upheld in favour of the Complainant or not 
Despite the substance of Service Complaints being confidential, knowledge of personnel involved 
in a complaint can often become public given the close living and working environment of the 
Army. Respondents can feel 'labelled' or 'tarnished'. From the review's online survey, 26% 
agreed that submitting a Service Complaint would result in a ~troublemaker" tag and 80% of those 
that identified themselves as Respondents agreed that their professional reputation was being 
questioned. Equally they perceive that the 'label' stays with them and follows them on future 
assignments. This is also an observation made in the Ombudsman's Annual Reports, However, 
Complainants who challenge policy related matters ·are often perceived as an advocate for positive 
change that will benefit others. 

Examine the use of Informal resolution and mediation to give greater confidence In the 
process 

The review has identified that the phrase 'lnfonnal Resolution' is commonly misunderstood with 
many assuming that a grievance cannot be infonnally resolved if a fonnal Service Complaint has 
been submitted. 

The report suggests a better use of the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Advisers (EDlAs) but 
within the existing remit of their role and responsibilities. Their neutrality makes them ideally 
placed to advise potential Complainants (and Respondents) of the resolution options available 
including the use of the Army Mediation Service. Positively, 99% of Commanding Officers asked 
were aware that the Army Mediation Service can be utilised to resolve Service Complaints. 

Where possible. and in the interests of meeting the efficiency and effectiveness criteria, Service 
Cornpl.1ints are to be dealt with at the 'lowest suitable level' and resolved informally where 
appropriate. 1n cases where there are allegations of Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination 
(BHD) 5• the Specified Officer (SO) is mandated 6 to consider the use of the Army Mediation Service. 
The use of mediation has proven to be very successful In resolving BHD cases, but it is accepted 
that mediation may not always be appropriate or applicable as the lowest suitable level. lnfom,al 
resolution can happen at any stage, but parties cannot be forced to mediate. However, parties 
must br~ strongly encouraged to at least meet the mediator. Complainants are reminded that they 
have a requirement to consider and fully participate in resolving their complaint. both formally and 
informally but they cannot be 'ordered' to agree to Informal Resolution. 

When considering cases that do not involve BHD, informal resolution can be, and often is, an 
effective way of dealing with Service Complaints. The Service Complaints (Career Management} 
T earn in the Army Personnel Centre Glasgow is established with a standing Decision Body and is 
very successful in addressing complaints through Informal Resolution. Although not labelled as 
such, this is similar to the 'fast track' and 'quick fix' schemes used by the Royal Navy and Royal Air 
Force. They are also very effective and proactive in providing an advisory role by liaising directly 
with the unit to advise on policy solutions when ii comes to addressing Military Secretary 
grievances before they escalate. 

• Thtre art also 1wo olhor well estabUahed proceM8S in dealing with BHD ca&M, namely Oiflcipl!ne {Sorvlce 11nd Criminal Justice 
Svsiems) 11nd MAjor Adminislrt1tk>n Action (AGAI 67). The Service Complaillb proces, •hould only daal with lhllt which la not daflnnely 
di~cipl,ne and am only point lo behaviours that mighl men! AGAI 67 action. 

"As dlrooed in ABN 16118. 
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Mandating infomial resolution would be.in dire.ct a>nlrasl lo lhe Ombudsman's recommendation 
that -a Complainant cannot be forced or unduly pressured/encouraged to agree to Informal 
Resolution." However, this review recommends that an increased emphasis to achieve informal 
resolution, even after the Service Complaint is submitteo, would help improve the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the Service Complaints process. Consideration should be given to the refining 
the role and responsibilities of the EDIA to make the pursuance of Informal Resolution more 
explicit. Moreover. the Process could be amended to have a presumption in favour of mediation, in 
the absence or the Complainant or the Respondent presenting good reasons against this. 

Examine the length of time to resolve complaints to assist In identifying improvements to 
the kay performance Indicator 

Over the years, the single Services have streamlined their processes and enhanced their 
resourcing of the Service Complaints system to address a backlog of Service Complaints dating 
before January 2016. The Army now only has S of these 'legacy' cases remaining. The Army SC 
Sec is confident that it will meet the Ombudsman's target of resolving all legacy cases before tt1e 
end of 2019. 

This review has identified that the time taken to resolve a Service Complaint is very important in 
maintaining trust in the process, although thoroughness of investigation is considered more 
important. This need must be balanced against the current KPI to resolve 90% of cases within 24 
weeks. The average Tri-Service performance for 2016 was 39% and for 2017 it was 52%. In 2018 
the Army achieved 40%. 

There Is frustration with the current KPI. The Ombudsman sees little progress in the single 
Services getting closer to meeting the 90% target or Defence making progress in coming up with a 
better or more sophisticated KPI. The singular and purely time based KPI has been considered by 
the single Services and the Service Complaints Working Group for the past 2 years and the 
proposals for change are supported by the MoD's Service People Policy Group (SPPG) and the 
Director Armed Forces Personnel Policy. A proposal for a revised KPI was sent to the 
Ombudsman for comment in Mar 19 and she responded on 25 Apr 19; the proposal was not well 
received. The review recommends this long-standing issue is expedited. 

The time to resolve a Service Complaint will be dependent upon several factors, so whilst there 
can be a generic target time, analysis of historical data would suggest a singular time target will not 
fit all types of complaint and does not necessarily measure effectiveness, fairness or overall 
performance. The review supports the proposal that Defence moves to a two-stage time KPI. The 
first stage will provide a target time for the initial investigation and decision and the second stage 
provides another time target only when an appeal is lodged. The review also recommends that the 
SPPG prioritises time to explore other measurements of effectiveness such as establishing a 
feedback or satisfaction survey on the conclusion of a Service Complaint. There are a variety of 
comparators Defence can look to as well as drawing on guidance from the Ombudsman and her 
experience. 

Examine the Service Complaints lessons learned process with a view to roducing the 
disproportionate representation by various cohorts In the complainants' group 

The Ombudsman has highltghted the disproportionale representation of Service Complaints from 
BAME and female personnel. Lea11ing aside actual complaints of discrimination, the review has 
identified that their types of complaint are not necessarily related to the cohort characteristics and 
there are other cohorts. such as Cap-badge (eg Royal Logistic Corps and Infantry), small 
detachments (eg Adjutant General's Corps and Royal Army Medical Corps) that are 
disproportionately over-reprnsented and while males disproportionately under-represented. _As 
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females and BAME personnel are over-represented, a reasonable, initial reaction is to assume that 
the Army may have a problem with sexism or racism. However, when the reasons for complaints 
are an~lysed, the picture is not this simple. Many complaints are from personnel that are in 
singleton posts or attached to units. The genesis for these complaints may be due to integration 
issues, rather than being purely based on gender or race. Although there was a wide acceptance 
that females are generally more willing to raise concerns (sometimes in the form of a Service 
Complaint), this review suggests that undeMepresentation by white males, and high numbers of 
certain complaint categories (eg career management issues), also warrant further scrutiny. 

The review found that the Anny's and Defence approach to identifying and learning lessons from 
the Set vice Complaints process is not as effective or coherent as it could be. It does not currently 
use the Defence Lessons Identified Management System (DLIMS), which would provide Defence 
supported data and auditable records. Joint Personnel Administration (JPA) is the Management 
Information System (MIS) used to record both formal and informal complaints. It is well suited to 
recording and allowing analysis of Service Complaints, but it is not a lessons management tool for 
learning and exploiting data. The use of statistics in some reports can be misleading and this 
review has identified that there needs to be greater data analysis conducted to expose trends so 
that we can learn more from experience and assist in improving effectiveness. 

The review has identified some localised areas of good practice such as the extraction of lessons 
from Determination letters, feedback from Decision Bodies and Appeal Bodies, feedback 
proformas generated for MS specific complaints by APC and an internal assurance feedback form 
from the Army SC Sec. The Army's ability to learn from the content and substance of individual 
Service Complaints is more difficult to ascertain, as it requires an effective process to enable 
efficient scrutiny of each Service Complaint casefile. At present the Army SC Sec does not have a 
process or the resources with enough capacity to introduce a robust learning process, other than to 
analyso a small proportion of casefiles to extract lessons. Hd APSG recognises this as an area for 
improvement but requires the support to put a robust process in place. If greater understanding of 
various cohorts and complaint category representation is to be achieved, then targeted sampling 
and analysis of casefiles by an impartial and independent body will be required. 

Implementing change from lessons and learning at Defence level is also inadequate end the 
Service Complaints Wori<ing Group does not have the capacity at present to bring oversight and 
coherence to the Service Complaints Defence lessons process. There is also an absence of 
meaningful Management lnfom,atlon Systems and analysis at a Defence level which more than 
likety inhibits lesson identification and exploitation across all TLBs. The Defence Review of 
Inappropriate Behaviour recommendation to establish a Defence Authority on cultures and 
behaviour could bring greater coherence to the lessons process. 

The Hypothesis 

This review has tested the hypothesis: whether the Army Service Complaints Service is efficient, 
effective and fair by looking at the 12 factors used by the Ombudsman to assess 'Efficient, 
Effective and Fair'. As a result of this analysis, this report makes 37 recommendations that, if 
implemented will bring continued improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of the process. 
They include splitting the process between the initial investigation and appeal, a greater use of 
informal resolution (including the benefits of fonnal mediation) and a review of the Army SC See's 
legal and Service Complaints Investigation Team resources. In terms of fairness. the system 
needs to be equitably balanced so that Respondents do not come out of the process with the 
sense their reputation is tarnished even if exonerated. When assessed against the challenges of 
meeting the current KPI the level of efficiency could be reduced. Sometimes fairness Is achieved 
by taking more time and being more thorough, and the general perception is that this is more 

X 
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important than being fast. On the other hand, confidence in the system may be lost when matters 
are slow to be resolved. 

Summary 

In summary, the following themes have emerged. First. Defence, supported by the sing!a 
Services, need to be better and more prompt at responding to the Ombudsman's 
recommendations. This should be formalised lo enable more rapid progress to closure. Second, 
wor1< to agree on a more sophisticated KP! needs to be prioritised. Until this work has been done 
the Ombudsman will report the binary conclusion that the process is not efficient, effective and fair. 
Third, the Army needs to enhance its use of informal resolution at the lowest suitable level with 
greater emphasis on the use of the EOIAs. This would encourage a process that focuses on 
resolution as opposed to complaint. lastly, in order to get a true understanding of how we can 
learn from disproportionate cohorts and complaint categories, there needs to be a more intelligent 
analysis or the existing data, if not also the collection of more meaningful data. 
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Consolidated list of observations 

Obs 

Obs 1 

Obs2 

Obs 3 

Obs4 

Obs5 

Obs& 

-·· '~ 

Detall 

l 
The Service Complaints Ombudsman reinforces ttie Armed Forces continuous improvement agenda and provides meaningful 

recommendations in her annual reports, 

The Army Service Complaint Secretariats Standing Operating Procedure (SOP) is a useful guidance document in lieu of amendments 

required to JSPs 831/ 763. ACSO 3358 should also be updated to align with the SOP and the Army Service Complaint Secretariat have 

commenced this woril.. 

The Army compares very favourably when benchmaril.ed against the civilian sector and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) grievance 

: procedures. 

! 
Whan assessing whether the Service Complaint process is efficient, effective and fair, specific elements of the SeNice Complaints 
process should be assessed to identify discrete areas that require development rather than judging the entire Service Complaints 

process. 

The Service Complaint process has evolved since January 2016 and elements of the process are definitely efficient, effective and fair. 

However, the Army and Defence should not be complacent and continuoos improvement through gradual reform is critical before it can 

be considered on the whole to be a comp{etely efficient, effective and fair process. 

JSP 831, although in need of an update to account for Ombudsman's recommendations and changes in legislation is wen laid out and 

user friendly. 
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Obs Detail 

Obs7 The findings of this review need to be considered with other reviews and reports running in parallel. such as the draft report of the 

j 
Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours and the Service Complaints Ombudsman's Annual Report 2018. 

Obs8 In making her annual assessment the Ombudsman could consider using the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights as an additional metric to assessing whether the Service Complaint process is efficient. effective and fair. 

' : Obs9 : The data collated during the Army Inspector's Review into the Army Service Complaints process should be used to inform the 
[ implementation of recommendations made in the draft report in the Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours. 

: 

i Obs 10 Defence led work to develop the current Key Performance Indicator is ongoing and the Army Service Complaint Secretariat must continue 
. to support this important issue, but at the same lime, continue to develop Secretariat processes to drive continuous improvement. 

.. 
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Consolidated list of recommendations 
-·····---··- ----~- .. --· 

! Improve i ' - • Hyperlink to 
I Proposed Proposed 

j > Recommendation Benefit SPA 7 SAMe ;:; .. 
u I ii OLIMS record 
E "" LU w 

•••~•~•=-~Ns,.,.• • 

Recommendation 1: The data summary sheet for the Unit Provides the Ombudsman 
Climate Assessment Level 1 report should be made with a wider data set on 

D Pers 

I 

. . . 
accessible to the Ombudsman to take into consideration for which to base her 
her annual reports. judgements. 

· Recommendation 2: The Army SeMCe Complaint Provides further analysis 

I Secretariat is to examine 'dead lime' and identify where : to infonn the ongoing 
process efficiencies can be made to help inform the work to improve the Key 

i 
✓ ✓ . Services Complaints Working Group on work to develop the Performance Indicator. Comd HC 

Key Performance Indicator and to include other elements of 
the Service Complaint process that could be developed to 
help impro"e efficiency. i 

' 
f Racommendatlon 3: Improve data capture associated with Provides extra data to 
i lnfonnal Complaints (complaints below the Service both the Anny and the i 

' 
Complaint threshold) and lnfonnal Resolution that is Ombudsman that will ! 

✓ ✓ . reported annually to the Ombudsman, to ensure it allow improve the COmd HC 
contributes to continuous improvements. understanding of how 

grievances are resolved 
informally. 

i 

' Senior Point of Autnority. 
' Supportillg Action Manager. 
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' Recommendation 

Recommendation 4: Identify where improvements should 
be made in the routine and regular communication of 
Service Complaint updates between Complainants and 
Respondent(s) during the process. 

: Recommendation 5: The chain of command is to ensure 
that JPA updates comply with the JPA checklist format and 

, spe1;ifically provide the detail of the last dated action and 
,1,L,._ - -•A ..,,1, __ •••=•~ -- _u ___ ,_~ .......... _ -· -----•-•=--

., 
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Improving progress 
updates will reduce the 
uncertainty and resultant 
anxiety experienced by 
Complainants and 
Respondents. 

Enhanced assurance will 
lead to more detailed 
information recorded on 
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: of command and 
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: Respondents. 
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: Enhanced assurance will 
lead to mOfe detailed 
information recorded on 
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' enhanced progress I Army I 
. reporting to both the chain Comd HG/ 
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Recommendatiori'"s: A greater emphasis on 2"<l line of 
Defence assurance, primarily by Brigade G 1 staff and then 
by Army Personnel Services Group (APSG), should be 
implemented to drive home the cultural change resulting 
from Recommendation 5. 

: of command and Comd JHC 
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' ·- Respondents, 
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Recommendation 

Recommendation 7: Consider using redacted Service 
Complaint casefiles as a tool for organisational learning, 

Recommendation 8: Consider separating tne extant 
Service Complaint training from MATT 6 and delivering it as 
standalone training in order to provide renewed focus on 
resolution and increase awareness and understanding of all 
Army personnel, or; 

Recommendation 9: Consider a command driven re-focus 
on unit level training and re--emphasise the importance 

: placed on the delivery and value of Army Service Complaint 
.· training in MA TT 6 to Increase awareness and 

understanding of all Atmy personnel. 

Recommendation 10: Establish standardised and formal 
training across Defence for Assisting Officers once 

1 
nominated for the role. 

Recommendation 11: At unit level the Specified Officer f 
Decision Body must afford the Assisting Officer the 
appropriate time and resource to conduct their duties in 
order to expedite the Service Complaints process. 

r··· 
' 

·····' "· 

Benefit 

l 
• 'Real life' examples will 
• engage learners more 
• effectively and enhance 

existing Service 
Complaints training, 

This Will provide renewed 
focus on Service 
Complaints and wrn 
increase the awareness 
and understanding of all 
Army personnel. 

This will increase the 
awareness and 
understanding of all Army 
personnel. 

Enhances support to 
Complainants and 
Respondents who can be 
vulnerable during a 
Service Complaint. 

Enhances support to 
Complainants and 
Respondents who can be 
vulnerable during a 
Service Complaint 
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RecommendaUon 12: When the offer of an Assisting Forces the chain of ; 

Officer (AO) is made the chain of command must highlight command to offer Comd Fd 
Army! . . ✓ the welfare benefits that the AO can provide to ensure the Assisting Officer support 
Comd HC/ ; 

ComplainanVRespondenl makes an infonned choice. and provides an audit ' ComdJHC trail. 

Recommendation 13: Establish standardised and formal Enhances the ability of 
training across Defence for Investigating Officers once : Investigating Officers to 
nominated for the role. fulfil the role, potentially 

CDP ✓ ✓ . 
leading to less appeals 

' and Ombudsman 
! referrals. ! 

: Recommendation 14: At unit level the Specified Officer I Enhances the ability of i 

i ; Decision Body must afford the Investigating Officer the Investigating Officers to · Comd Fd 

! 
i appropriate time and resource to conduct their duties in · fulfil the role, potentially Army/ ✓ 

I 
✓ . i order to expedite the Service Complaints process. leading to less appeals Comd HC / ; 

and Ombudsman Comd JHC ' 
referrals. 

· Recommendation 15: The Army is lo conduct a Training Identifies opportunities to 
Needs Analysis (TNA) to detennine the frequency. type and enhance Service 
content of Army Service Complaint training and focused on Complaints training. 

✓ resolution to close current training gaps and identify 
D Pers . . 

, additional training requirements paying particular attention 
; 

' . to the Ombudsman's recommendations that relate to 
training. : 

' 
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Recommendation 16: Identify how levels of support for ! Enhances support for 

✓ ✓ ✓ • Respondents can be increased and update the Army Respondents, who are 
publication. ·Guide for Respondents in a Service often vulnerable during a Comd HG 

Complaint'. Service Complaint. 
··-·······--· ... ' - ....... '" . - ···----··---··· . ................. . ...•...••.......•....... . .•...•..........•. --- ...• - . _,., -~- ·t---·~ 

Recommendation 1f "identify vulnerable appointments Proactivefy identifies 
Comd Fd that are more susceptible of being named as a Respondent personnel who may Army! ' in Service Complaints (eg policy posts} and provide become vulnerable due to ✓ ✓ - Comd HC I i additional welfare support as required. their job role and provides 

support where necessary. 
Camel JHC 

Recommendation 18: The chain of command should Protects the Army 
reinforce that lnfonnal Resolution attempts at unit level Mediation Service's Comd Fd should not be labelled as 'Mediation' as this makes it more reputation and its ability to 

Army/ - ✓ - difficult to persuade parties to engage in subsequent facilitate early resolution, Comd HC/ 
Formal Mediation. thus removing the need 

ComdJHC 
for the full-Service 
Complaint process. 

Recommendation 19: The Equality Diversity and Inclusion ' Exploits the existing intra- > 

Adviser (EDIA) should advise personnel on the grievance unit EOIA network, which Comd Fd 

✓ 
resolution options available and signpost Informal is extremely wall known 10 Army! 

✓ ✓ Resolution and Mediation early in the process. soldiers, to deliver better Comd HC / 
advice to potential and ComclJHC 
existing Complainants. 
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. RecommendatJon 20: Assess the merit of adopting the Provides more advice to 
: Metropolitan Police Service model of Informal Resolution potential Complainants at 

Champions at unit level as a strongly encouraged early step unit level. Using the 
✓ ✓ I ✓ in the process to achieve resolution. Consider whether the EDtAs would exploit the I 

I Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDIA) is able to benefits of the current 
i fulfil this role as part of EOIA's existing responsibilities. system. i 

. -............ 
•• 1 . Recommendation 21: An attempt at Informal Resolution Maximises the opportunity 

✓ . 
I -

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

should be strongly encouraged where appropriate by the for resolution at the lowest 
; chain of command (including the Specified Officer and I suitable level. hopefully 
: Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDJA)J as an early \ negating the need for a 
! step in the Service Complaints process. - Service Complaint 

Recommendation 22: Assess the merits of adopting a 
- orievance resolution model outlinino the Informal and 

Formal Resolution options available. 

Recommendation 23: Assess the merits of investing in a 
more widespread delivery of Conversational Intelligence 
Training in order to hetp improve cultural attitudes and 
increase the likelihood of Informal Resolution. 

Resolution by educating 

1 
potential Complainants on 
their options for 
progressing their 

: grievance. 

: A better trained workforce 
who will increase the 
likelihood of tnformaf 
Resolution. 
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Recommendation 24: The Army Mediation Service should Increases the chances of 
consider training Army Mediators and Equality Diversity and Informal Resolution where 

' ? 
inclusion Advisers (EDlAs) on the one day 'Facilitated suitable. D Pers ✓ ' ✓ t . 
Conversation' course as a means of achieving low level, 

j 

1 inter-personal grievance resolution where suitable. 
! ... ....... -... . ........................... -· ........ .......... . ·---·-·-· •' 

l Recommendation 25: The Unacceptable Behaviours Enhances the ability of a 
I 

Team should receive additional resource to enable them to proven and worthwhile 
I 

✓ provide the appropriate level of service to both the kmy service to Army personnel Comd HC . -
Mediation Service and the Speak Out confidential helpline. who have worl<pface 

concerns of grievances .. 
UNO•- .r• ... , ..... __ ··-·········--·· ..... ,,.,_ .. . . , ... ··-··-··· ____ ,.,_ 

Recommendation 26: Re-energise and resource the Enhances the lessons 

- ✓ . lessons function within the Army Service Complaint learnt process for Service Comd HC 
l Secretariat. Complaints. 

.., .. -.......... 

Recommendation 27: The Anny Service Complaint Enhances the lessoJ'\S 
Secretariat should use the Defence Lessons Identified learnt process for Service 
Management System (0LIMS), as mandated by the Army Complaints by recording it 

. ✓ . Command Standing Order (ACSO) 1118 to record Army formally on the Comd HC 
Service Complaint lessons using redacted casefiles. recognised system that is 

accessible to all Defence 
1 

personnel. i 
Rec.omrnendatton 28: In lieu of a Defence-led study being Addresses in detail the 
commissioned, the Army should consider commissioning an concern of why females 
independentextemal body to investigate the over- and BAME personnel are 

DCGS - ' - ✓ representation of female and BAME personnel submitting over represented when I 

SCs versus the potential under-representation of white submitting Service 
males. Complaints. 
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Recommendation 29: Detailed analysis into the relatively Reduce Career 
high number of Se,vica Complaints relating to Career Management Service 

. . ✓ Management is required in order to help inform the chain of Complaints through a Comd HC command to reduce Career Management Service better understanding of 
l Complaints. why they exist. ~ 

l ~ .. 

· Recommendation 30: Consider re-estabtishing the B2 Better pan-Defence 
i ' grade Civil Servant post in the CDP Personnel Secretariat coherence for the Service 

✓ . . ; to provide an increased capacity and oversight of the Complaints process and CDP 
, Service Complaints process. reduced criticism from the 

Ombudsman. 
~-· ········-· ··---- ...... - " · Recommendation 31: The process for accurately 

' A better understanding of ' recording and assuring the Service Complaint category on the type of Service 
JPA should be reviewed to ensure increased data Complain! will improve the 

✓ ✓ accuracy. lessons learnt process Comd HC -
and potentially reduce the 

; 

amount of workplace 
grievances. 

' i 1-.•.-•.A.~ •••-•• - • 

Recommendation 32: Consider changes to amend i 
Increases Army i 

terminology in order to address cultural change personnel's engagement 
i 
I 

' requirements (eg replace the terms Service 'Complaints' with the Service 
I 

CDP - ✓ ✓ 
: with 'Grievance Resolution·. 'Complainant' with 'Aggneved', complaints system by ' ; ·1nvest1gation· with 'Assessment'.) removing the current i 
I 

pejorative terminology. j 
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Hype-rltnk to , 

I 

Proposed 

SPA' 

: Recommendation 33: Consider re-establishing the Regrows the support to 
'. investigator appointments 1n !he Anny's Serviee Complaints vulnerable and Affected I Investigation T earn (SClT} to enhance support to vulnerable Persons and mitigate the 

and affected persons. This would also mitigate the risk of risk of reputational 
reputational damage. damage. 

Recommendation 34: Conduct an analysis as to why there ! A better understanding of 
i is an increase to 1 in 3 of all Army Career Management : how Bullying, Harassment 

Service Complaints containing allegations of Bullying, i and Discnmination 
Harassment and Discrimination and rf proven, permrt i interacts with career 

I remedial action to be taken. I management will improve 
t the lessons learnt process 
: and potentially reduce the 
: amoont of wor1tplace 
l grievances. 

Recommendation 35: The Army Service Complaints i Implements a more 
Secretariat should evaluate whether other complaint : efficient and effective 

I categories could be dealt with by a single standing Decision : Decision Body system for 
Body (DB) similar to that used for resolving Career ' specific categories of 
Management Service Complaints. This is not dissimilar to Service Complaint. 
the 'quick fix' and 'fast track' schemes used by the Royal 
Navy and Royal Air Force. 

R.commendatlon 36: The lifed OFS legal adviser post and 
support to the Army Service Complaints Secretariat should 
be retained to mitigate exposure ta legal. financial and 
reputational risk. 

· Mitigates the Army's 
' exposure to legal. 

financial and reputational 
risk. 
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Recommendation 37: Ensure that the Army Service : Faster and better quality 

i . Complaint Secretariat has sufficient OF2/0F3 legal : legal. admissibility advice 

I Comd HC ✓ I ' advi'Sers to provide quality and timely admissibility advice i to Specified Officers will 
✓ - within the stipulate<! timetrame to help maintain an efficient. ) lead to a more efficient I I ' effective and fair process. I process and less criticism I I i ! from the Ombudsman. ' 
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Evolution of the Service Complaints Process• 

1. Historical development. The Army Act 1955, section 180 permitted service 

personnel to make an Application for Redress of Complaint (ARC). The process, governed 

by Army General Administrative Instruction (AGAI) 70, existed until the introduction of 

Service Complaints (SC) following the Armed Forces Act 2006, implemented by the Army in 

2009. ARC and SCs were considered at 3 levels with an unrestricted right for the 

complainant to raise the complain\ to the Army Board. The introduction of SC Panels (SCP} 

with Independent Members (for prescribed Bullying and Harassment cases) improved 

throughput by relieving the Army Board of much or its caseload, although complaints 

involving 3-star officers and above or matters involving significant policy considerations were 

retained. Casework was considered at level 1 by a Commanding Officer (CO) or Brigade 

Commander; at level 2 by the Brigade Commander or Divisional General Officer 

Commanding (GOC) and at level 3 by the Army Board (quorum of 2 members) or SCP (two 

or three members). The Army had no mechanism to monitor numbers and progress in 

Levels 1 and 2, and nor did individual headquarters for their commands. The Anned Forces 

(Service Complaints and Financial Assistance) Act 2015 (AF (SC&FA) Act 15), implemented 

on 1 Jan 16 refonned the SC process, reducing the number of levels to 2 (Decision and then 

Appeal}, with the opportunity to seek review by the Service Complaints Ombudsman (SCO) 

in a new post superseding that of the Service Complaints Commissioner (SCC). 

2. Army Board Casework: Secretariat. The Army Board Casework Secr~tariat (Army 

Bd CSec), a 2-4 post structure, under an OFS Full Time Reserve Service (FTRS), 

administered level 3 and Appeals to the Sovereign, and Army Board consideration of 

Misconduct casework under AGAI 67 involving Termination of Service. It was based at 

Upavon as a Branch of the Directorate of the Office of Standards of Casework (Army) 

(DOSC(A)), a free standlng One Star Directorate answering directly to the Army Board. 

3. Service Complaints Wing (SCW). The Army's introduction of the SC process in 2009 

created a system that was not fit for purpose. There was no SC database and Formations 

soon had no idea how many SCs they had. Consistent criticism by the SCC of excessive 

delay in the handling of SC led, in Dec 10 to the creation of the SCW. Although designed to 
establish centralised management for the standardisation, monitoring, regulation, control and 

delivery of SC, it also encouraged an abrogation of command responsibility. SCW was 

overmatched as it attempted to administer the significant backlog of unresolved SC. 

Caseworkers, who had responsibility for cases at all levels, were overwhelmed by numbers, 

leading to a year-long backlog. 

4. Hyperion move to Andover. The Army Bd SC Sec moved with Headquarters 

Adjutant General (HQ AG) to form Army HQ at Andover in 20,0, operating the level 3 SC 

process. Although collocated with sew, it remained independent of the chain of command 

until command and control was further rationalised. 

' H1s1r:iry e~raclod from ttllt Canwrlghl Report - Amiy Serv!ca Complalnls Secretariat Relliew dated 21 November 2018 - Brig 
PAS Cartwright QBE. 
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5. Internal Review of Service Complalnts Wing (The Turner Review). The Executive 

Committee of the Army Board (ECAB) identified in 2012 that the SC backlog was not being 

reduced and that SCW had become unbalanced and unable to generate the required surge 

capacity. Directorate of Personal Services (Army) (DPS (A)) directed an Internal Review of 

sew in Mar 13. The review found that sew was over worked, under resourced, poorly 

structured and incorrectly organised. In its existing form SCW was unable to manage data 

to provide timely and appropriate information for key management decisions. It lacked the 

capacity or capability to reduce the backlog of casework or any future surge of SCs. Some 

recommendations were implemented, to generate a sustainable structure, with AG providing 

the required funding of £474K per year. 

6. Formation of Army Service Complaints Secretariat (Army SC Sec). In late 2014, 
the Army SC Secretary (OF5 FTRS) was asked lo assume overall responsibility for the 

totality of the Army SC process, merging the Army Board C Sec staff with those of sew 
under the new Branch title of 'Army Service Complaints Secretariat' (Army SC Sec). Colonel 

Personnel Services 2 (Col PS 2) ceased to have responsibility for SC, the Army SC Sec 

reporting directly to DPS (A), later Head Army Personnel Services Group (Hd APSG), while 

retaining individually delegated authority from the Defence Council for the operation of the 

internal grievance process. Misconduct (AGAI 67) casework was moved to Conduct Branch. 

7. Op JUSTIFY Jun 15 • Dec 17. Acknowledging the significant challenge in concluding 

legacy casework (713 SCs), CGS directed the Field Army to reinforce Army SC Sec with 

additional manpower to augment the caseworkers within the Secretariat. Over the period 

Jun 15 to Dec 17, a total of 5 OF3, 19 OF2 / OR8/9 and 9 Sgt/ OR7 reinforced Army SC 

Sec each on 6-month tours, reducing legacy casework by 94.3% 10
• 

'" Cartwngi'lt Report - AtTny Service Comp•aints SAr.relanat R-,v,cw datod 21 Novomt>er 2018 -- 811~ PAS Cartwright 081:. 
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Preface 

Context 

8. The Service Complaints Ombudsman. Nicola Williams. has stated in her 2017 and 
2018 Annual Reports that "the Service Complaints process is still not efficient, effective or 

fair." This statement was reinforced when briefing the 5091h Executive Committee of the 

Army Board (ECAB) on 29 November 2018 and more recently when presenting evidence 

before the House of Commons Defence Committee (HCDC} on 26 February 2019. The 

Ombudsman has made a number of recommendations in the 3 Annual Reports since she 

took over the role as the Ombudsman following a change from the Service Complaints 

Commissioner in 2016. To date many of the recommendations remain open. 

9. The purpose of this Army review directed by ECAB was to evaluate the SC process 

and identify areas for improvement in light of the criticisms and recommendations made by 

the Ombudsman, to identify areas for continuous improvement and to prevent the teetirrence 

of a new backlog 11 of SC that all 3 Services have worked tirelessly to eradicate. The Terms 

of Reference (ToRs) directed the Army Inspector to evaluate the area of SC to identify 

current issues, paying particular attention to comments and recommendations made by the 

Ombudsman in her annual reports. More specifically the T oRs directed the Army Inspector 

to baseline Army-wide understanding of the SC process, identify the level and scope of 

training for those involved with the SC process including the appropriate levels of support to 

Affected Persons 12, examine the increased use of mediation and Informal Resolution, 

identify what an appropriate KPI should be, examine the lessons learned process and 

recommend how we might reduce the disproportionate representation by various cohorts 13 in 

the complainants' group. 

Alm 

10. The aim of this report is to review and evaluate the area of Service Complaints (SC) to 

identify current issues, paying particular attention to comments and recommendations made 

by the Service Complaints Ombudsman (SCO) in her annual reports. 

T enns of Reference 

11. The ToRs at Annex A directed 5 specified tasks to be addressed: 

a. Baseline the Army wide understanding of the SC process as a means of 
resolving wori<place grievances; 

" SC backlog routinely refers to SCis ~ubmltled bt!rore 1 Jan 2016 that have yet to be f"6SO!m. The Army has S legacy 
complaints lh&1 em lllill In tile process of belng inveatiglllod to tho point of resolutlon. 
1
• Th<, term Alf0<,1cd Pei'llOfl applies to Complainants, Respondeni. •nd Decision Body. 
" l he Ombllrlsrnan has discuss.ed the disproportionate repreauritalion of BAME and female cohorts In her Anl'll/81 Reports. 
Both ;ohorts submit a d ,s proportionate number of SCs ifl relalKm to their populatioo si~e In !he ml ll!ary. 
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b. Identify the level and scope of training fo, those involved with the SC process, 

including the appropriate levels of support to affected persons involved in SC and any 

legal implications: 

c. Examine the use of mediation and Informal Resolution as a way of dealing with 

potential non-Bullying Harassment and Discrimination (non-BHD) SC (and of dealing 

with those SC at the appropriate level), to give greater confidence in the process: 

d. Noting the specified target lime 1
• for resolving complaints, and that no individual 

Service has ever met the target. examine tl'1e length of time to resolve complaints, 

including the legacy complaint backlog log and identify where process improvements 

could be made and what an appropriate KPI should be; and, 

e. Examine the lessons learned process and recommend how we might reduce the 

disproportionate representation by various cohorts in the complainants' group. 

Out of scope 

12. Three issues raised by the Ombudsman to ECAB on 29 November 2018 15 were 

agreed to be out of scope of the review because they were being addressed separately and 
by others. These were: 

a. Consolatory payments. The Ombudsman has concerns over the level of 

consolatory payments made to Complainants and disagrees with the basis on which 
consolatory payments are calculated. D Res agreed to conduct a brief review to 

compare the Army approach with that of the other Services and was scheduled to write 

to the Ombudsman. The D Res review focussed on the non-quantifiable financial 

awards made during FY17/18 and FY18/19, methods of establishing quantum and 

delegated authority levels in place compared with the other 2 single Services. The D 

Res review was undertaken by Almy Finance Governance, wilh input received from 

Navy and Air Governance along with all 3 Service Complaints Secretariats and their 
Legal team. [Note the Ombudsman has made a new Recommendation (3.4) 18 in 

her 2018 Annual Report for her office to develop specific guidance lo be adopted 
by the single Services for consolatory payments - 0 Res, Army Finance 
Governance team have been Informed]. 

b. 2-Person Appeal Boards. The Ombudsman felt that using 2-person Appeal 

Boards [panels] made the Army open to judicial challenge; most lribunals had an 

uneven number on the panel to avoid a 50:50 split. DCGS agreed to consider the 

•• The KPI ol 90% of complaints to be resolved with•n 24 weeks is tho only agrood KPI fur rneasuring the cffic,er'K,y of lhe 
Sarvice Complaints process. 
"!>09th ECAB Minutes dated 10 December 2018. 
"SCOAF Annual Report 2018, RecommendaUon J.4- Thal the Ser,,ice Complaints Ombudsman for the Armed Forcos 
develops specific guidance on the calculation or consciatory payment& by tho end ol December 2019. and lhnt thi£ gi.lidanco as 
adopted by the singlo Servie86 by lhO end of Apnl 2020 
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issue further and the Army SC Sec responded in a note to the Ombudsman on 10 Dec 

1811 stating the Army's position. The note outlines how the Army's approach to 2-

person panels, that is permitted within legislation, achieves efficiencies and any 
challenges faced. It explains how the decision-making process is handled where there 

is disagreement and thoughts on how and when 2-person panels can and should be 

used as the default position. 

13. Legal advice. The Ombudsman commented that most cases did not require legal 

advice and should be dealt with swiftly by the Commanding Offtcer. Hd APSG confirmed at 

ECAB. "that COs were no longer provided legal advice for every case and wef8 encouraged 

to rosolve cases expeditiously.• The re\/iew confirms that legal advice is routinely provided 

at u,e onset of a SC when the Specified Officer (SO) is determining admissibility and for 

complaints that go to Appeal. · Additional legal advice is only provided for Complaints that are 

more complex or involve potential redress which awards money directly or indirectly. Legal 

advice and support ls discussed further in Chapter 4. 

Methodology 

14. The review took the following approach: 

a. literature review. A wealth of literature was identified through consultation with 
stakeholders. The re\liew of literature included previous ECAB updates on SCs, 

previous Army Inspectorate reports, SCOAF Annual Reports. Service Complaints 

statute and regulations, JSPs 763 and 831, AGAI 75, Military Annual Training Test 6 

(MA TT 6) and Army Personnel Services Group (APSG) documentation. Existing data 

from surveys (Sexual Harassment Survey 18 (SHS 18), Armed Forces Continuous 
Attitude Survey 2018 {AFCAS 18) and the Unit Climate Assessment Level 1) were also 

examined. 

b. Benchmarking. The review was directed to benchmark the Anny's approach to 

the SC process. Strategic benchmartdng was conducted using the United Nations 

qq\~J1!1g Prinr,J.Ql~J>_9n Business and Human Rights 18 end the Acas Code of Practice 19. 
The Army's SC process was operationally benchmarked against the workplace 

grievance processes within the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). Analysis from this 

is highlighted in the relevant sections of this report. However, it is important to 
understand that the SC process as a means for resolving workplace grievances is 

unique within the UK. This is due to the fact that it Is enshrined in primary and 
secondary legislation, which makes it different from any other complaint or grievance 
system external to Defence in the commercial sector. 

'' S.Ourc.e: not8 from Brigadier Colin Findlay, fooner A,my Service Complaints Sea.ta<y (until Feb 19) daled 10 Dec 18. 
•• UNGP ori 8ut1inesa and Human Right,, 3 p1q-, Framewof11 apectllcally Ac<;esa to Remedy. Funt,er guidance through 
Prw:lple 25 to J 1 (Speclflcally). 
,. The Aus Code of Predlce is the AdlltllOfY, Concmatloo llod Arbitration SDMCe for diKiplinaly and gr11Nanoe procedures in 
the commercial sector and gives p,actica! guidance for handling theM issues in the workplace. 
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15. Surveys. Two anon~:us, ·onli~e surveys.;ere c.r~~t~d -~-:i~g7fi" MOO's licence with 

Lime Survey and with Occupational Psychologist's guidance. Questions were based on 

initial findings and stakeholder comments made during the first month of the review. Both 

surveys were distributed between Feb and May 19 and contained both quantitative and 

qualitative questions. Analysis was conducted in concert with the Occupational 

Psychologists. All qualitative responses were coded by at least 2 members of the review 

team in order to enhance analytical reliability. There was a representative response rate 

across engagement type: Regular service (75%) and Reserve service (25%). Importantly, 

both surveys' accessibility was maximised through use of Quick Response (QR) codes, 
allowing them to be immediately accessed on mobile devices (eg smartphones, tablets). A 

full summary of the surveys is at Annex B. The surveys were directed at: 

a. Commanding Officers (COs). A specific survey was designed to gather the 

views of each of the 259 Army officers currently at unit command. The CO will 

normallfU fulfil the role of Specified Officer {SO) and subsequently (but not always) the 

Decision Body (DB) for each SC. Given these key roles in the SC process and the fact 

that the COs are responsible for the training and conduct of personnel under lheif 
command, a bespoke survey was deemed worthwhile. All extant CO appointments 

were identified from the Army Personnel Centre (APC) and the offer to complete the 

survey was sent to the personal MOD email address 21 of each CO (and to their 
Adjutants where the email addresses were identifiable). Of the 259 appointments, 221 
accessed the survey and 169 COs completed it in full. The partially completed 

surveys were analysed and provided very little data, often failing to get past the first 

few questions. Partial responses were therefore discounted from the analysis. The 

169 fully completed CO surveys make the results statistically significant. The number 

of attempts to complete the survey (85% of all COs) and the number of actual 

completions (65%) indicates that Cos recognise the importance of the SC 

process. 67% of COs ( 113) were in command of a Regular unit, with 28% ( 48) in 

command of a Reserve unit; 8 COs commanded either hybrid or training units. When 

considering the type of unit. the range was roughly equal across the 4 main types of 

Training unit (25%}, Combat (28%), Combat Support (24%) and Combat Service 

Support (28%). More than half (63%) of COs who responded had been in command 

for a year or more. 

b. Pan-Army. A pan-Army survey was created, which was open to all Army 
personnel (COs were not required lo complete this survey, working on the assumption 

that their views will have been captured in the CO specific survey). This pan-Army 

survey was distributed via flyers, the chain of command (through HQ fd Army and 

Home Command (HC)) and via each Army CO, as described in the paragraph 
above. The survey was accessed by 1,121 personnel, resulting in 906 complete 

responses that provides a strong statistical indication. The survey was designed in 

"'Where lhe Commanding Officer ls part of the SC, lhe SC w,ll be submitted further up Illa r.hain of commano:1. 
,. The litl of cos was taken from the Army Pen;onnel CM1re·s eldant lisl of <".ommar\d apprnnlmenls. 
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such a way to encourage qualitative responses from those in specific roles, namely 

Complainants, Respondents, Assisting Officers (AO), and Investigating Officers {10). 

c. Complainants. Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 10% (90) had 

submitted a SC. 

d. Respondents. Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 19% (172) had 

been Respondents (on at least one SC}. 

e. Ass is ting Officers (AO). Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 17% 

(154) had been assigned the role of Assisting Officer (at least once). 

f. Investigating Officers (10). Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 

12%.1 (109) had been assigned the role of Investigating Officer (at least once). 

There were also 2 questions that specifically canvassed views on the over-representation of 

females and BAME personnel in the SC process. 

16. Focus groups. A series of focus groups were held in a range of locations, conducted 

by members of the review team personnel. The question sets were created in consultation 

with the Occupational Psychologists and were based on initial findings and stakeholder 

comments. Specific focus groups included females only, Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic 

{BAME) only, Junior Non-Commissioned Officers (JNCO) only, Senior Non-Commissioned 

Officers (SNCO) and Warrant Officers (WO) only. 

17, Interviews. A series of 1~1 interviews were held with key personnel, including 

Respondents and a Staff Officer (SO2) Discipline in a Brigade Headquarters (Bde HQ) and 

an Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EOIA). 

18. Joint Personnel Administration (JPA) data. SC data recorded on JPA was also 

accossed and analysed through APSG, Army SC Sec. 

19. Case study analysls. A range of SCs provided by APSG were analysed to evidence 

good practice and identify weaknesses. 

20, Stakeholders consulted. 

a, Head Office and Central Service (Personnel Secretariat) (HOCS Pers Sec). 

b. The Service Complaints Ombudsman for the Armed Forces (SCOAF). Chief of 
Staff, Chief of Operations, Head of Investigations, Statistics Officer and the 

Ombudsman. 

c. Royal Navy (RN) and Royal Air Force (RAF) Service Complaints Secretariats. 
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d. 

e. Metropolitan Police Service - Grievance Management Team (MPS - GMT). 

f. Commander Home Command (HC), Army Personnel Services Group (APSG). 

Army Service Complaints Secretariat (Army SC Sec). 

g. Field Army (Fd Army) (both the HQ and selected units). 

h. Army Mediation Service and Unacceptable Behaviours Team. 

21. Glossary and abbreviations. See Annexes D and E. 

22. Security classlflcation. This report has been classified OFFICIAL - SENSITIVE in 
accordance with JSP 440. 

23. Statistical data. All SC data used in this report and specifically the tables in Chapters 

3 and 4 is taken from the Joint Personnel Administration (JPA) system used by the UK 

Armed Forces. Discipline (Service Law, Warning and Sanctions and Service Complaint) 

data is recorded on JPA and is linked to certain personnel fields to allow profiles to be 

analysed. Since the implementation of the new SC process, on 1 Jan 16, JPA has been the 

sole, tri-Service, repository for recording SCs. This has allowed consistent reporting, 

particularly for the Ombudsman's Annual Report to Parliament. 

24. Llmltations. The review team acknowledges the following limitations to the findings 

within the research methodology: 

a. Benchmarking is problematic as the SC workplace grievance system is unique in 

that it has a legal basis. This presents difficulties when making direct comparisons 

with any similar organisations to the Army. 

b. Some of the SC data held on the JPA system is not wholly valid or reliabte 21. 

SCs are often multi-faceted but JPA requires each SC to be recorded under only one 

searchable category and the designation of the originating category is subject to the 

views of the Complainant. 

c. The limited number of SC submitted, even when the range was expanded to the 

past 3 years, has proved difficult in identifying longitudinal trends and analysing 

specific cohorts. Also. reporting such limited data in the form of percentages (both as 
a snapshot and as change over time) should be balanced with context Unfortunately, 

short or summary reports do not lend themselves well to elaborating the context and 

result in the risk associated with the interpretation of percentages and graphs. Raw 

21 'Vahdtly' refers to an inoo,roc.:t categonsatton of a SC wnere ·re►abi1t1y· rercr.1 lo Klentical Of similar comptam1s atways being 
c:etcgoosed tho same by different people/unit, etc. 
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numerical data has been used in instances where the use of percentages could be 

misinterpreted by the reader. 

25. Structure of the report. The report is structured into the following chapters: 

a. Chapter 1 tests the working hypothesis, 'to test whether the SC process is 

efficient, effective and fair.· It makes an assessment on each of these principles and 

the associated 12 factors that the Ombudsman uses to assess the SC process. 

b. Chapter 2 benchmarks the SC process against the commercial sector and more 

specifically the Metropolitan Police Service. It benchmarks against the UN Guiding 

Principles (UNGP) on Business and Human Rights and alignment with the highly 

regarded Acas Code of Practice. 

c. Chapter 3 addresses 5 specified tasks directed in the Terms of Reference. 

d. Chapter 4 covers miscellaneous findings and evaluates the wider SC process to 

identify current issues and areas for continuous improvement. 

9 
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Chapter 1 - Assessment of Efficient, Effective and Fair 

Section 1 - Context 

Working hypothesis based on the Ombudsman's overall assessment of the SC 
process 

26. The working hypothesis for the review was: 'Test whether the Service Complaints 

process is efficient. effective, and fair.' The hypothesis was identified to address the 

Ombudsman's assessment in her Annual Reports of 2017 and 201823
. The message from 

the Ombudsman in the 2018 Annual Report states, 'I am still unable to report that the system 

is efficient, effective and fair'. 'As the elements are connected, the assessment requires 

each principle to be considered individually, and also together. Each must be met in order 

for a positive assessment to be made. A complaints system that is not efficient cannot be 

effective; a system that is not effective cannot be fair etc.' This assessment was reiterated 

when the Ombudsman provided evidence to the House of Commons Defence Committee 

{HCDC) on 26 Feb 192•. 

Assessment of the hypothesis 

27. In making an assessment about whether the SC system is efficient, effective or fair, 

the Ombudsman takes into consideration a number of factors including those outlined In the 

left column of Table 1. Data in the right-hand column provides evidential references from 

the Ombudsman's Annual Reports 2017 and 2018. 

A comDl1lnt1 2roce1S 11. Efflclerrt.when:_ ············-~---+---------"'s"""c ..... o ...... AF~E~v-'--'1d""'• .... n.c .. •"'-------4 
Factor: As stated in SCOAF Annual Report 
• Complaints are dealt with at the lowest suitable level 2017, Ch 1. pages 1-8 
• Complaints are resolved within the allocated timeframes (Recommendation 2. 1) 
• Complaints are handled without undue delay As stated in SCOAF Annual Reporl 
• The complaints process is equipped with sufficient 2018, Ch 1, pages 1-12 
resource (Recommendations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. 

3.4) 

23 Tho Ombudsman resorveo judgement in her 2016 Annual Report. 

In 2018, the SCOAF found undue 
delay in 61% of investigations of this 
kind completed in-year. The 
Omt.iudsman does not consider this 
to be an acctJptable figure. Since 
2016, undue delay has been toond 
in a total of 73% ol investigations 
into alleged undue delay. 
(Comment: This dou not maan 
73o/. of all SCs Incur undue delay 
- the figure refers to the number 
of SCs submitted to the SCOAF to 
Investigate allegations of undue 
delay) 

"'HCOC Oral Evidence: The wor1< ol tile Service Complaints Ombudsman for the Armed Fmces, HC 1889 dato<l Tuesday 26 
February 2010 
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)~_~o_ffiPlalnts process Is Effective when: · SCOAF.£vldence .• 
Factor: As stated in SCOAF Annual RBporl 
• Pnople know about it 2017. Ch 1. pages 1-8 
• P1?ople have confidence in it (Recommendation 2.1). 

1 • Change is made as a result of the complaints that have As stated in in 2018 Annual Report, 
been made Ch 1, pages 5-12 

(Recommendations 3.1. 3.2, 3.3}. 
The SCOAF remains disappointed In 
the level of understanding of the SC 
process and her role as an 
independent body. 

A Fair compfalnh ~·-• la one that: SCOAF Evidence 
Factor: As stBtad in SCOAF Annual Report 
• H.;s a clear purpose 2017, Ch 1, pages 1-8 
• Is accessible (Recommendation 2.1) 
• Is Oexible As stated in in 2018 Annual Report, 

• Is open and transparent Ch 1, pages 10-12 

• ts proportional (Recommendations 3.2, 3.3. 3.4.) 
In both her 2017 and 2018 annual 
reports, the SCOAF notes that the 
erroneous l'(Jrception regarding the 
need for legal representation 

·········- ... ······························-·-·---···-
continues to act as a barrier. 

---····j 

Table 1 - Factors considered when assessing whether a process Is efficient, effective and fair. 

28. The Ombudsman's assessment of the SC process is judged from data provided direct 

from the single Services and via unit visits the Ombudsman and her team make annually. 

The SCOAF also extracts data from workforce surveys such as the AFCAS. While AFCAS 

is statistically reliable, the Unit Climate Assessment Level 1 survey has much higher 

response rates and the overview summary sheet should be made accessible 25 to the 

Ombudsman to take into consideration for her future reports. Considering each principle 

(Efficient, Effective and Fair) and the associated factors individually and collectively leaves a 

definitive assessment open to misinterpretation. This can be problematic when passing 

judgement on a vary complex process and organisation that is geographically dispersed, 

structurally complex and faced with challenglng end diverse objectives. Stating that the 

'whole' SC process is not efficient, effective or fair rather than looking at individual elements 

of the process and judging each element against the criteria on its individual merits does not 

provide a complete reflection of the process. No process is infalUble, and each will have 

elements that when measured against criteria fare better than others. In that sense 

strengths and weaknesses can be identified and judgement can be made on the levels of 

efficiency, effectiveness and fairness of each factor and each principle. The Ombudsman's 

view is that if any principle or factor has a shortcoming then the process will always be 

reported as not being efficient, effective or fair. When questioned by the HCDC the 

Ombudsman cited delay as the main reason why she believes the process is still not 

efficient, effective or fair, although she did quote insufficient resource and lack of awareness 

as contributing factors. The review has considered each of the principles of efficient, 

effective and fair. assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the SC process in relation to 

eactl factor. Assessment is evidenced by data provided from focus groups, online surveys 

"Cur fid,mtial data should not bo shared Wllh the Omblidsmart. 
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and targeted interviews. Assessment recognises varying degrees of efficiency, 

effectiveness and fairness and identifies where Defence and the Army can make continuous 

improvements 
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Section 2 - Efficient 

29. Complaints are dealt with at the lowest suitable level. The Ombudsman makes 
the valid point that dealing with complaints at the lowest suitable level does not mean that all 

complaints should be dealt with informally. For some complaints the lowest suitable level 

will be outside of the (formal) SC process, in this case Informal Resolution 25 is arguably 

mom achievable, whereas for some complaints the lowest suitable level could be the initial 

stages of the SC process. Achieving the lowest suitable level in au instances is a challenge. 

The focus group discussions illustrated that soldiers with a potential grievance often thought 

that submitting a SC was the only realistic option to having their complaint formally heard 

and afforded the appropriate priority. The survey indicated that COs also feared being 

criticised for not pursuing a formal SC route and being perceived as not taking complaints 
seriously. When COs were asked if they encouraged the submission of SCs within their unit. 

41 °/4 (70 COs) were in agreement. Conversely, over half of the COs (56%, 95) felt that it 

would reflect badly on them if their unit had many SCs. There is some criticism that 

resolution at the lowest suitable level could be misinterpreted as soldiers being dissuaded 

from submitting a SC. When asked, COs were emphatic (91%, 154) that their soldiers were 

not dissuaded from submitting a SC. When soldiers were asked if their direct line manager 

would advise them not to submit a SC only 15% (139) agreed. 

a. Informal Resolution, When Informal Resolution is aligned to the lowest suitable 

level this is the optimum space to be. The totality of Informal Complaints 27 and SC 
resolution are not always reported and statistically captured. By recording Informal 

Complaints, the Army will be in a better position to indicate a level of efficiency that is 

associated with the right cultural approach and negates the requirement for work place 

grievances escalating into a SC. cos were emphatic in their support of seeking 
Informal Resolution at the lowest suitable level. Almost all COs (93%, 158) agreed 
!hat addressing grievances at the lowest suitable level will negate the need for a SC. 
Importantly, 61% of the COs (103) chose to tick the 'strongly agree' option in the 

survey. This view accords with the general view from across the rank range that 

Informal Resolution at the lowest suitable level is the best way of addressing 

workplace grievances. Further to the positive endorsement of adopting a culture of 
addressing workplace grievances at the lowest suitable level, COs were almost 
unanimous in their view that doing so would be of benefit to the unit by developing 

working practices and relationships. Of the 169 COs that were surveyed, 94 % ( 159 

COs) agreed: none disagreed. It is clear that Informal Resolution when and where 

appropriate is the optimal solution to work place grievances. A focus on how we can 
improve Informal Resolution in the Army is a theme throughout this report. (Informal 

Resolution is expanded upon on page 40). 

30. Complaints are resolved within the allocated tlmeframes. An efficient and 
effective process should be one where the complaint is investigated properly and in a timely 

"'SC OAF A.nriual Reporl 2018 dllflniti011: lrifonnat Rllllolution refers to a compain! which is ro30lved prio( to a fo,mal decislon 

bt'llng made. 
"Any allegation(s) or lssue(s) raised wl1h the relevanl SeMce ahead of II written, signed and dated complalnt l>alng sullmil18CI. 
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fashion. Timeframes are important markers to ensure timeliness. but time should never be 

traded for thorough performance (quality) as this will ultimately draw criticisms of inefficiency 

and most importantly unfairness. When asked whether speed of resolution was more 
important than a robust investigation, COs were clear (80%, 136) that quality was more 

important than speed. This approach would also reduce the quantity of SC that end up at 
the Appeal stage. The subsequent factor ·undue delay' (paragraph 31)focuses on 

reasonableness which is a sound basis when it comes to establishing what is efficient and 

effective. 

a. Uncontrollable delay. The Ombudsman states in her Annual Report 2017, 

"Timeframes should be stretching, but they must also be realislic" 28. Timelines must 

also be 'intelligent' by considering the 'dead time· that can exist within the SC process. 

Examples of 'dead time' are when a DB's decision has been appealed: when 

Complainants and/or Respondents are responsible for delay (late responses): when a 

SC has been stayed (paused) for a criminal investigation or during disclosure. 

Criticising delay that is uncontrollable is not a helpful measurement and this is an 

aspect that Is being considered for removal in the existing KPI. 

b. Key Performance Indicator (KPI). The existing KPI which is a lime-based 

target is discussed further on page 47 but the inability of all 3 Services to get anywhere 

close to achieving the completion of 90% of all SC resolved in 24 weeks is welt 
documented in the Ombudsman's Annual Reports. Recommendation 1.117~ in the 

Ombudsman's Annual Report 2016 refers to this issue. Work to evaluate the KPI 

remains incomplete, but while the KPI remains extant the ability to achieve the allotted 

timeframes that the KPI measures against will continue to be unrealistic. Until better 

measurements of performance and effectiveness, as well as time. are endorsed the 

SC process will always be considered inefficient when measured against a KPI that 

considers only time. 

c. The SCOAF reported backlog as at 30 May 2019. Resolution within 'allocated 

timeframes' and 'without undue delay· are 2 key criteria used by the Ombudsman to 

detennine whether the SC process is efficient. The abstract below taken from the 

SCOAF's website as at 5 Jun 19 illustrates that the SCOAF is also struggling to ensure 

SCs are addressed in a timely and thus efficient and effective manner. However, it is 

clear that-the backlog discussed does not relate to the investigation of SCs in regard lo 

'undue delay' or 'admissibility'. It is also accepted that applications made to the 

Ombudsman to investigate SCs on grounds of maladministration and substance 

require an increased investigator input. 

"As of 30 Msy, we have 116 unallocated substance and ms/administration cases, 
a decrease of 30 cases since 20 March 2019. The oldest unallocated cases date 

,. The Ombudsman's Annual Rllport 2017. Chapter 1. p311e 2. 
,. I hat tho Min,str; of Oelonce identifies an appropriate wocking group by Ille end ol Apia 2017 to evaluate the currant target tor 
resohling 90% of Sel'lice compla,nlt Within 24 weoks lo 8n9Ur11 triat ii Is appropriata. including lhe mott-od for calcutat,r,g wtlen 
the 24 woeka llegint. A represenlauvo rrom the OSCO should t>a lnvol"8d In lhi9 rev,ew. 
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back to February 2018 so, despite the reduction in unallocated cases, there is 
stiff currently a long wait for a case to be allocated to an investigator. The 
backlog only relates to substance and maladministration applicstJon, not undue 
delay or admissibility appflcations. • 

We stflf have a long way to go to Improve our service, but our backlog appean; 
to have started to move in the right di,ectfon. We are continuing to worl< hard to 
reduce tha backlog even further.• 

d. Complainant perspective. During interview Chief of the Defence Personnel 

(CDP} stated that every day of a SC is a day too long for the Complainant but good 

cornmumcation with the Complainant, which leads to an understanding of the process 

and associated timelines, will assuage the Complainant's (and any Respondents) 

uncertainty and concerns. Complainants should be briefed that investigations take 

time and as long as they are made aware, they can amend their aspirations. 

31. Complaints are handled without undue delay. There is no legal definition of 'undue 

delay' but it is generally taken to mean an unreasonable or unfair delay. However, It wUI 

depond upon on the circumstances of each individual case. During the SC process it is 

difficult to measure undue delay as the definition is subjective, but the SCOAF has the ability 

to investigate undue delay on behalf of the Complainant. The Anny makes every effort 

pos~:ible to reduce instances of undue delay by appointing an AO and the provision of 
guides and aide memoires as a handrail to support the AO. Advice is readily available from 

the Army SC Sec and monthly updates are required to be populated on JPA and shared with 

both Complainant and Respondent(s). Delay for whatever reason is also recorded and 

communicated. Unfortunately, delay is often inevitable as SC simply take considerable time 
to complete, are complex in nature, driven by the capacity and quality of the Investigating 

Officers (1Os), AOs and Specified Officers (SO) and balanced against competing priorities. 
They often lack expertise and experience despite previous awareness and training due to 

unfamiliarity with the process. 

32. The complaints process Is equipped with sufficient resource. Resources are a 

separate but linked issue; a lack of resource will constrain efficiency and efficacy. Assuming 
resources are sufficient, an investigation should be conducted as quickly as possible to 

come to a proper and natural conclusion. The Army SC Sec is resourced on a tight 

manpower budget and has seen recent manpower reductions in the Service Complaints 
Investigation Team {SCIT) and the SC legal teams. Previous additions to manpower to 

address the well documented backlog of legacy SCs have come to their natural expiration 
and the availability of funding to secure the future manpower resource requirements remain 
undetermined. The SC process is decentralised with units providing the necessary 
resources to investiga1e, assist and decide on SCs. This is a challenge, but in the absence 
of a centralised authority capable of conducting the SC process there Is a reliance on the 
chain of command to deliver against resource constraints. cos generally agreed that the 
SC process placed an 'excessive burden' on the unit, with 53o/o (90) agreeing and 16% (29) 

disagreeing. This mirrors comments from cos who considered SCs to be an excessive 
burden on the unit. but overwhelmingly agreed (91%, 154 COs) that the SC process was 
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important, with them affording it a 'high priority' in their units, COs generally confirmed 

(57%, 97) that they lacked resources to manage SCs effectively. The Ombudsman is 

cognisant of the resource burden and in her Annual Report 2018 makes Recommendation 
3.8; That by the end of April 2020, the single Services establish a pool of permanent 

Specified Officers and Decision Bodies with full-time responsibility for making admissibility 

d9c1sions and deciding complaints where capacity issues prevent Commanding Officers 

from dealing with complaints eKpeditiously. The implementation of this recommendation, if 

considered viable, would help to reduce the 'excessive burden' being reported on units. All 

SCOAF recommendations will be considered by the Service Complaints Working Group 

(SCWG). 

Assessment of Efficient 

33. Analysis conducted as part of the review shows that some improvements can be·made 

in relation to the efficiency of the process. Resolution of complaints at the lowest suitable 

level is encouraged and is conducted through Informal Resolution. While this is formally 
outwilh the Ombudsman's area of responsibility. the principle and process is supported by 

her. It is clear that improved data capture of infonnally resolved cases will better equip the 

Army to demonstrate success in the area of grievance handling and feed into the 

Ombudsman's overarching aspiration to resolve cases at the lowest suitable 

level. No!Withstanding the Informal Resolution option being encouraged, evidence also 

supports the view that there are no barriers to Complainants lodging a SC who are actively 

encouraged to do so. 

34. On the matter of timeliness, evidence shows that quality is preferred to speed but that 
an overall greater understanding of the time taken for each stage of the SC process is 

required. From a process examination, clarification of what can be classed as 'dead time', 

undue delay and delays outwith the control of the Army SC Sec {and Specified Officers. 

Investigating Officers and Assisting Officers) can be identified and more reasonable KPls 

derived. This work remains a priority for Defence and the Army must continue to contribute 

to its development. This would then lead to a more rigorous and meaningful assessment of 

the performance and effectiveness of the process. This examination should also assist with 

identifying where pinch points are and where additional resource is required to ensure that 
SCs are dealt with promptly. Throughout the process, communication with all parties is k.ey, 

not least to help manage expectations of the Complainant and Affected Persons. 

Recommendation 1: The data summary sheet for the Unit Climate Assessment Level 1 
report should be made accessible to the Ombudsman to take into consideration for her 

annual reports .. (D Pers) 

Recommendation 2: The Army Service Complaint Secretariat is to examine 'dead time' and 

identify where process efficiencies can be made to help inform the Services Complaints 
Working Group on work to develop the Key Performance Indicator and to include other 

elements of the Service Complaint process that could be developed to help improve 

efficiency. (Comd HC} 
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Recommendation 3: Improve data capture associated with Informal Complaints (complaints 
below the Service Complaint threshold) and Informal Resolution that i9 reported annually to 
the Ombudsman, to ensure it contributes to continuous improvements. [Comd HC) 
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Section 3 - Effective 

35. People know about It. Awareness is critical to any process when assessing 

effectiveness and the SC process is not unique in this regard. However, awareness does 

not necessarily correlate to a detailed understanding or a high level of process specific 

training. Simply knowing about the existence of a process and subsequently knowing how to 

find out more infonnation which is readily available is often sufficient. A more detailed 

understanding is only required when needed. The Army and Defence have numerous 

processes I policies and the level of awareness required for each is based in many respects 

on a need to know basis. Army and Defence policy is readily accessible lo all soldiers and 
advice is always readily available from the practitioners who are required to hold a higher 

level of awareness. understanding and qualification through training. In focus group 
discussions soldiers felt confident that having only limited knowledge and a basic awareness 

of the SC process was not a hindrance to them. 

a. Army awareness of the SC process. The level of awareness was extremely 

high, with 94% (850) of soldiers confirming that they are aware that they have the right 

to submit a SC, Only 16 personnel (2%) disagreed with this. COs were emphatic in 
their view that their personnel understand their rights in submitting a SC. When asked, 

94% (161) "agreed~; only 1 CO disagreed. 

b. Army knowledge of the SC process. When asked whether they knew how to 

submit a SC, 70% (632) confirmed that they knew the process. However, 18% (167) 

stated that they did not. This disparity was discussed in focus groups, which 

confirmed that this is not an issue, as personnel were confident that they had 

numerous sources of advice within the unit (eg the chain of command, colleagues, the 

EDIA and the Assistant EDIAs, Adjutant, Google, posters etc). They considered 

knowledge of the process to be unnecessary on a day to day basis, safe in the 

knowledge that they could find out at the point of need. 

c. The Ombudsman's role. When asked. if the Ombudsman was there to hold the 

chain of command lo account, the majority (52%, 472) agreed, with 34% being unsure. 

When asked if the Ombudsman would help them submit their complaint, roughly half 

were unsure (46%). 

d. Army accessibility to guidance. COs were also clear in their view that their 

soldiers have access to guidance and/or policy on how to submit a SC. When asked, 

90% (153) "agreed"; only 1 CO disagreed. 

e. The Army Mediation Service. When assessing cos· knowledge of the Army 
Mediation Service's ability to assist with workplace grievances, 99% of Cos confirmed 

that they were aware of the Army Mediation Service. This result correlates with COs' 

desire to have workplace grievances aired earlier and potentially resolved 'informally', 
negating the need for a SC. 
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36 People have confidence in It. The focus groups indicated there is a trust in the chain 

of command and the survey data shows that 70% of the sample audience agreed that they 

trusled their chain of command to take any SC seriously. Unit Climate Assessment Level 130 

findings reinforce this, although the percentage is lower at 54%. 

a. Respondents. Data from the from the survey supports the perceived view that 

Respondents are afforded sub-standard support despite 92% ( 159/172) of 
Respondents who completed the survey confirming that they had been offered an AO. 
Not all accept the offer of an AO, but this is a personal decision and not a mandated 

requirement. The Army SC Sec report that anxiety issues experienced by 
Respondents are not uncommon. This is reinforced in the survey with the majority of 

Respondents 72% (123/172) confirming that they felt vulnerable during the SC. From 

the sample. 41% selected 'strongly agree' when asked about vulnerability, indicating 

the strength of feeling on this subject. Vulnerabilities were also reinforced by the 

Unacceptable Behaviours Team from their analysis of telephone calls taken by Speak 

Out. 

b. Communicating updates. The process of mandated monthly updates to 

Affected Persons is something that is a bare minimum and there is an expectation that 

AOs are giving more regular updates. When asked about regular updates on the 

progress of the SC, the findings were inconclusive. While 52% (89) confirmed that 

they had received regular updates, 34% (58) disagreed. Of all those that responded to 

the question 14% (25) selected ·strongly disagree", indicating severe dissatisfaction. 

Good communication depends on the quality of the AO and while the data shows a 

slim majority are good at communication, it is clear that the Anny need to improve in 
this area. As Affected Persons they are vulnerable throughout the process and the 

level of support is currently inadequate. 

c. Quality of monthly updates. Units with SCs are mandated to provide an end of 

month update on JPA. These updates are redacted by APSG before being sent to the 

SC OAF. Analysis of the quality of the written notes explafning the progress of each 

SC and the quality vanes significantly. The Army SC Sec reports that not all Brigade 

staffs are good at holding units to account. In order to increase the level of assurance 

units should be mandated to provide specific dates for written updates so that self.set 
targets can be worke<l toward and progress against dates measured. Written updates 

should have at least 2 dates: the first is in the past (ie when the last action was); the 

second is a future prediction of the next action (eg when the SO will issue the Decision 

letter}. The former gives the SCOAF (and the Nmy chain of command and the AO) a 

better understanding of the progress and the latter allows the progress to be auditable 

against the next month's report. Where delay exists, the unit should be expected to 
e>Cplain why. The procedures described already exist and are specified in the JPA 

Assurance checklist, unfortunately the successful application of the procedures and 

;,: fmail 2 February 2019 from S01 Occupatlor\al Psychologist. AITT'ly Personnel Resean:h Gapablllty/S02b R811iew Team 1, 
Arniy Inspectorate 011 entrtlcd "RE: Si,tvico Complaints ildvice•ruquesl fof UCA data. 
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adherence to the checklist is variable and the chain of command (Brigade G1 staff) 

need to be more robust in the provision of 2nd line assurance activity. 

37. Change Is made as a result of the complaints that have been made. The review 
found that the Army and Defences' approach to identifying and teaming lessons from the SC 

process is not as effective or coherent as it could be. The Army's ability to learn from the 

content and substance of individual SCs is more difficult to ascertain as it requires an 

effective process to enable efficient scrutiny of every single SC casefile. At present the 

Army SC Sec does not have a process, or the resources, other than to analyse a small 

proportion of casefiles to extract lessons. That does not mean that lessons that lead to 

change are not being discretely implemented at the point of origin to prevent recurrence of 

the same issues but sharing the lesson and organisational learning is isolated. Hd APSG 

recognises that this is an area of weakness that needs addressing but requires the support 

to put a robust process in place. Implementing change from lessons and learning at 

Defence level is also inadequate and the SCWG does not have the capacity at present to 

bring oversight and coherence to the SC Defence lessons process. (Lessons are discussed 

further on page 53 as a specified task in the Terms of Reference) 

Assessment of Effective 

38. Evidence shows that awareness of the SC process in the Army is extremely high even 

if there is not a deep understanding. However, it is widely acknowledged that depth of 

understanding is not required because the sources of advice are plentiful, well known and 

easily accessible. Once an SC is underway the degree of communication is subject to some 

criticism. When linked to the confirmed vulnerability of those personnel involved as 

Complainant or Respondent (Affected Persons) this reduces the perceived effectiveness of 

the process. Research also showed that the identification and learning of lessons in relation 

to the process has room for improvement and that currently resources are insufficient to 

scrutinise individual SC cases. 

Recommendation 4: Identify where improvements should be made in the routine and 

regular communication of Service Complaint updates between Complainants and 

Respondent(s) during the process. (Comd HC) 

Recommendation 5: The chain of command is to ensure that JPA updates comply with the 

JPA checklist format and specifically provide the detail of the last dated action and the next 

step with an expected date of completion. [Comd Fd Army/ Comd HC / Comd JHC) 

Recommendation 6: A greater emphasis on 2nd Line of Defence assurance, primarily by 
Brigade G1 staff and then by Anny Personnel Services Group (APSG), should be 

Implemented to drive home the cultural change resulting from Recommendation 5. [Comd 

HC) 

RecommendaUon 7: Consider using redacted Service Complaint casefiles as a tool for 

organisational learning, [Comd HC) 
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39. Has a clear purpose. The SC process has a clear purpose, and it is articulated in 

Defence and single Service policies through the JSPs 7G~ I mH, ACSO 3358 and the Army 

SC Sec SOP. The aim is highlighted in the grey text below: 

The aim of the service complaints system Is to provide Service personnel with a process that 
is fair, effective and efficient through which they can have valid grievances on matters 
relating to lheir service in the Armed Forces addressed and can seek redress. It is the 
responsibility of all those involved in the process lo ensure that complaints are handled fair1y. 
promptly and correctly. The intent is that complalnts are dealt with quickly and at the most 
appropriate level within the chain of command. Every effort should be made, where 

appropriate. to resolve a complaint tnformally. 31 

AHhough the policies provide clarity of purpose, they are outdated and previous 

Ombudsman's recommendations to update JSP 763 and make specific amendments to JSP 

831 have yet to be implemented. The SC purpose is reinforced by the Army through 

newsletters, aide memoires, guides, routine orders and through the mandated annual 

com plelion of MA TT 632• Soldiers are educated through MA TT 6, but if they remain unaware 

of the SC purpose they can seek advice and clarity through the chain of command, the Army 

SC Sec and the SCOAF. Similarly, the Army Mediation Service has a clear purpose 33
• 

40. Is accessible. Access to the SC process, procedures and policies is available to all 

soldiers whether they are in the Regular or Reserve forces. It is accepted that some soldiers 

have increased access to MOONet computers where they can access. the relevant policies. 

However, although not all soldiers have a personal computer terminal they do have the 

ability to access computers even if they do not have immediate access. The chain of 

command at unit level need to ensure that access is available es and when required and the 

EDIAs are a valuable source of advice and direction. Equally the JSPs and Annex F • 

Statement of Complaint can be accessed through 'Google' as the policies are held on the 

gov.uk website. When typing Service Complaints into Google the relevant websites and 

policies are readily accessible. In addition. soldiers can access the policies and additional 

advice and guidance directly from the SCOAF's online website. More locally soldiers are 

directed to the EDIA contact details and guidance included on routine orders. The Army 

r,1edi,1tion_5_~ry:!<:~:U.11)!'.i_§p_c:,~_Out webp<1ge is also readily accessible. The draft report of the 

Defonce Review into Inappropriate 8ehaviours 34 recognises Army Speak Out and the Army 
Mediation Servtoo as leading practice. 

" JSP 631 datrnJ 1 July 2016. 
" M11iiary Armua! T 111 in i ng Teats (MA TT 1) 111110,s basic IIOldlilring •kNls. They provide the foundation on Whldl lr\dMdual 
compi1tence and readiness is built. All Army ptn0nMI, wherever they IIIMI in Oef911011, mlJSt 00"1l)lola MA TT• each year 
(Field Army Standing Order (FASO) (first adilloo), MIiitary Annuai Training Test (MATT) po"cy (veralon 10), training ye8f 19120. 

Issuer( 29 March 2019. 
" The aim of mediation t9 to resolve worl<ptace corrllict and reaton, operallonal effec!lvBMff • qu!cltty n pos$ible. Mediation 
s .... kll ti) provide e non-hostile. ~utral environmenl. 1clci!itated by !WO trained med1et()nj, where partJ11111 can raise thtllr views 
and c.mcems on en issue in dispute. Tho medlet0<11 do oot oftor solutiol\G; they simply enable parties lo re11ch mulll&lly egr,:e<l 
reso!Llions. Modialion can be raolitated be\ween two or mo«1 indMduala/groups. 
"' The Oefe- Review into Inappropriate Beha-.rioun (Draft Report) by Air Marshal M Wigslon CBE. dated 9 Mey 2019. 
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41. Is flexlble. The SC process proVides a degree of flexibility. Soldiers can access a 

range of options to help them resolve a grievance that they have experienced. They are not 

constrained by having to follow a singular path. When submitting a SC, they have the option 

to submit it via the SC OAF if they do not feel comfortable submitting it directly through their 

chain of command. Soldiers can seek advice from the chain of command on a range of 
options open to them and the EDIA can provide detailed guidance on the most appropriate 

options available. There is always the opportunity to resolve the grievance that the soldier 

has experienced in the Informal Resolution space and the Army and Defence should 

endeavour to do more to achieve resolution informally. The Army Mediation Service and the 

services of Speak Out35 are accessible to all and provide flexibility in the process. Soldiers 

reserve the right to withdraw a SC at any stage and can also explore formal procedures 

through the SC process and Informal Resolution options simultaneously. Once a SC is 

submitted and formally recorded on JPA the soldier then has an option to pursue an 

Employment Tribunal (ET) if appropriate to their grievance. 

Throughout the process soldiers have the flexibility to respond to findings and get their point 

of view heard by the IOs. If a soldier is not content with issues of either admissibility. 

substance, maladministration or undue delay, then they have the flexibility to make an 

application to the SCOAF who will consider the merits of investigating these categories on 

behalf of the soldier. On SC Determination, if the soldier is not content with the decision 

made by the DB then they have the right to Appeal. Direction in the AF (SC&FA) Act 15 

stales, "The appeal must be dated and state those aspects of the decision under regulation 

9(2)(a) or (b) which the complainant disagrees with and his or her reasons for disagreeing." 36 

Finally, the timeline to submit a SC from the point of occurrence is 3 months for the SC to be 
considered admissible bul the process permits flexibility if the soldier can provide 'just and 

equitable' reasons why the 3-month timeline could not be met. Reasons outside of the 

soldier's control will be duly considered and can include overseas deployment and medical 

reasons. After receiving the DB decision letter soldiers have 6 weeks to decide if they wish 

to proceed to Appeal so are not constrained by an unachievable timeline. 

42. Is open and transparent. SC are recorded, and progress tracked on JPA. This 

process permits the chain of command to provide regular status updates to Complainants 

and Respondents in association with Disclosure obligations. Data reports from JPA can be 

created to determine a range or statistics that can be used to measure the performance and 

conduct detailed trends analysis of the SC process. This information is accessible via the 

single SeNice SC Secretariats and transparent in nature. Although the process is open and 

transparent the detail of a SC is confidential, and all paperwork is afforded the appropriate 

security classification. Investigations are conducted openly and inrormation shared through 
disclosure. 

,. Speak Out is a confidential helpline prov,dod by the Army to offer guidance to sold1cri; on instances of bullying, ha;assmont 
and d1scriminat,on. 
• The Armed Forces (SeNice Complaints and Financial Assislanco) Regulatums 2015, para 10(c), 
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43 Is proportional. The Ombudsman states that, "A complaints system is proportional 
when it uses appropriate processes to handle a complaint and grants redress when a 

complalnt has been upheld. A proportional system must also be responsive and not so 

process heavy that lt leads to delays or unjust decisions." 37 Therefore any assessment on 

proportionality will judge the openness, flexibility and accessibility of the process. Equally 

there is tittle sense in applying proportionality to processes that are not considered efficient 

and effective in the first place. The model shown at Figure 1 is simplistic but illustrates the 

cha I Ieng e with applying proportionality. If you reduce the length of time taken to resolve a 

SC this could degrade the quality of performance and disproportionately increase the cost 

(resources) to achieVe a timely outcome. Conversely, improving performance (quality and 

fairness) could adversely affect the length of time taken or reduce the quantity of SCs dealt 

with in the same timeframe. Change which requires any 2 of the 3 parameters to be 

adjusted (made more demanding} will generate risk: greater speed, less resource or a 

reduction in the quality of outputs. An appetite for risk is therefore required. As previously 

mentioned the cos· survey asked whether or not speed of resolution was more important 

than a robust investigation. The COs were clear with 80% agreeing quality was more 
important than speed. 

Performance (Quality / Fair) 

r;me. Cost 

Figure 1 - The challenge of proportionality. 

Assessment of Fair 

44 The review findings indicate that the SC process is deemed to be accessible through a 

wido variety of portals and that a number of avenues exist to resolve grievances. Thus, the 

widm process is seen as being very flexible. Also, the specified timelines are not 
comtraining or obstructive to those wishing to utilise the system and when combined with 

the transparency of the system, it is assessed to be wholly fair. 

'' ! % OmtJJasman's Annual Report 2018. Chapt&r 1. page 11. 
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Benchmarking 

45. Part of the challenge when it comes lo benchmarking against a civilian organisation is 

the statutory nature of the Armed Services' internal grievance process, mandated by 

Parliament in the AF (SC&FA) Act 15 and subsequent Regulations. The review has not 

found another organisation whose internal grievance process is directed by primary and 

secondary legislation and thus constrained by directed processes. The unusual statutory 

provision exists due to the limitations placed on access by Armed Service Personnel to an 

Employment Tribunal (ET}. Direct comparisons are particularly difficult to be made where 

financial and reputational priorities can be afforded specific weight. and settlements 

achieved to rapidly conclude commercial grievances before getting to an ET. As well as 

benchmarking with the Grievance Management Team (GMT) within the MPS, the review has 

also conducted some commercial benchmarking based on the UN Guiding Principles 

(UNGP) on Business and Human Rights and alignment with the Acas Code of Practice. 

46. Commercial benchmarking. Businesses in the commercial sector routinely provide a 

grievance proc:ess compliant with the Unil<•d N,:it1nnr, G1n.Ll!!.!.HJ:lnr~~;!P!(;2._on Bw;:nes_'._;_ an.d 

lj_\Jn:_in_n. __ lj1ah!$38
• At the core of the UNGPs, is the three-pillared, "Protect, Respect and 

Remedy (the Focused Pillarf framework for preventing and addressing negative impacts 

from business activities on the human rights of people. The Respect and Remedy pillars are 

most relevant and comparable with the SC process. Guiding Principle 31 specifically 

outlines the criteria used to ensure the effectiveness or a raised grievance and has 8 key 

requirements of a non-judicial remedy (grievance) process: 

a. Legitimate. Enabling trust from the stakeholder groups for whose use they .ire 

intended, and being accountable for the fair conduct of grievance processes; 

b. Accessible. Being known to all stakeholder groups for whose use they are 

intended, and providing adequate assistance for those who may face particular 

barriers to access; 

c. Predictable. Providing a clear and known procedure with an indicative time 
frame for each stage, and clarity on the types of process and outcome available and 

means of monitoring implementation; 

d. Equltable. Seeking to ensure that aggrieved parties have reasonable access to 

sources of infonnation, advice and expertise necessary to engage in a grievance 

process on fair, informed and respectful terms; 

"' UNGP on Business and Human Righi$. J Pilll\f Fmmowo,k specifically Access to Remolly. 1-unher yu,danco lhrouyh 
Principlo 25 to 31 (Spoc.fically). 
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e Transparent. Keeping parties to a grievance informed about Its progress, and 

providing sufficient information about the mechanism's performance to build 

confidence in its effectiveness and meet any public interest at stake; 

f. Rights~ompatible. Ensuring that outcomes and remedies accord with 

internationally recognized human rights: 

g. A source of continuous learning. Drawing on relevant measures to identity 

lessons for improving the mechanism and preventing future grievances and harms; 

h. Based on engagement and dlalogue (for operational-level mechanisms}. 
Consulting the stakeholder groups for whose use they are intended on their design 

and performance and focusing on dialogue as the means to address and resolve 

grievances. 

4 7. Commercial examples. Commercial examples of grievance procedures vary 
dep,~nding on the size of the company as does the support offered to an employee. It is not 

uncommon to find businesses without established grievance procedures. 

48. Acas guidance. Both employees and employers can seek advice through Acas. The 

tV:::i ,, Co(iri.()f prar,tir,~ outlines that grievance issues can and should be resolved informally. 

49. Benchmarking against the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human R!f]hts. The table at para 50 compares the 8 key requirements of a non-judicial 

remedy (grievance) process with the Army's SC process. 
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50. Guiding Principle 31 analysis. This table considers the strengths and weaknesses of the SC process wtien benchmarked against the 
criteria used by the !Jritt'c :\lations Guid:ng Pnnc,p:es 00 Busw~ss and Human Righ'.s39 for non~judiciaf grievance mechanisms, prescribed and 

directed to states. 

Ser UNGPRemedy In Servlc;e Provlston • Strengths Weaknesses 
Reaulrement 

1 Legitimate: enabling • Strong governance in p!ace through: • A perceived lack of trust from both parties 
trust from the stakeholder 0 Service Complaints Ombudsman • Seen as a means of punishing the chain of command 
groups for whose use 0 Hd APSG is a 1 • lead • Can be used as a threat 
they are intended, and . Hd APSG is an Army Competent Advisor and • Vulr.erability from the Respondent's perspective 
being accountable for the Inspectorate • Internal KP1 is not being met 
fair conduct of grievance 0 Army SC Secretariat • Complainants can be stigmatised as troublemakers 

' MOD SC Working Group • processes Cl • The process and policies are out of date (JSP 763} and 
• Unit Climate Assessment (level 1) reports that the can lead to confusion 

chain of command is widely trusted 

• 100% leaally comoliant 
2 · Accessible; being • . Information is centred around the formal process and 

known to al! stakeholder • less emphasis on de-escalation at the lowest suitable 
• groups for whose use • level 
• they are intended. and • • The process and policies are out of date (JSP 763} and 
• providing adequate can lead to confusion 
• assistance for those who • • JSP 831 and 763 are not cohered or aligned w1th the 
• may face barriers to • Equality Act 2010 
• access • I 

• 
• 

• 

• Intranet 
________ Army SC Sec SharePoint 

---------···-------,--
,. 'J~GP on Bus,rsess and H ~.,-,ar, Rgtits. 3 Pillar Framewo<'< soecifically Access to Remedy. Further gu~nce tl',ro'J9'1 Pr.nople 25 to 31 iSt>ec."ically) 
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Ser\ UNGP Remady 
l Requirement 

3 I Predictable: prov1dIng a 
clear and known 
procedure with an 
indicative time frame for 
each stage, and clarity on 

I 

i 

i 

4 Equitabla: seeking to 
ensure that aggrieved 
parties have reasonable 
access to sources of 
information, advice and 
expertise necessary to 
engage in a grievance 
process on fair, informed 
and respectful terms 

5 Transparent: keeping 
parties to a grievance 
informed about its 
progress, and providing 
sufficient information 
about the mechanism's 
perfonnance to build 
confidence in its 
effectiveness and meet 
any public interest at 
stake 

6 Rights-compatible: 
ensuring that outcomes 

l and remedies accord with 

I 
I 

f 
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In Service Provision • Strengths Weaknesses 

• Internet (SCOAF website) 
······-··-·~··-.-· ----,--

• Policy and procedures in place 
o Available online internally and externally 

• Timeframes are prescribed 
• Annex F - Statement of Complaint stipulates the 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

SC submission process 

Assisting Officer for Complainant and Respondent 
0 Advice on the process 

Through open sources internet, policies and 
intranet 
BHD uses the Unit Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
Advisor to advise and guide 
The chain of command 
Speak Out helpline 
Armv Mediation Service is available 
Assisting Officer and specified officer functions 
Regular documented updates 
Clearly defined policies 
Available intemalty and externally through the 
iotemet 

Covered under legislation 
100% compliant 

' ' 
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• Time periods vary and extend beyond expectations 
• The Army's interpretation of the Appeal process favours 

the Complainant 
• Poor use and understanding of the Informal Complaints 

process 

' 

◄ 

• ,. ___ ....,..,....,..., \r u~••Yli --• \1ru11,y -~ ~Y/ . Incoherent feedback to Respondents 

• Assisting Officer/ Investigating Officer I Specified Officer 
C Varying levels of experience and limited training 
0 Decentralised/ Self.supported 

• Unit and personality driven, prioritisation of the AO and 
10 role varies 

• Assisting Officer 
0 Varying levels of experience and little training 
C Self-supported 

• Unit and personality driven, prioritisation of the AO role 
varies 

• Outcomes of SCs are not published 

• No Human Rights violations identified 

\ "lS .. 

' 
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Set UNGPRemedy In S.rvlc:e Provision - SU.ngtha Weaknessn 
Reaulrement 
internationally recognized • Assurance and governance structures set up to 

......_ __ human rights ensure this criterion is met. 
7 A source of continuous • JPA is used and analysed • Lessons are identified but there appears to be no simple 

learning: drawing on • Lessons team within APSG but requires refinement process for articulating these issues 
relevant measures to • Willing to adapt training I briefings through S01 • limited capacity for trends analysis 
identify lessons for Ops, Anny SC Sec • Confidentiality restricts the detail 
improving the mechanism • Army is part of the SCWG • DLIMS not used 
and preventing Mure • Manning levels for the Lessons learnt team is thin 
grievances and harms • Lack of positive case studies 

• Confidentialitv affects the detail 
8 t Based on tngagemenl • Dialogue is throughout the process " MOD slow to react to sco·s recommendations 

and dialogue: consulting • SCWG (single Service Secretariats) • Perfonnance information tends to be Pulled with a lack 
the stakeholder groups for : • SCO unit visits ' of Pushed information 

I 
whose use they are ' • Pulled information ~ ::: Specified Officers do not always speak to the 
intended on their design 

j 
Internal Reviews (Army Inspectorate) ! Complainant to understand the nature of the ::i 

and performance, and :) Climate Assessment complaint first hand or at an ear1y stage 
i focusing on dialogue as 0 Surveys (AFCAS. RESCAS, SHs◄0) 

i the means to address and i • Pushed information 
resolve grievances C· SCO Annual Reports 

C Army Mediation Services Annual Reports 
~ ' Soeak Out Annual Reoorts ' ' ~ 

51. Assessment. The SC process conforms to the criteria set out by Guiding Principle 31 of the UNGP on Business and Human Rights. All 

the weaknesses identified against these criteria are known and form part of the ongoing continuous improvement agenda . 

.. : Aimee Forces Conl:nuous Ar.;t;Jdes Survey. RescNes Con11nucus Att,tu<jes Survgy, SeXl.lal Harassment Survey 
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52. Benchmarking against the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). The MPS 
grievance procedure aims to adhere to the Acas Code of Practice on Disciplinary and 
Grievance Procedures and the Equality Act 2010. It enables MPS personnel who are 
dissatisfied about the way they have been treated at work or who have a concern, problem 
or complaint about a worl< matter to raise the matter without fear of recrimination and explore 
ways to find an acceptable resolution. The grievance procedure covers both police officers 
and police staff and is unlike Defence which has a separate grievance and complaints 
procedure for the Civil Service. Unlike the Anned Service Complaints process it does not 

permit retired personnel to make a complaint. There are also no admissibility time-limits 
unlike a SC which musl be submitted within 3 months of the grievance occurring to be 
deemed admissible. The MPS is unique due to its size~, and its geographical spread. It is 
the only Police Service in Great Britain that has a dedicated GMT staffed with 11 Police Staff 
who are Human Resource experts and not Police Officers. On average it handles between 
300~400 grievances per annum with approximately 90 ongoing at any one time. In all other 
Police Forces the role and functions of the GMT are disaggregated among the staff as 
additional responsibility. Similarities exist between the Armed Service Complaints process 
and the MPS Grievance procedure and many of the complexities and challenges faced by 
each institution are comparable. Timeliness and criticisms about delay feature as the most 
comparable challenge. Accounting for understandable nuances, there are some elements of 
the MPS grievance process that the single Services could consider adopting. 

The MPS grievance process is heavily focussed on the aggrieved {Complainant) with limited 
focus on the Subject(s} (Respondent(s)) and this has been a point of criticism that has been 
raisud by both the Police Federation and Trade Unions. The MPS is acutely aware that they 
need to address this imbalance and provide a broader range of support options and 'duty of 
care' for Subjects. while not diminishing the level of supp0rt already provided to the 
aggrieved. As they review their grievance process they intend to provide an increased level 
of training to the single point of contacts (SPOC) and Informal Resolution Champions 
(discussed at para 66} in the business space to reinforce the point that they need to be 
equally mindful of the needs of the aggrieved and the Subjects. 

a. The MPS Acas Report October 2015. The MPS commissioned Acas to 
conduct an independent review of their grievance procedure entitled Fairness at 
Wori<41 with recommendations for its reform. The Acas review conducted a series of 
interviews and questionnaires. Comments received highlight that the MPS face the 
same challenges of timeliness, competing priorities, insufficient resources and 
increased stress for those involved in the process. They are extracted and 
summarised below: 

Timeframes to be expanded, as they are currently unrealistic due to work constra;nts. 

The process needs to be quicker - Current procedures take too long end this 
prolongs the stress and uncertainty for those Involved. J would not expect a quicker 

•• Ttw MPS has appro11.. 30,000 Police Officers and 11,000 police stall. 
"MPS Commiss1onod Report inlo Fa!mess at Work conducted t,y Acaa ,n October 2015. 
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process to cut out important processes but I think the timescales between each 
process and the responses back/gathering of information needs to be done quicker. 

The process is very slow. There are set timescales but these are not adhered to .. .Jn 
this environment it is v9ty dffficult because of shift worl< and I donY think there is any 
point having the timescales as thEJy are. They give people unrealistic expectations 
which are fuelled by delays. 

We have to investigate FAWs in addition to our day job which makes it virtually 
impossible to do it within the recommended timeframe. Either the timeframe should 
be changed or we should revert to a system where there are people who are 
dedicated to dealing with it. 

As the worl<force shrinks and staff take on more work, how can they be axpected to 
deal with these as well, in a timely and correct manner. When done badly or with 
delay, causes bad feeJ;ng, stress etc for those concerned. 

Investigators being given time to conduct investigations and coflate their findings 
rather than trying to fit this in around their curront workloads, targets and rostered 
duties. 

b. GMT Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). The MPS are planning to update 

their GMT SOP with a target publish date or April 2020. Specifically, they plan to 

revise the current timescales and simplify the 4 different lime measures to just 1-time 

measure. This will impose a time target of 90 days from submission to completion. 

Tliey are also looking at how they can streamline the appeals stage process and better 
define the roles and responsibUities of the stakeholders involved in the process. 
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Chapter 3 • Specified Tasks 

53. This chapter is split into five sections and addresses the five specified tasks outlined in 

the T oR for this review. Each of the tasks use the benchmark of the MPS grievance process. 

Section 1 - Baseline Understanding 

Task 1: >Bas•Hne army wide underst■ndlng>of the Service Complalnt proceaa a a' 
means of resolving workplace grievances. · 

54. Approach. The review, with support from the D Pers' Occupational Psychologist, 

basnlined Army-wide understanding of the SC process through targeted focus groups, two 
online surveys and data from existing survey43 results. In addition, Interviews were conducted 

with key personnel involved in the process and observation and analysis of existing training 
pac~;ages and course presentations was undertaken. 

55. Findings.· The Ombudsman reports that Army personnel's awareness of the SC 

process and the SCOAF's role is poor. The Ombudsman states In her Annual Report 2017 

that, 'no matter how well structured a complaints system is, it cannot be effective if the target 
group it serves does not know about it or have a good understanding of how it operates.' 44 

a. Understanding and awareness of SC procHs. From a series of different focus 

groups, it is evident that understanding and awareness of the SC process Is limited and 

more so in the junior ranks. While most are 'aware' of SCs they have no detailed 

'understanding· and a lack of knowledge when it comes to actually submitting a SC. 
COs have a deeper understanding and recognise the importance of a SC. When 
surveyed, 92% (146/154) of COs were confident that their personnel knew of their right 

to submit a SC with only one CO out of 167 indicating otherwise. The Recruit Training 

Survey indicates that recruits have a good understanding. Females tend to have a 
better understanding of the process than males. Whilst SCs are a very important area, it 
is niche • only 0.5% of the Army has submitted one and any expectation of a detailed 

understanding_ is considered to be unrealistic and arguably not necessary. 

b. Understanding and awareness of the role of the SCOAF. The focus groups 

highlighted that understanding and awareness of the SCOAF was very low. When 

explained at focus groups it was apparent that soldiers ae generally not aware of the 
purpose of an ombudsman, so it is not unsurprising to find that they had limited 

knowledge of the SC Ombudsman or her role, although they did report knowing that 
'there was someone extemat to the Army that they could go to.· This is despite the role 
of the SCOAF being clearly articulated in MATT 6 which includes a photo of the 
Ombudsman on a presentation slide. 

"Amie<! Forc~s Conlir\uous Attitude S\JIVey, Reserw fOICet Contlnoous Attrtvoo SUMty, Reserve Fon:e, Survev, Climate 
Assc;;~mont5. 
'"' fhl· Ombudsman's Annulll Report 2017. Chapter 1. page 3. 
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c. Does a lack of understanding and awareness make the process less 
effective? Focus groups were asked if they felt this lack of understanding and 

awareness placed them at a personal disadvantage, or whether it made the process less 

effective; notably they did not believe so. They felt that they only needed to know the 

detail of SC when they needed to and were confident that they could readily find out 

information when required. Of considerable note is that they considered the chain of 

command was approachable and would provide them with the appropriate knowledge 

and support when they needed it. The survey data confirms that confidence and trust in 

the chain of command was high and 70% actively agreed that they trusted their chain of 

command to take any SC seriously. This analysis is re inf arced by Unit Climate 

Assessment Level 1 data45 which confirms that the chain of command would investigate 

any SC thoroughly and 54% of soldiers actively agreed that their chain of command 

reinforces their right to submit a SC. Only 14% disagreed. 

d. Trust. AFCAS, People Survey and the Sexual Health Survey 2018 indicate a lack 

of willingness to submit grievances irrespective of awareness about the SC process. 

Personnel do indicate a lack of trust in the process to provide them with the desired 

outcome. However, in many cases the outcome desired (redress) is not viable. The 

focus groups and online surveys asked questions about trust and confidence in the SC 

process. Responses revealed that trust was not the singular reason why SC were not 

submitted. The length of time a SC takes and the associated stress before, during and 

after are other contributing factors for not submitting SCs. However, this is considered 

to be symptomatic of any grievance process in any organisation and not a fault of the 

SC process. Academic studies at Annex O question wh~ther traditional grievance 

procedures are 'still fit fOf purpose' and 'do more harm than good." 

Managing Conflict, David Liddle (3 Sep 17) argues that ·resolution policies. rather than 

traditional grievance procedures, have a better chance of achieving harmony in ttie 

workplace: 

Catherine Anderson, organisational development manager at oneSource (which provides 
the back-office functions at the London Boroughs of Newham and Havering) expands: 
•Anything that diverts a grievance is wonh doing. They just take up too much time and 
they certainly, as far as I've seen, are completely ineffective,· she says. "It's so important 
to get people to sit down and talk and that is the main thing that the resolution policy does. 
Our aim is to make dialogue the nonnal way for people to resolve an issu9. 

Cultural change is required to address this but that is not easy to implement and 

will take time. In the interim, improvement can be made through increased 
support to all personnel involved in the SC process. and reducing the length of 

time to resolve a SC through the greater use of Informal Resolution procedures . 

.« Email 2 Fob 19 from Army Personnel Ro~onrch Capability/ . Army 
Inspectorate on ontlUed "RE: Service Comp!Aints adllico-rcquost for UCA dala. • 
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Training, education, increased cultur~l-~~ar~~e~;~~d~~~~y;..ised re~orting are 

all supported in the draft report of the Defence Review into Inappropriate 

Behaviours 46 but amending the SC language (see Chapter 4, page 71, differences 

in terminology) may assist also. Although there is no singular element that will 
tackle the unwillingness to report issues, the Army and Defence needs to create a 

climate that welcomes and encourages speaking out. 

56. Findings benchmarked with MPS. The MPS GMT report that detailed awareness and 

unc!Hrstanding of their Grievance System process and procedures with their staff is very 
limited. This does not concern them. They are confident that their staff only require to gain a 

detailed understanding when they need to, Efforts are focused to ensure that those who are 

'grievance practitioners' in the process and personnel occupying senior appointments in the 

Area / Operational Command Units (NOCUs) are more aware and have a detailed 

undorstanding and level of training as required. Significant similarities exist between the SC 

process and that of the MPS. Members of both organisations do not have detailed 

understanding but know where to gain information when required. For example, the MPS 

have an intranet system not dissimilar to the single Services. If police personnel searched for 
words like 'grievance', 'complaints' or 'bullying' it would take them to the GMT homepage and 

the Grievance SOP. Compar'atively, if soldiers' input 'Service Complaint' into Google the list 

of available options includes a link to JSP 831 which is hosted on the mod.gov website. The 

GMT provide a centralised level of support, experience and expertise but key personnel in the 

'business space' also have functional SQEP in the grievance process . 

.. Oelcnce Review into Inappropriate Behavioufiii~,i Report) by All Marshal M Wigstoii'CBE, datecf9 May 19, 
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Section 2 - Training and Support to Affected Persons 

Task 2: ldenUfy the level and scope of training for thosa Involved with the Service 
Complaint (SC) proc•u~ lncludlng the appropriate levels of support to Affected ·' 
P..-.c.,ns"1 lnvolvadJn SCs and any.legal lmpUeatlon1. . 

57. Approach. This task was addressed by literature research, online questionnaires. 

focus groups, targeted interviews (trained Mediators and the EDIAs). analysis of MATT 6 

and attending a number of existing training courses (eg All Arms Adjutants Course and 
Commanding Officers· Designate Course). 

58. Findings of the levels and scope of training. The SCWG has collated all extant tri

Service SC training packages and shared them with the Ombudsman. lt has identified that 

the Army conducts a significant amount of training which in terms of quantity appears 

satisfactory. However, the work is incomplete and needs to better determine the frequency, 

type and content of all Defence and Army SC training to identify and close current training 
gaps. 

a. MATT 6. Since January 2018, the Army has added SC content to the Diversity 

and Inclusion section of MATT 6, which should be delivered by the CO. The 

Ombudsman has praised this initiative. On 1 April 2019 MATT 6 was hosted on the 

Defence Leaming Environment (DLE) to be accessed as an online training tool. The 

mandatory requirements of MATT 6 remain extant. COs are empowered. by the new 

Field Army Standing Order for MATTs in TY 19/20, to adopt an appr0c:1ch lo delivery 

that best meets their requirement, including straight to test. equivalency and 

extensions for specified MATTs. The training provides awareness of the SC process, 

highlights Informal Resolution options and signposts the Army Mediation Service and 

the Speak Out confidential helpline available to soldiers. It provides guidance on how 

to submit a SC and draws attention to the role of the Ombudsman and the SCOAF. 

However, there are no summative tests included at the end of the training. Focus 

groups have told us that the MA TT 6 SC training has gained little traction and that 

individuals have little recollection of the content that relates to SCs. Currently the 

6!II!YJ;~~ry1tJ/.G.Qr!mJi1u.lt,,:_~J_<:!.r)t1_1_1.!.,.L!Jq1_1.Jf.J J:\!£1(l hosts a comprehensive SOP. 

guides, aide memoires, newsletters and information leaflets. Although not specifically 

a medium for online training ii provides a depth and breadth of direction, policy and 

guidance, and necessary information which is accessible to everyone. Analysis or 
MA TT 6 judges it to be sufficient in content. but the problem lies with the approach 

toward this style of mandated annual training, where both attention to the detail and 

the retention of the information by soldiers is insufficient. Hosting the training on the 

DLE will mean that soldiers have access to training year-round, but it removes the 
command driven emphasis and focus that centralised training provides. The previous 

delivery of training by COs reinforces the message that grievances will be treated 

seriously and soldiers will be supported in the pursuit of resolution. COs have 

identified (via the survey) that MA TT 6 content is sufficient; only 10% of COs indicated 

" The \eITTI Affected Persorn, 11ppl,es to Complelntmls. Respondent~ ffr>t1 Dec,smri Dody, 
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that MATT 6 was Insufficient and 42% of COs provide additional awareness training. 
Hd APSG states 'that MA TT 6 is an overloaded medium' and proposes that 

consideration is given lo separate out the SC training to provide renewed focus. 

b. Other Identified training. Further training is provided on a wide range of career 

courses 48
• In addition, unit briefs and G1 administration I regimental study days 

provide localised tr~ining, 

Recommendation 8: Consider separating the extant Service Complaint training from MATT 

6 and delivering lt as standalone training in order to provide renewed focus on resolution and 

incroase awareness and understanding of all Army personnel, or: [D Pers) 

Recommendation 9: Consider a command driVen re-focus on unit level training and re

emphasise the importance placed on the delfvery and value of Army Service Complaint 

training in MA TT 6 to increase awareness and understanding of all Army personnel. [D Pers) 

59. The Assisting Officer (AO). The AO is appointed by the SO or they may be 
approached by the Complainant/ Respondent directly. The AO's role~9 is to support the 

party involved, ensure they understand the SC process and ensure that the complaint is 
clear, concise and unambiguous. It is an important role and the AO needs to be impartial 

and µrovide independent advice whilst being sensitive to the inherent stresses felt by all 

parties involved in the SC process. Except in exceptional circumstances the AO should not 

be directly in the management chain of the Complainant / Respondent. AOs who can no 

longer fulfil the role must infonn the chain of command immediately to ensure continuity of 
support. The online survey specifically canvassed opinion from AOs with the following 
findings: 

a. AO training. Although there is no fonnal training for the AO the Anny SC Sec 
have produced a useful Assisting Officers' Aide Memoire and A Guide for Service 

Complaints Assisting Officers in addition to JSP guidance. When asked by the survey 

if AOs had been given advice and guidance on how to undertake their duties, the 

majority (61%, 94) confirmed that they had. However, a significant amount (31%, 47) 

disagreed. These findings suggest that there is a need for standardised training and 
that an assurance process should be established to ensure that all AOs have access 

to and undertake the training. This training requirement supports Recommendation 
1.85() in the Ombudsman's Annual Report 2016 and chimes with the findings in the 

draft report of the Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours (Recommendation 
3.S highlights the requirement to provide appropriate training for AOs). The Army SC 

.. CO's Designate COU"8 (CODC), Officer Commanding Olsclpllne aod Admirtlstn,tlw OOOl'M (OCDA), Late Emry Offlc9n1 
courso {LEOC), Royal Military Academy Sammurst (RMAS) course. Adjutants counse, Staff SUppe>rt ,._si$tllot {SSA) course. 
Hlg~r Foonation Oiscipfiflll and Admln1stratlo11 (HFDA) course, Intermediate Command and Staff (Lario) coorse (ICSqL)). 
Vis,tirig Warrant Officer COur$e (VWO) ar'ld the Defence RIICOVery Employmont Training coa.ne . 
.. Dnlr,ilod in J(:I" BJ 1 p,,.1 7 Chac,h:, 7, 
,. lhilt the Mi~i~tiy;,. Oeknce d~~i~s B general lrainifll.l programme for all A,ai,,tirtg Officers and that a recOtd of their 
com pie lion of Iha\ training is held centrally to ensure thal suitably QWll11ied Assisting Off1eeni can be Identified w;th greater 
ease. Trus shoUlfl Ila rouoo Ol,JI lly the erKI or April 2016. 
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Sec has suggested an initial roadshow and the potential development of a 'toolkit' for 

different roles to help support them better in understanding what they must do. 

b. Time to conduct the AO role. The survey also queried whether AOs are 

afforded sufficient time to conduct their duties. The majority (55%, 85) confirmed that 

they had been granted suffident lime yet 30% (46) disagreed. 

c. Was an AO offered? The survey received 172 comments from personnel who 

had been Respondents and 90 personnel who had been Complainants. When asked, 

92% (159) of Respondents and 77% {69) of Complainants had been offered an AO. 

Although the figures are encouraging, especially from the Respondents perspective. all 

Complainants and Respondents should be offered an AO. This indicates that more 

work is required in the offering and allocation of AOs, as this may result in better 

welfare support and the submission of clearer SCs. which can be dealt with more 

efficiently. 

Recommendation 1 O: Establish standardised and formal training across Defence for 
Assisting Officers once nominated for the role. [CDP) 

RacommendatJon 11: At unit level the Specified Officer I Decision Body must afford the 
Assisting Officer the appropriate time and resource ~o conduct their duties in order to 

expedite the Service Complaints process. [Comd Fd Army I Comd HC / Comd JHC] 

Recommendation 12: When the offer of an Assisting Officer (AO) is made the chain of 
command must highlight the welfare benefits that the AO can provide to ensure the 

Complainant/Respondent makes an informed choice. [Comd Fd Army I Comd HC / Cotnd 

JHC) 

60. The Investigating Officer (10). The 10 establishes the facts of the case, collates all 

the relevant material and writes a report to the DB. The investigation should follow the 

direction given in the ToRs, provided by the SO. The 10 role should not be confused with 

Fee Earning Harassment Investigation Officers (FEHIOs), Harassment Investigation Officers 
(HIOs) and the Service Complaints Investigation team (SCIT) who au receive formal 

investigative training. The Army SC Sec will advise and guide the appointed IOs in the 
conduct of their duties and, although there is no formal training for the 10, the Army SC Sec 

have produced a useful lnwshqatinq Officer Aidr~.Mr!rm11r<:. When asked if IOs had been 

given advice and guidance on how to undertake their duties, the majority 77% (84) 

confirmed that they had. however, 18% (20) disagreed. Although almost half of the 10s 49% 

(85) confirmed that they had been given enough time to complete their duties. 38% (41) 

disagreed. This variation may have implications for the quality of the investigation and the 
outcome could be a higher percentage of SCs going to Appeal or applications being made to 

the SCOAF in cases of 'undue delay· or 'substance· (merits). The Army SC Sec also 

recognises the importance of having trained investigators and developments will be 
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considered in conjunction with the potential development of a 'toolkit' for AOs as described in 

paragraph 59a. 

Recommendation 13: Establish standardised and formal training across Defence for 
Investigating Officers once nominated for the role. [COP] 

Recommendation 14: At unit level the Specified Officer I Decision Body must afford the 
Investigating Officer the appropriate time and resource to conduct their duties in order to 
exp1~dite the Service Complaints process. [Comd Fd Army / Comd HC / Comd JHCJ 

Recommendation 15: The Army is to conduct a Training Needs Analysis (TNA) to 

detem1ine the frequency, type and content of Army Service Complaint training and focused 
on resolution, to close current training gaps and Identify additional training requirements 

paying particular attention to the Ombudsman's recommendations that relate to training. [O 

Pen:.] 

61. Findings on the appropriate levels of support to Affected Persons. The term 

Affected Persons refers to Complainan~1. Respondent(s) 62
, and Decision Body (08) 53 

although in certain circumstances the Assisting OfficerS4 (AO) and Investigating Officer55 (10) 

could be considered as Affected Persons. Notwithstanding the likely adverse effect on the 
Complainant the review has found that Respandents can be signlflcantly affected during the 

process The review team interviewed 3 Respondents. Each Respondent perceives that 
being a Respondent has had a negative impact on their personal and professional 

circumstances regardless of the complaint outcome. Although the substance of complaints 

is often confidential, knowledge of personnel being involved in a complaint can often become 

public, given the close living and working environment of the Army. They also felt that the 

level of direct support they received was inadequate and that the AO was not qualified to 

support them emotionally. The Army_ SC Sec Information Page signposts Respondents to 

the : '11>: L, f, ,, f<•:•:prnHh',nti; in" SC. While this is a helpful but generic gurde on the SC 

process, it offers little support for the Respondent. However, the Army SC Sec also have a 
designated t<,,··,J,01al,:r1t Poirt otc:o_ri\;ict who can be contacted directly to offer advice and 

guidance. 

a. Reputational damage. Respondents who are considered as the 'main 

Respondent' in a complaint (ie complaint made against them} feel 'labelled' or 

·tarnished' even when the complaint is not upheld. Equally they perceive that the 

'label' stays with them and follows them on future assignments. This is a view 
reported by the Ombudsman in her Annual Reports. From the online survey, 26% of 

" The Complai11a111 is a serving or lonner Servlce person who has made a Se!Vi(:e Complaint - JSP 831. 
'' Thf- Respondent is a person v,,ho is the aubject or a Service Complaint • JSP 831. 
'-' The O&cis10n Body Is one or mOJe individuals WhO l\ave boef1 appoirlted by a alngla ~MOIi Complain!s Secretariat lo 
,nvee,llgato and make a decision on II Serv,ce COmplainl - JSP 831 . 
..,. Thu AHisUng Offlc:er is e person who is appolntoo by tho chain of command lo provide help and support to• ComP4ainan\ or 
a rnui=denl during the Servtca Complalnbi process. A Complajnant Of Respondent can also nominate someone to act a,a 

thew 11.0 ~ JSP 831. 
"The Investigating Offieer is an Individual appointed by a Decision Of Awe11I Body to irwatligale a complaint on ,ts behalf and 
to report b!lck With li11dl'lg!1 of la~ - JSP 831 
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personnel agreed that submitting a SC would result in a •troublemaker" tag. The 

generic survey contained a specific question set for those who had been a 

Respondent in a SC. There were 172 Respondents who answered this bespoke 

question set, with 82% (141 /172) agreeing that their professional reputation had been 

questioned. The focus groups held a strong view that submitting a SC would have a 

negative impact on the individual's reputation which would be obvious to bystanders 

and would remain with the Complainant beyond their current assignment. Similarly, 

SC Respondents were considered to attract the same reputational negativity. Focus 

group personnel all agreed that this negativity was linked specifically to interpersonal 

grievances and disputes rather than a grievance that is associated with Terms and 

Conditions of Service (TACOS}, Policy, Pay and Allowances or Special to Type (STT) 

complaints. They felt that upheld non•interpersonal grievances could have wide 

reaching benefits for other soldiers and thus a neutral or potentially positive affect on 

the Complainant. The ECAB Paper-56 on SC Emerging Lessons and Themes identified 

that "no matter how ill-founded a SC may appear or be, there is nonetheless the 

potential for a real and long•tenn impact - including damage to mental health - on the 

Complainant. Regardless of the facts, as a complaint ages. positions become 

entrenched and the sense of injustice will grow. The complaint process will also 

impact negatively on Respondents and those involved in handling the complaint." The 

Army Mediation Service report, "that many parties in Mediation who are Respondents 

in a SC break down during scoping calls with the Army Mediation Service. Often, we 

are perceived as the first person who has listened to their point of view and not judged. 

Even if it isn't true, it's their perception." 57 

b. Continuity I pollcy lmplementatlon appointments. Some SC Respondents 

are in vulnerable assignments as they are the enforcers of policy and are repeatedly 

required to tackle policy challenges and misinterpretations. Personnel assigned to 

permanent posts in Garrison Support Units are one example where they are 

susceptible to multiple complaints as Respondents. They may receive limited 

acknowledgement and welfare support when it comes to protecting their professional 

status and dealing with the stress of repeated complaints where they are often the 

main Respondent. The level of support afforded to personnel in vulnerable positions 

should in no way undermine a legitimate complaint against the postholder; care must 

be taken that one does not hide behind the other. 

Recommendation 16: Identify how levels of support for Respondents can be increased and 

update the Anny publication, 'Guide for Respondents in a Service Complaint'. [Comd HC] 

,.. ECA810( 17 )1 :l2 Arrny SC - Emttl\Jlfl\l Leuorn1 and Th<,mes daled 12 Jun 17 . 
., Emalt lt0m S02 UnllCCOpleble Behaviour Teem dated 27 June 2019. 
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Recommendation 17: Identify vulnerable appointments that are more susceptible of being 
named es a Respondent In Service Complaints (eg policy posts) and provide addltlonal 

welfare support as required. [Comd Fd Army I Comd HC / Comd JHC] 

62. Specific employment tralnlng st
• Legislation does not mandate training, but training 

support is delivered as a matter of policy. Legislation does not mandate support to be given 
to Complainants. Respondents, Potentially Affected Persons, 08s, Appeal Bodies or any 
other individual or grouping, with the exception of the SCO who has certain statutory powers 

of investigation and can compel support in certain circumstances related to investigations 

and disclosure. This is unlikely to incorporate welfare or assistance type support. External 

SC legal training is provided by SC Sec legal advisers to the All Arms Adjutants' Course. 
Bespoke induction training provided by Army Legal Services officers may also be given, on 

request. to AB military members (typically 1• and 2• officers) and Independent Members. 

Independent Members and Harassment Investigation Officers receive their training from the 

MOD. External SC training is provided by Army SC Sec staff (non-lawyers) to the RMAS 
Commissioning Course; the Late Entry Officers' Course: the Officer Commanding Designate 

Course: the Commanding Officer Designate Course: and principal command and staff 

courses run by the Defence Academy (eg Intermediate Command and Staff Course (Land). 
These courses serve to provide SC training and awareness to potential DBs and those in the 
G 1 chain of command. 

63. Army levels of training benchmarked with MPS. The breadth of training identified 

across the single Services far exceeds that undertaken by the MPS. The GMT is 

responsible for providing singular briefings on a weekly basis to the newly promoted Police 
Sergeants. but this is not very in-depth. The MPS do not provide any mandated annual 

awareness training to all police personnel as MA TT 6 does for the Army. Training is only 

delivered to personnel who have a practitioner's role to play in the Grievance process and 

this includes training for Assessors 59 (Investigators and Decision Body}, Informal Resolution 
Champions and Mediators. The main difference is that they provide training for Assessors 
who are the equivalent of IOs. The Army does not currently provide formal training for 10s 
assigned the role at unit level but FEH!Os, H10s and SClT personnel all receive bespoke 

training as part of their role, and in general, the Army SC training compares very favourably 
when benchmarked. 

"'Email and logs! note provided by S01 Legal, Army SC Sec. APSG dated 18 AfK 19. _ 
1a Thf,r,, are 3 categorie& of l\$sessors 1hat may be appointed to invMtigate a grievanco: Single point cf contact or Local 
Manager, Locally based and trained Ass"5or a!ld GMT Assessor or External Assessor. 
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Section 3 • Mediation and Informal Resolution 

Tllk 3: Examlne]htt use.of Mediation and Informal RNolutlon as a way of dealing 
with potential non-Bullying, Haru1'1'1ent and Dl1c:~mlnaUon (BHD) Service , 
Complalntl and of dullng with th* SC ahha appropriate level, to give greater 
confiden04t In th♦ .Ptoce••·· · · 

64. Approach. This task was addressed via documented research, survey, focus groups 
and documented interviews. 

65. Findings. The review found that the phrase 'Informal Resolution' is commonly 

misunderstood With many assuming that a grievance cannot be informally resolved if a 

formal complaint 60 (SC) has been submitted. Informal Resolulion 111• 'refers to a complaint 

which is resolved prior to a formal decision being made'. Informal Resolution can be applied 

to a formal or infonnal complaint and COs are mandated to communicate this option and the 

use of the Army Mediation Service as part of the Initial Interview that is to be held within 2 

working days of receiving the Statement of Complaint and before deciding on admissibility. 

The Complainant is reminded by the Specified Officer (SO) at interview that they have a 
responsibility to consider Informal Resolution and this fonns part of the Preliminary 

Assurance Agreement. lnfonnat Resolution can be, and often is. an effective way or dealing 

with a SC that is non-BHD in nature. The SC (Career Management) Team in APC Glasgow 

is very successful in addressing complaints through lnrormal Resolution (discussed at para 

116). 

a. Informal Resolution. Where possible, complaints are to be dealt with al the 
lowest suitable level and resolved informally. In cases where there are allegations of 

BHD, the SO is mandated in ABNJti/_113 to consider the use of the Army Mediation 

Service and publish direction on Routine Orders: 

With immediate effoct, whenever a Specified Officer (typically a Commanding 
Officer) receives a Service Complaint which alleges bullying, harassment · or 
discriminatory behaviours, they are mandated to contact a trained mediator in order 
to discuss the complaint and establish if mediation might assist in its resolution.. If 
mediation Is appropriate the Specified Officer Is to encourage its use (with the 
proviso that the Complainant and Respondent must both agree to the process).· 

Informal Resolution can happen at any stage, but parties cannot be forced to mediate. 

Similarly, Complainants cannot be 'ordered' to agree to Informal Resolution. 

b. The Army Mediation Service. Mediation is available to any member of the 
Army and those who work with Army personnel (RAF, RN, Civil Servants and 
Contractors) regardless of ranks or grades involved in the dispute. The process of 

""A Formal Complaint Is a SoMco Com11lainl. Tho complaint only l>ecomes formal when ,t Is in a wrlltnn format SM sut,mittoct 
directly to the CO or lnd1recily 111a the SCO by way of refenal. A compla,nt can be an infomial complaint (verbal) which should 
still be recorded on JPA as 'Informal'. 
"Tho o,nbudsman's Ann1.u,1 Report 2018, page 54, 
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Mediation is entirely confidential. Confidentiality will only be breached in exceptional 

circumstances when there is a dear health or safety risk or evidence of criminal 

activity. AU mediations are coordinated by the Army Mediation Service Coordinators 

and facilitated by trained, accredited Mediators who are separate from the unit chain of 

command. With the help of two Mediators, parties in dispute will be assisted in 

achieving a mutually agreed resolution and way forward. Participants can choose to 

withdraw from the process at any time. Mediators are impartial, will avoid being 

judgemental and will not impose solutions. They are simply responsible for assisting 

with effective communications and building agreements between the individual raising 

a grievance and the other party (or parties). The Mediator's aim is to help all involved 

to find a mutually agreed way to move things forward. Mediation within the Army is 

proven to be highly successful in restoring working relationships between parties. The 

Army Mediation Service have produced two usefut guides that outline the process: 

l)'.>.~!L?-~!Y!_l_!(~ 19 ttw ArrnyJ'_!iedialion Service and A Comrnsinder's Guide to ttie Arrny 

~h1s.Ji;1t!on ~}grYl<,..r: 

c. Attempts to 'Mediate' at unit level. The Army Mediation Service recommends 

that commanders should refrain from labelling in-house Informal Resolution attempts 

as Mediation as this makes it more difficult to persuade parties to engage in 

subsequent formal Mediation. The following are typical issues that can be mediated: 

(1) Interpersonal conflict. 

(2) Perceived discrimination, harassment or bullying. 

(3) Differences of working style or approach. 

(4) Communication breakdown. 

(5) Inappropriate use of power. status or position. 

d. The 'Defence Review"' Into Inappropriate Behaviours' recognises the 
Informal Resolution successes of the Army Mediation Service and makes a 

recommendation to adopt a Defence wide Media~on Service. 

Rec 
3.6 

Defence should resource, train and deliver an effective, certified and 
professional mediation service, recognising and addressing the polentlal 
risks of mediation Identified by the Service Complaints Ombudsman. 

e. The role of the Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDIA). Whilst the 

CO retains overall responsibility for complaint handling, the EOIAs are the unit focal 

point for impartial advice and support to all Defence personnel on any equality, 

diversity and inclusion (ED&I) issue. This includes alleged BHD, and the MOD bullying 

"'Dclcncc Rcvitiw into lnappropliatc Btlhavic;,urs (Draft Report) by Air Mal"$hal M Wlgston CBE. dated 9 May 2019. 
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and harassment complaints procedure. The EDIA should always be regarded as the 

primary source of advice and support to all personnel in resolving a complaint. Their 

role is also to assist the CO in implementing MOD ED&I policies and initiatives, local 

training I awareness-raising, and ensuring policy is being followed and monitoring 

overall effectiveness. The role and responsibilities of the EDIA are listed in full at 

Annex L Although not an explicit responsibility, the EDIA should actively encourage 

Mediation to personnel who are in dispute or presenting a SC and signpost the Army 

Mediation Service. Although they provide advice on workplace BHD issues, they are 
not 'unit mediators.' The 'Army EDIA' 63 advises that EDIAs need to remain as a 

'neutral' adviser able lo support and advise both the chain of command and the work 

force they support and cautions against expanding their remit. However, their 

neutrality makes them ideally placed to advise a potential Complainant of all options 

(informal and formal) available to them which should involve the use of the Army 

Mediation Service. When non~neutral unit personnel advise on Informal Resolution 

options they can be perceived as dissuading the potential Complainant from submitting 
a SC and this is a concern raised by the Ombudsman. 

f. Lowest suitable level. Grievance resolution at the lowest suitable level is the 

optimum solution for resolving SCs. Once a SC is submitted and Informal Resolution 

has failed, although in theory still achievable, it is difficult to backlrack. Submitting a 

SC should not be the first option although it should always be an unfellered option. 

Informal Resolution is often quicker, prevents escalation, addresses the issue at the 

heart and close to source, is less stressful for those involved, alleviates the burden on 

the SC system, increases the chance of the issue remaining confidential and 

subsequently reduces the likelihood of persons being adversely affected. The 

proposed model at Figure 2 attempts to illustrate the full range of grievance resolution 
options highlighting that resolution should always be sought at the lowest suitable 

level. It is not hierarchal but indicates that Informal Resolution where appropriate is 
the optimum option {Option 1 ) . 

AH Wotl<fotcu Pohcy (Army) I Persormel Policy (Army). 
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GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION OPTIONS1 

Option 1 • Informal Resolutton but retaining the right to submit a SC. Seeking lnfom1al Resolution 1s the 
mcst opllmal option where r.ircumstances allow. The soldier retains the nght to seek 'formal' resolution (a 
SC) at any point in the process. This option seeks resolution at the lowest suitable level: is often timelier: 
mqLiims the Ieas1 resource and less stressful for Complainant and Respondent{s). 

Option 2 - Submit a SC but actively engage with Informal Resolution options whlle the Investigation 
proceeds. Thi!> option exercises the soldier's right lo pursue both 'informal' and 'formal' means to achieve 
rc::olut1on. Ideally. success via 'informal' means will result in ·remedy pre-decision" and will negate the need 
101 n potentially lengthy and divisive investigation. 

Option J • Submit a SC but decline Informal Ruolutlon. Thi~ op11on exercises the soldier's nght to submit 
a ~;c and dacline the offer of Informal Resolution, relying solely on lho formallly of a SC investigation. This 
op•,on is not preferred, as opportunities to resolve at the lowest suitable level could be missed and potonlial!y 
places an add1tioMI and unnecessr1ry burden on the SC process. 

Figure 2 • Grievance Resolution Options. 
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g. Mediation. The review's survey canvassed opinion on Mediation. There was a 
positive trend on the merits of Mediation. Two of the anonymised comments highlight 

this positivity. 

"Informal mediation should be mandated at the earliest possible stage • this would utilise 
trained personnel to engage with the Complainant and Respondent(s) and may mitigete 
the SC progressing lo a level whereby it becomes a staff burden. Conducting this 
med/atjon lntemalfy and with untrained personnel can be detrimental to the outcome of 
the process and must be conducted cautiously to prevent worsening the situation.· 

"The third case was resolved through mediation; the mediation officer was fantastic in 
providing an impartial and ostensibly 'fair' platform for discussion. I could not praise them 
enough.'" 

Unfortunately, the first comment slightly confuses the terms Informal Resolution and 

Informal Mediation. Informal Mediation does not exist. Mediation is a formal process 

but conducted as part of Informal Resolution. However, it does support the view that 

resolution through Mediation is a successful option. It also supports ·a view' that 

Informal Resolution attempts should be mandatory, but Mediation should remain a 
'mandated option' to be considered on a voluntary basis and in agreement with an 
parties. Furthermore, it supports the recommendation from the Army Mediation Service 

that Mediation should only be conducted by trained and accredited Mediators. 

h. Conversational Intelligence Training. The survey also highlighted a positive 

comment on the concept of 'Conversational Intelligence Training' that is overseen by the 

S01 Unacceptable Behaviour Team. Increased investment into Conversational 

Intelligent Training could greatly assist with Informal Resolution. 

"I believe that investing more in a militarised version ofthe convers,tion•I lntglllgence 
training now delivered by the SO 1 Inappropriate Behaviour Team through an external 
contractor would go a long way to enabling all levels of the chain of command to identify 
grievances earlier and mitigate them successfully before the grievance becomes 
entrenched." 

i. Facllltated conversation (DE&S). DE&S has its own equivalent of the Army 

Mediation Service which has proven to be a successful initiative. In addition, the OE&S 

Human Resources T earn has recognised the potential to achieve ear1ier resolution to 

inter-personal grievances prior to using DE&S Mediation Services. They have 

implemented a process called 'Facilitated Conversation· and although a relatively new 
concept it Is proving to be extremely successful. The process is facilitated with impartial 
'trained Mediators', although they do not follow the more formal structure associated with 

Formal Mediation. The purpose is to gel the parties that have had a disagreement 

together in a neutral and safe environment to discuss the grievance in lhe presence of a 
3rd party. In effect it is a step below Formal Mediation and works well for DE&S as they 
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have trained Mediators on site and for a concentrated population. It would be difficult for 
the Army Mediation Service to mirror this concept, but they should consider training 

Army Mediators and the EDIAs on the one day Facilitated Conversation course that is 

currently available, where resources permit. 

J. Speak Out. Speak Out is an impartial and confidential helpline, separate to the 

chain of command, that assists improvements to the lived experience of Army 
personnel. It provides callers with mechanisms to aid the timely delivery of effective 

resolutions to issues at the lowest possible&4 level. The "Speak Our Annual Report 
2017 (Exe<:ulive Sum1rn1ry of 2017 Speak Out Annual Report} is the fourth annual report 

(the 2018 report is currently on staff circulation). Speak Out continues to offer a trusted, 

safe. independent and impartial space to discuss issues and signposting to other 

agencies (eg 'Speak Safe' the Civil Service equivalent), the SCOAF, Sailors Soldiers 

and Air Force Association (SSAFA) and the Army Welfare Services (AWS). The review 

found Speak Out to be a successful outlet, but it was evident that it is under-resourced. 

The Speak Out capacity is restricted as the Unacceptable Behaviours Team responsible 

for manning Speak Out are also responsible for the delivery of the Army Mediation 
Service. The synergies between Speak Out and Anny Mediation Service are beneficial 

to both services, so they should remain collocated. The confidential helpline is manned 

Mon-Fri and during normal working hours. Outside of these hours' callers are 

signposted to alternative support networks suet, as the Samaritans. The number of calls 

received suggests that extending the service outside of working hours is not currently 

required. 

66. Benchmark with MPS. The MPS grievance procedure consists of a mandatory 

preliminary Informal Resolution stage followed by a two 8 stage formal process. The intention is 

that grievances should be resolved as quickly and as near to the point of origin as possible. 
The grievance procedure should not be used as a way of avoiding the day~to-<jay interaction 
between management and officers/ staff. Therefore, effort should be made to resolve the 

problem informally before moving to the formal stage of the grievance procedure. If the 
aggrieved has not completed the mandatory Informal Resolution stage before they submit a 

formal written grievance, the formal grievance process will be placed on hold by the Grievance 
Coordinator until it has been completed. This specifically relates to the ethos of the grievance 

process that is focused on resolution and learning rather than a process that is investigation 

and allegation driven. Mandating Informal Resolution is in direct contrast to the Ombudsman's 
Recommendation 2.5 that states 'a Complainant cannot be forced or unduly pressured/ 

encouraged to agree to Informal Resolution.' The MPS have formally trained Informal 
Resolution Champions designated in every Police Station 'Nho are responsible for 

undertaking this mandated process. They are the mandated first point of contact for police 
officers and police staff and advise on matters of lnfom1al Resolution. In that respect they fulfil 

the same responsibility that is appropriate for the EOIA at regimental level. 

,. 1t 1s worth noltng thal 'lowest poosiblc le\'cl' will change to 'lowest suitable level' !Of 2019. 
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Recommendation 18: The chain of command should reinforce that lnfonnal Resolution 
attempts at unit level should not be labelled as 'Mediation' as this makes it more difficult to 
persuade parties to engage in subsequent Formal Mediation. [Comd Fd Anny/ Comd HC I 
Comd JHC] 

Recommendation 19: The Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDIA) should advise 
personnel on the grievance .resolution options available and signpost lnfonnal Resolution and 
Mediation early in the process. [Comd Fd Anny/ Comd HC / C_omd JHCJ 

Recommendation 20: Assess the merit of adopting the Metropolitan Police Service model of 

Informal Resolution Champions at uni! level as a strongly encouraged early step in the process to 

achieve resolution. Consider whether the Equality Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDIA) is able to fulfil 
this role as part of EDIA's eidaUng responsibi[ities. [Comd HC] 

Recommendation 21: An attempt at Informal Resolution should be strongly encouraged 
where appropriate by the chain of command {including the Specified Officer and Equality 
Diversity and Inclusion Adviser (EDIA)) as an early step in the Service Complaints process. 
[CDP] 

Recommendation 22: Assess the merits of adopting a grievance resolution model ouUining 
the Informal and Formal Resolution options available. [CDP) 

Recommendation 23: Assess the merits of investing in a more widespread delivery of 
Conversational Intelligence Training in order to help improve cultural attitudes and increase 
the likelihood of lnfonnal Resolution. [D Pers] 

Recommendation 24: The Army Mediation Service should consider training Army Mediators 
and Equality Diversity and Inclusion Advisers (EDIAs) on the one day 'Facilitated 
Conversation' course as a means of achieving low level, Inter.personal grievance resolution 
where suitable. [D Pers] 

Recommendation 25: The Unacceptable Behaviours Team should receive additional 
resource to enable them to provide the appropriate level of service to both the Army Mediation 
Service and the Speak Out confidential helpline. [Comd HCJ 
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section 4 - Key Performance Indicator (KPI) 

Task 4: Noting the speclfledtarget tlme15 for resolvlng complaints. and that no . 
indlvldual S.rvtce .has ever met. the target. exa111lne the length of time to ruotve ... 
complaints, lnchidlng the legacy complaint backlog and ldenttfy~ere proc9's 
Improvements could be made and what an appropriate KPI sttourcf be. '> • · · · 

67. Approach. To address this task, analysis was undertaken from data provided by the 

Anny SC Sec, comments in the Ombudsman's Annual Reports and consultation with MOD 
CDP Personnel Secretariat and the SCWG to understand ongoing worxllfl and proposals to 

implement changes to the extant singular KPL 

68. Findings - KPI. Currently, there is only one agreed perfonnance target against which 

the Ombudsman measures the MODs performance: that 90% of admissible complaints should 

be completed within 24 weeks67
. The KPI is not suited to the SC process and fails to take 

account of the range and complexity of certain SCs. This target, introduced in September 

2013 and captured in JSP 831, is not based on any historical evidence as to how long 

complaints took to resolve and has never been achieved. Detail about the problems and 

. issues which arise from using this target are set out in a MOD proposal paper and extracted 
here: 

a. The key issue remains that this KPI is routinely unattainable; no Service has ever 

completed 90% of SC within 24 weeks. The KPI does not recognise the 'speed limit' of 
the system and SC Reform&& can never be judged a success whilst it is measured 

against an unachievable performance metric. 

b. As a performance metric, it does not 'match' the strategic objectives of SC Reform, 
which is a system that is fair, efficient and effective. 

c. lt has the potential to promote unwanted behaviours, which means that if speed of 

resolution is the only activity or outcome that is measured, then there is a risk to the 

quality of decision making and the appropriate handling of the complaint. 

d. It does not recognise the huge breadth of SC subject matter or that different types 

of SCs routinely take longer to complete. For example, in 2017 BHD SCs took an 

average of 94 weeks to resolve, and Medical SCs took an average of 106 weeks. 

e. The KPJ only allows admissible SCs to 'count' against performance. This excludes 
t11e work done by the single Service Secretariats with regard to Informal Resolution, 
inadmissible SCs and SCs withdrawn prior to admissibility (or a decision). This is 

contrary to the policy approach that internal grievances should be dealt with at the 

.. T htc KPI ol 90% ol comp!11\n!s to be resolved within 74 weeks Is Iha o,ily agre.lld KPI for measuring the efficiency ol !he SoNloo 
Cornr,la,nts ptocoss. 
""Prol)()sal Noto to Introduce better koy porlormaoce lndiealors in SCs dated 18 Doc 18. 
• 1 Tri-Serviw perfmmanco for 2017 was 52%. in 2016 ii was 39% and in 2018 the Arm~ achieved 40%. 
"' The SC process was reformed and implemeritad on , J11n f6. 
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lowest aPPfopFialeao suitable level (often the managerial or informal level). a level of 

resolution not managed, acknowledged or recorded in anyway by this KPI. 

f. The KPI fails to acknowledge that, within the 24-week resolution period, there is up 

to a maximum of 18 weeks of 'dead time' in which no activity can take place. 

g. The current KPI allows for 10% of SCs to extend beyond the 24-week 

deadline. That assumes that only 10% of all SCs are so complex and challenging as to 

require longer than 24 weeks when evidence does not support this and makes the KPI 

unachievable. 

69. KPI tlmellne. The slide at Figure 3 illustrates the KPI limeline and specifically 

highlights 3 separate periods of 6 weeks (two disclosure periods and a period for the soldier to 

make a decision on whether to appeal) commonly referred to as dead time. Legislation 

dictates that a minimum period of 6 weeks must be afforded the soldier in making a decision 

on whether they wish lo appeal. Legislation also permits Defence policy (JSP 831) to 

determine the period of lime afforded for disclosure. JSP 831 sets disclosure time at 2 weeks 

but can and often is extended to a maximum of 6 weeks. When considering 18 weeks of dead 

time against a clock that does not stop the amount of time available to actually investigate is 

only 6 weeks. This period of 6 weeks is the total time available for investigation and appeal, 

although in the slide below it is illustrated in the investigation period. 
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70. Proportional number of open Army SCs. The Review compared the Army's number 

of open SCs with the RN and RAF. Figure 4 shows that although the Army has more open 
SCs than the other Services, the number of open SCs in the Army is in proportion to its size. 

Regular and RHerve 
numbert at 1 Apr 19 Open SC at 31 May 19 

38786 20.2% 183 23.2% 

116226 60.5% 469 59.5% 

37148 19.3% 136 17.3% 

192160 788 
........... ··-· . ---- .. .- .. -.~~-__j_.l....___.J__ _____ __j 

Figure 4- Proportlonal number of open SC II at 31 May 19. 

71. Open Service Complaints. The table at Figure 5 makes comparison between the 

single Services on the extant number of open SCs (data accurate as at 2 May 19} and 
denotes the length of time they have been open and the stage they are at. It is worth noting in 

the first instance that the volume of open Army SCs at any one time is significantly higher 

(Army 469, RN 183 and RAF 136}. 

Duration 

SC <2 .. wka 142 30.3% 67 36.6% 67 49.3% 

SC >Z4wb 209 44.6% 88 48.1% 60 44.1% 

Appeal <24wks 0 0.0% 1 0.5% 2 1.5% 

Appeal >Z4wt<s 118 25.2% 27 14.8% 7 5.1% 

469 183 136 

Figure 5 - slngle Service compartaon table showing duration of open SCs as at 2 May 19. 

The Army compares less favourably with the other Services for SCs <24 weeks and has a 

higher proportion of SCs at the ·appeal stage' and beyond >24 weeks. Of note, apart from 
very small numbers for the RN and RAF, all SCs currently at the appeal stage are over 24 

week.s in duration. The current KPI makes no separate allowance or time for SC that go to 
Appeal and appeals should be concluded within the KPI timeline. Consequently, 69.7% of all 
/\rmy admissible $Cs are already over 24 weeks (62.8% for the RN and 49.3% for the RAF). 

The figures indicate that the KPI is completely unachievable and thus the requirement to 
continue to propose a more realistic set of KPls that may look at a two-stage process and 

separating out the Appeal stage. 

72. Over the years, the single Services have streamlined their processes and enhanced 

resourcing of the SC system to meet this target Improvements have been made, but as 
thinus stand this target is not achievable and it does not properly reflect the perfonnance in 

this area. Progress to address the problem with this single KP1 has commenced but it has 
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been too slow. In support of the Services concerns over the flawed KPI the Ombudsman 
made Recommendation 1.11 in the Annual Report 2016. 

Rec That the Ministry of Defence identifies an appropriate working group by the end of April 2017 
1.11 to evaluate th9 current target for resolving 90% of Service complaints within 24 weeks to 

ensure that It is appropriate, Including the method for calculating when the 24 weeks begins. 
A representative from the OSCO should be Involved in this review, 

The SCWG chaired by CDP Personnel Secretariat sought to address this recommendation 

and the Anny SC Sec led on the initial work and future KPl proposals paper. The paper sets 

out recommendations on improved perfonnance indicators and metrics for the SC system. 

Furthermore, it proposes a two-staged approach. The first stage seeks lo remove 'dead time' 

from the 24-week timeline. The second stage sets out further work to be taken forward to 

develop options for a preferred longer-term approach for measuring the timeliness of 

complaints' resolution, as well as additional metrics to measure performance. The Director 70 

Armed Forces Personnel Policy (D AFP Pol) reviewed and agreed the proposals as set out in 
the paper. The Ombudsman has subsequently commented unfavourably on the paper and 

provided feedback to CDP on 25 Apr 19. The Ombudsman does not support the current 

proposals. A discussion with Head People Secretary ■■■■■ to work 
out the next steps is now required. The review team concurs with the Ombudsman's 

comments that the paper is not sufficiently mature and requires more detailed analysis based 

on historical data. There must now be a renewed impetus to afford this work the highest 

priority since the recommendation is over 2 years old. 

73. Potential metrics for measurement. It is beyond the scope of this review to make 

proposals on what a more appropriate KPI may be used for, but it has identified that 

measuring only time, and not measuring effectiveness or performance, is a flawed concept 

and too blunt. Suggestions at paragraphs 73.a-d are offered to assist the SCWG and CDP 
Pers Sec. 

a. A Multi-faceted but streamlined KPI modelled on Measurements of Effectiveness 

(MoE) and Measurements of Performance (MoP) rather than just time. 

b. Consider using the principles of SMART {Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Realistic and Target (Time)) when identifying metrics. 

c. Identify achievable timelines supported by historical data and evidence to 
determine intelligent based stretch targets. 

d. As already recommended, remove 'dead time' and identify a separate model for 
the Appeal Stage. 

'
0 Ne-My appointed Helen Helliwell. 
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74. Legacy complaint backlog. The Ombudsman has noted the substantial effort to 

address legacy complaint backlog (pre-dated 2016) SCs that are now down to five. The target 

set by the Ombudsman to close all legacy backlog complaints by the end of 2019 remains a 

realistic goal. In order to reduce the backlog, APSG was given additional (but lifed) 
manpower. 

75. Benchmarked with MPS. The MPS have a series of time limits captured in their SOP. 

Similar to the SC KP! timelines they are set without analysis of historical data and the GMT 

report being unclear of their origin. The GMT report that they are often unachievable and 

senior management are routinely critical of the time taken to resolve fonnal grievances. The 

MPS do not impose a time-bar from the point of grievance occurring to glievance submission, 

unlike the 3-month period required for a SC. This is problematic with police personnel 

submitting complaints on the day before retirement. No allowance is made for submitting a 

grievance after retirement unlike the SC process which pennits retired soldiers to still submit a 

SC. This table shows the timelines set in the MPS SOP. 

~,.,.,. 

Event 
e limtt for the Tim 

man 
Reh 
Tim 
fom 
pro,.. 

datory lnromial 
·olution sla.90 _ _ _ ____ 
e limit to complete 
,al grievance 
_ooure 

.e limit of the Tim 
_ <:199 
Tim 
app 

rieved to ARe~a_!___ ___ 
,e limit to complete 
ea! procedure 

··- ···-· -·· ---- --·--···-~-----~~--

Time Pennltted commenu 
10 working days This includes providing the record of Informal 

Resolution. This may be extended if the 
-••••••-•••••y••wy• 

aoorleved aarees to a lonoer oeriod. 
No more than 45 The GMT state that the 90 working days are 
working days but in routinely taken by the Assessor to complete 
exceptional the case. Exceptional circumstances include: 
circumstances it may complexlty and long-term sickness of 
take up to 90 working personnel involved. 
days 
10 working days 

·---· .. ___ ,., ....... 
Completed within 35- The GMT state that the 70 working days are 
working days but in routinely taken during appeal. 
exceptional 
circumstances the llme 
limit can be extended 
to 70 wor1dna davs 

Table 2 - MPS tlmellnas. 

76. Should a grievance go to appeal then the maximum permitted time to resolve the 

grievance is 160 working days. This equates to 32 regular weeks plus another 4 weeks (36 in 

total) when accounting for the mandated Informal Resolution time and time to decide on 

Appeal. This can be up to 12 weeks longer than the SC KPI allows for, and yet the MPS are 

still criticised for failing to meet their extended timelines. 

77. Assessment. The current SC process has been streamlined since SC Reform in 2016 

and continues lo evolve into a more efficient and effective process. However, streamlining 

procedures without additional resource or enhancements to the SC process will limit the 

improvements possible. Delivering the SC process is dependant on the quality of the 

practitioners (SO. 10, AO) and the prioritisation of time and resource they are afforded. 

Equally, they know the KPI is flawed and unachievable and failure to meet tlmelines is almost 

inevitable and not a driver to expedite the process. The recommendations in the Defence 
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Review to establish a Defence Authority on culture and behaviour should, in time, have a 

positive effect on our culture and drive down the number of complex inter-personal SCs. The 
intent to establish a tri-Service SCs team to address SCs above a certain threshold could also 

assist the single Service SC Secs in streamlining procedures but could also come with 

inherent risks that are currently unforeseen. 
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Section 5 - Lesson Learned and Disproportionate Representation 

Task 5: Examine the leuona learned pri>ce•• .and recommend howw. mlght ,e4µi:e 
the disproportionate repraaentatlon by varfous 'cc:,h~rts in th• ComplllnenbJ gro·iip. 

78. Approach, In addressing this task, the review consulted with the single Service SC 
Secs and the Army Mediation Service. The task considers both lessons learned and cohort 
representation. The Ombudsman has an ongoing concern that BAME and female cohorts 
subrnit a disproportionate number of SCs in all 3 Services. In addition to addressing this 
concern the review also considered other cohorts where disproportionate representation may 
exist. The first part of this section considers the SC lessons leamed process and the second 
part examines the disproportionate representation of various cohorts. 

Lessons 

79. Lessons learned process. The review found that the Army and Defence approach to 
identifying and learning lessons from the SC process is not as effective or coherent as it could 
be. It does not currently use the Defence Lessons Identified Management System (DLIMS). 
thus providing a Defence data supported auditable record. JPA is the Management 
Information System (MIS) used to record both formal and informal complaints and it is well 
suited to deliver that functionality but is not a recognised MIS portal for managing lessons. 
Lessons are extracted from Determination letters, feedback from DBs and ABs, and feedback 
proformas generated by the Service Complaints (Career Management) Team in the Army 
Personnel Centre and various other sources. The Army's ability to learn lessons from SC 
content. rather than just SC process. is constrained by a lack of dedicated resources in the 
Army SC Sec to identify and extract lessons from only a small sample of SC casefiles. Hd 
APSG recognises that this is an area of weakness that needs addressing but requires the 
support to put a robust process in place. There is also an absence of meaningful analysis at a 
Defence level which more than likely inhibits lesson identification and exploitation across alt 3 
Services. The Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviour recommends establishing a 

DefEmce Authority on culture and behaviours and this could be an opportunity lo bring greater 
coherence to the Defence SC lessons process. 

80. Lessons learned process benchmarked with the MPS. The MPS does not have a 
centralised lesson learning process. Assessors are required to compile templated 'grievance 

reports' which have a free text box for recommendations but there is no dedicated means to 
promulgate grievance related lessons. All reports are quality assured by the GMT 
Coordinator. but the GMT and MPS has no equivalent to DUMS to record and reconcile 
lessons. It is cognisant that the lack of a lessons learning loop is an area of weakness that 
nee!JS addressing. 

Recommendation 26: Re-energise and resource the lessons function Within the Army 
Service :Complaint Secretariat. [Comd HCj · 
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Recommendation 27: The Army Service Complaint Secretariat should use the Defence 

Lessons Identified Management System (OLIMS), as mandated by the Army Command 

Standing Order (ACSO) 1118 to record Amiy Service Complaint lessons using redacted 
casefiles. [Comd HC) 

Cohorts representation 

81. Disproportionate representation from various cohorts. The Ombudsman has an 

ongoing concern that BAME and female cohorts submit a disproportionate number of SCs in 

au 3 Services. Recommendation 1.1071 in the Ombudsman's Annual Report 2016 has not yet 

been addressed to her satisfaction. In addressing this recommendation, the single Services 

have conducted internal analysis of the female and BAME SC data held on JPA, but this does 

not meet with the Ombudsman's intent, which was for the MOD to commission an independent 

and impartial external study. Over-representation of BAME and female SCs is also noted in 

the draft report of the Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours, which recommends that. 

~'Defence should invest,gate causes of over-representation of minority groups. women and 
junior ranks in the complaints process and implement the necessary training interventions as 
part of an overarching strategy to address the issue." 

82. Defence lncluslvlty Phase 2: The lived Experience. Despite continued efforts, 

Defence recognises that it struggles to recruit and retain people from backgrounds not 

traditionally associated with Defence, namely females and BAME personnel. CDP 

commissioned a study (undertaken by QinetiQ, the University of Birmingham and Edinburgh 
Napier University) 72 which is described as a "Whole Force qualitative study to better 

understand the Lived Experience of females and BAME personnel, in comparison with white 

males. to inform actions to improve the representation of these minority groups across 

Defence: The review team only recently became aware of this study and obtained a copy of 

the report on 21 May 19 so detailed analysis of the findings has not been possible. The study 

does not seek to satisfy the requirements of Recommendation 1.10 outlined above, and is 

unrelated, but it does provide a useful insight into the lived experience or BAME and females 
in the military. When considering the recommendations made in the draft report of the 

Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours, Defence should consider the findings of the 

Defence tnclusivily Report. Especially relevant are the areas on cultural attitudes and 
behaviours in Chapter 5. 

83. Data in the Ombudsman's annual reports. The slatisllcal data in the Ombudsman's 

annual reports is provided by the single Services upon request from the SCOAF. The data is 

extracted from JPA, which remains the single source of data for all SCs. How data is 

subsequently represented is the privilege of the SCOAF but published data and statistics in the 
Ombudsman's Annual Reports on BAME and females can be misinterpreted by the reader, 

" Recommenda~on 1.10 - Thal the Ministry or Defence commissions a sludy by the end of Aprll 2018 to determine the rnot 
causes of the overrapresentat,un of female and BAME personnel In the Service cornpla,nls syslom and thill appropnate ac:lion ,s 
taken to try a11d redress this by the end of December 2018, including putting the appropriate sur,rort mechanisms In place. 
" The Dr:1,•nv, lcw;Lii,,v;r~· Pn.,~,·, 7· ! !\(' 1.,i-.·,.•,·1 I. ,;i,,•·••··,,.n Report dated 8 April 2019. 
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espncially when shown as percentages or in graphical form without sufficient context. When 

using percentages, it is useful to provide the actual numbers as well. 

84. Data from focus groups and surveys. The numerical data provided in the tables on 
pages 59 to 65 and at Annex C provide a clear picture of admissible Army SCs from female 

and BAME personnel. Before considering the statistical data recorded on JPA it is worth 

considering views from the focus groups and surveys in relation to BAME and female over
representation. 

Female cohort 

85. Increased likelihood to complain. Although the Ombudsman has raised concern 

specifically over BHD complaint rates from females, analysis has showed that females 

complain more than males across the range of SC categories. When non-SHO categories 

w,m, analysed (between 1 Jan 16 and 30 Apr 19), Army females account for 19% of Anny 

SCs, yet account for circa 10% of the population. Participants in general focus groups 

suggested that the nature of Army female's jobs allowed them increased access to IT, greater 

access to policy and the desire to understand policy more so than males. Female only focus 

group findings suggested that females think more than males about issues and are more likely 

to spend the time analysing policy to seek ans-wers. Coupled together, this could be a small 

con1ributing factor towards the increased proportion of female complaints. 

86. Female results from survey. The questions asked in the general survey were 

analysed by gender; 136 females replied to the survey. Given that female's complaint rates 

are higher than males, ii is reasonable to assume that female's answers to the questions 

would suggest reasons for this. While there may be no single, outstanding reason, the theory 
of marginal gains (eg a slight change in each question) may build up to a significant 

difference. This, however, was not the case with the majority of questions answered being 
balanced evenly across both genders. In particular, knowledge of how to submit a SC was 

balanced and females felt that they would be less supported than mates after submitting a 

SC. When asked about confidence in the Army's SCs process and trust in the chain of 

command to both treat SCs seriously and investigate them thoroughly, females were slightly 

less positive than males. The was a clear difference between the 2 genders in the survey was 

when asked if SCs were the only way their grievance would be taken seriously; 35% ( 4 7 out of 
136) females agreed, compared to only 21% of males. This links with findings from focus 

groups, which suggested that female's opinions were not treated as highly as males. The 

reviow team also noticed that the language used by males when talking about females 

(although not in mixed focus groups) was sometimes dismissivtt. This observation correlattts 
with the survey finding that a significant proportion of females feel that they would be more 

likely to be bullied, harassed or discriminated against because of their gender (26% (36 out of 
136) females agreed, compared to 5% of males). 

8 7. Are we askl ng the wrong question? Instead of focussing on the reasons why females 

are over-represented, what if we use the benchmark. that female's complaint rates are 
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just? We then see that the better question may be to ask why men do not complain 

enough. Are they hiding their concerns, potentially leading to mental health issues? There 

seems to be a paucity of academic study into the complaint rates of female versus male but £! 
StuQY, of Complaining in Mixec.i-G(}f!.Q_0.r.ed -~!'-'',l~~vyr~rk c;;ro_up~,73 warrants further 

consideration and reinforces the wide-ranging opinions of focus groups and stakeholders. 

The abstract is shown below: 

Abstract: This research addresses the common stereotype that women complain 
more than men. Defining •complaint• as the exprsssion of personal dissatisfaction 
resulting from a disconfirmstJon of expectanc/6s, the researchers analyzed 
conversations from three mixed-gendered student writing teams. The f8Sults 
indicate that, while the men and women in this sample made equivalent numbers of 
complaints, they used complaints for different reasons. Women were more likely 
than men to use complaints as an indif8cl request for action, while men were more 
liktJfy to use complaints to excuse behavior or to make themselves seem superior. 
These results may suggest that the stereotype that women complain more than men 
has less to do with the number of complaints uttered and more to do with the 
different functions men and women attempt to accomplish by complaining. When I 
asl< men what they don1 like about women, complaining frequently tops the fist. Men 
tend not to complain, at least not about little things. They've been taught, since they 
were little boys, to be tough, to endure, to be stoic, to be unemotional, to hold it in, 
to be MEN. Basically, they've been taught that it's not manly to complain. 
Consequently, they have little tolerance for any kind of complaining, snd especialf y 
whining. 

88. Male complaint rates. JPA data on admissible Army SCs covering the period 1 Jan i6 
- 20 Apr 19. Table EE shows that the combat arms (infantry and cavalry) are under

represented. Where the Infantry and Cavalry 74 constituted 24.9% and 5.7% of the Anny75. 

their SCs submission figures were 14.6% and 3.6% respectively. This under representation 

from the combat arms correlates with anecdotal evidence, the above academic perspective, 

and focus group findings that men are less likely to submit a SC. In particular. focus groups 

highlighted that a significant reason for this was due to the recurring nature of postings at 

regimental duty. The feeling was that an inter-personal complaint against, for example. their 

platoon sergeant. would resurface for the Complainant when that platoon sergeant became 

their sergeant major In subsequent years. This correlates with the finding that a negative 

stigma is attached to those who submit inter-personal SCs. 

BAME cohort 

89. The BAME cohort is not a readily identifiable cohort like the female cohort and thus over
representation without context can be misinterpreted. On JPA the BAME cohort consists of 13 
different nationalities or regional groupings (eg Black African, Black Caribbean, Asian Indian. 

"(Wolfe. Joanna. Powell, Elizabeth, Women and Language dated January 2000) . 
•• Listed Oil JPA as Household Cavall)' and Royal Armoured Co'l}S. 

"ll111(1<'1W ,;!;ii,~wi,: Table 2.1 Full time lnlde trained strerigth by A,m/Service ii$ al 1 May 19. 
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British born but not while, etc) and is too diverse a cohort when conducting data anatysis. The 

two biggest cohorts in BAME are Black African and Black Caribbean but eve-n in these cohorts 

the range of nationalities, cultures and religions can be very diverse. Consequently, data 

reported can be misinterpreted and when reporting BAME ftgures it does not specify female 

BAME so risks double counting unless afforded specific scrutiny. Furthermore, the BAME 

focus groups report that non-white, British born males are likely to have a higher threshold and 

tolerance levels to racial abuse or discrimination than Black African or Black Caribbean 

soldiers who will not have been exposed to potential racial issues until joining the UK Armed 

Forr~es. When considering BAME Army SCs between 1 Jan 16 and 25 Mar 19, 134 Army 
BAME SCs were submitted on grounds of BHO and/or Improper Behaviour. Of these 134, 40 

were not upheld. This equates to two BHD SCs per month across the Army over a period of 

3-yHars and 3-months indicating that the number of BHD Army SCs submitted and upheld are 

very low. 

a. The BAME specific focus group did not consider race to be an issue. Where 

issues did exist, these were often dealt with head on and were resolved successfully and 

informally. In addition, the BAME focus groups expressed a strong dislike for the BAME 

nomenclature despite it being widely used across the United Kingdom. This dlslike was 

reinforced by the free text comments in the online survey which are extracted here: 

"the term "BAME. itself is pretty divisive and stupid tenn, which further enforces the 
differences between white and non-white soldiers, exacerbating the problem rather than 
making it better. You mfght as welf frame jt as "white• and "everyone_ r,/sa" soldiers, 
whereas we should move towards an understanding where there is no delineation, we 
are all sofdiers first, and bulfylng, harassment, discrimination can affect us all. Removfng 
the term BAME from our common language m;ght help the situation.• 

~alack, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)-Firstly you must remove this word BAME or 
identify any soldiers and offtCSrs with the race. Unless you keep an organisation such 
as Gurkhas as a separate Bde where you would have people of same background 
working in one place. Anyone who joins the British Army needs to be identified as a 
British soldier no matter what origin they come from. Culture educations must be 
introduced for all parties to understand each other, whether Welsh or Scottish, Ghanaian 
or Indian. everyone needs to understand what culture they come from and have rospect 
for each other. " 

The latter part of the free text narrative above touches on the requirement to develop our 
cultural awareness and education. The draft report of the Defence Review into 

Inappropriate Behaviours places cultural development as one of its central themes and 

makes a number of recommendations to address the cultural understanding and 

shortcomings of our people and cultural training. The following free text narrative from 

the online surveys remforces the findings in the Defence Review, but at the same time 

highlights that ongoing work to address these shortfalls is being undertaken: 
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"Misunderstanding of culture and rsJigions - both ways. People's perceptions both from 

a BAME view and non BAME view. Mis-interpf8tation and mis-understanding of 
language, actions, b6haviours and cultures. Let's face it, BAME personnel are an easy 
target and while the Forces as a whole recruit from all walks of life, there is an element 
of the papulatlon and thus a percentage of that element that the Forces recruit from who 
are racist, bigols, phobic and misogynist. You can't change that, but the Services are 
trying to '6ducate' those people which is better than civilian life. That said, the Anny 
shouldn't kick itself for not trying, its campaigns to stamp out such behaviour and 

prejudice$ is working but these things don't happen overnight and will take time. The 
good thing Is that people have a tool to challenge these behaviours and the fact that there 
is a high percentage means the system is working and_ BAME soldiers believe in the 
system worlcing for them." 

"As a BAME woman I have been tf8ated appallingly when I have made an internal 

complaint (prior to SC) and when someone has complained about me I have been tf9aled 

as guilty until proven innocent. The qufJstion to this section 'is disproportionately high' is 
the wrong Q. Complaints are put in for many reasons - we are still in the minority and 
often ons can be the only BAME person I woman in a unit - you are subject to all sorts of 

bias and subtle racism. The high number of complaints, IMHO {sic: In my humble 
opinion}, Is 1n Indicator of the high number of Issues which still exist In the Army 
today.• 

"Victim culture is the reason. It can never just be because of a failing. Oh no, it must be 
because of ethnicity! The playing of the 'race card' devalues the service complaints 
procedure.· 

"the Anny and some of the older serving personnel needs to understand that BAME 

individuals make up a growing percentage of the Army and the old boy rules, slangs and 

treatments need to be reviswed I shaken up. More diversity information during MATTS 

and WIP. More posters and warning of changes that are required and the Implications." 

Free text narrative also indicated that BAME related complaints are not an indication that 
the Army have systemic ethnicity related issues and that the Army is more progressive 
than expected. 

"The Army is one of the most diverse companies is the world, I think/hope that the 

disproportionately will improve in the years to come. Having not experienced a service 

complaint against myself or others In the twelve years of service, identifies the level 

camaraderie amongst all genders and ethnicity." 

"As a mixed-race male with over 19 years in the Army I would not say that the British 
Army has a problem with racism as these figures could signify or make out. I do however 

think that thef9 is a combination of cultural differences and approaches to work that are 

misunderstood. These can sometimes cause confusion and lack of target hitting or haste 
which has an effect of discipline and results in a feeling of hard dona to resulting in 
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SeNice Complaints. Combined with the fact that sometimes people regardless of 
background will use victimisation as a defence and due to the sensitive nature of race. 
Those from ethnic groups may have a feeling that their very obvious difference will be 
more likely to bring their desired effects and results using the system. n 

"To be honest I'm not personally aware of instances in my organisation so can't honestly 
comment. I am one of very few BAME in my current Unit & don't have any issues." 

Data analysis 

90. Data. All statistical data provided in this section and illustrated in the consolidated List 
of Tables at Annex C was extracted from JPA and provided by the Army SC Sec. The data is 
relevant to only Am,y personnel and is not tri-Service. In order to provide meaningful analysis, 
the data covers the period 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. During the 3.3 years a total of 1,392 
admissible Army SCs were submitted. 

91. Male and female admissible Army SCs submitted by rank. Table AA shows that for 
both male and female officers, the highest proportion of admissible Army SCs submitted were 

at OF3 (Major) followed by OF2 (Captain) rank. When combining male OF2 and male OF3 
this cohort accounted for 17.9% (232 of 1,077) of Am,y SCs compared with female officers, 
20.9% (66 of 315) Army SCs. For soldiers the bulk of admissible Army SCs submitted for 
males were at OR2 (Private), OR4 (Corporal) and OR6 (Sergeant) compared with female 
soldiers who submitted a consistently higher number of Army SCs across the rank range of 

OR2 (Private)- OR7 (Staff Sergeant). The average age of male Complainants is 41 years 
compared with the female average age of 37 years. 

Male Rank 

OF0 

OFl 

Of2 

OF3 

OF4 

ORS 

OR9 

Unspecified 

Total 

No " Female Rank 
0.3% OFO 

1.0% OFl 

7.3% OF2 

10.6% OF3 

4.9% OF4 

0.8% 

5.9% 

3.2% 

3.3% Unspecified 

Total 
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1.9% 

1.3% 

9.5% 

11.4% 

2.5% 

1.3% 

3.5% 
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I Average age (male) 41 1 I Average age (female) 37 

Table AA - Male and female admissible Army $Cs submitted by rank. 

92. Army SCs resolution data comparison of white/ BAME soldiers 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 
19. Table BB compares the resolution of SCs submitted by white, BAME. male and female 

soldiers. Of note; highlighted in yellow 28% (222) of Army SCs made by white soldiers were 

not upheld compared with 41.3% (59) for BAME soldiers. When considering only BHD Army 

SCs 8.1 % (64) of white soldier Army SCs are not upheld compared with 25.2% (36) of BHD 

Army SCs made by BAME soldiers. When comparing non-BHD Army SCs (eg Terms and 

Conditions of Service (TACOS)) the figures are more closely related but now white soldiers 

have a slightly higher proportion of Army SCs not upheld at 19.9% (158) compared with BAME 

soldiers at 16.1% (23). It is impossible to deduce why higher numbers of BAME BHD SCs are 

not upheld and why higher numbers of white non-BHD SCs are not upheld without detailed 

scrutiny of SC casefiles. but the reasons could simply be that the substance (merits) of the 

complaints are unfounded. Perhaps the most startling figure is highlighted in Green. Of the 

88 BAME BHD Army SCs resolved over 3.3 years zero (0) BAME BHD related Army SCs 
were fully upheld on conclusion. However, 27 BAME BHD Army SCs (18.9%) were partially 

upheld, though the element upheld may have nothing to do with the alleged BHD. On the 

whole a higher proportion of female SCs are upheld in full and partially. 

Other TAC 7.9% 

Table BB - Army SCs resolution data comparison of white I BAME 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

93. Army SCs submitted by ethnicity - 1 Jan 16 • 30 Apr 19. Table CC illustrates the 

breakdown of Army SC submitted by ethnicity. Of note; highlighted in yellow, 82% (male) and 
85.4% (female) SCs are submitted by personnel from a white background and BAME 

personnel account for 18% (male) and 14.6% (female) of SCs submitted for male and females 
respectively. The spread of SCs submitted across ethnicity shows extremely small numbers 
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for each of the 13 ethnicities except for the those highlighted in green showing increased 

numbers for Black African males (6.5%, 70 SCs) and Black Caribbean females (4.8%, 15 
SCs). 

Male Ethnlcl 01. Female Ethnlcl 

Any Chinese Background 0.2% Any Chinese Background 

Any other White background 0.3% Any other White background 

Asian Bangladeshi 0.1% Asian Bangladeshi 

Asian Indian 0.6% Asian Indian 

Asian Pakistani 0.7% Asian Pakistani 

~African 8.5% Black.~n 
~taribbean 2.5% Blad<,caribbean 
Declined lo Declare 0.6% Declined to Declare 

Mixed Asian and White 0.3% Mixed Asian and White 

Mixed Black African & White 0.2% Mixed Black African & White 

Mixed Black Caribbean & While 0.3% Mixed Black Caribbean & White 

Not Specified 1.6% Not Specified 

Obt:AIU:~d 2.6% Other Asian Background 

Other Black Background 0.3% Other Black Background 

Other Ethnic Background 0.6% Other Ethnic Background 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 0.7% Other Mixed Elhnic Background 

% 
0.3% 

0 

0.3% 

1.0% 

0 

2.9% 
4.8% 
0.6% 

0.6% 

0.3% 

1.0% 

0.3% 

0 

0.6% 

0.3% 

1.6% 

White Background 73.2% White Background 74.0% 

White En lishM'elsh/Scottish/NI 8.8% While En lish/Welsh/Scottish/NI 11.4% 
Grand Grand 

Total Total 

Table CC - Army SCs submitted by ethnicity 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

94. Army SCs submitted by ethnicity-1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. The collapsed Table D0 76 

compares the female and male admissible Army SCs by ethnicity. Of note; 

a. Bullying. Alleged bullying of females accounts for 27% (85) of 315 SCs over 3.3 
years compared with 16.2% (174) of 1077 male SCs over the same period. In terms of 

BAME the only noticeable spike is for Black African males that submitted 21 SCs but this 
equates to less than 7 per annum. Conversely, white females account for 72 of the 85-
female bullying SCs and white males account for 130 of the 174-male bullying SCs. 

b. Career Management (CM). CM SCs make up 26.7% (84) and 29.9% (322) of all 
SCs for female and males respectively. CM SCs are dominated by the white community 

with BAME submitting only small numbers (10/84 for females and 29/322 for males). 
The relatively high numbers of CM SCs is concerning and warrants further investigation. 

c. Discrimination and Harassment. The next biggest SC categories are 
Discrimination and Harassment with the former broken down into sub categories. 
Overall the numbers are low and are assessed to warrant no further scrutiny. 

76 Table DD has been collapsed to focus on areas of note. The full tat>la is in the list of Tables at Annex C. 
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d. Pay, Pensions and Allowances. White males account for 166 of 181 SCs 

related to this category. Overall the category accounts for 16.8% of all male submitted 

SCs which is relatively high in comparison with other SC categories and should be 
carefully monitored. 

Female and male admissible Army SCs by ethnicity l Jan 16 • 30 Apr 19 (1392 In total) 
1---------F_e_m_al_e __ --.- __ __. Male 

Bullying 
Black Caribbean 
White Background 

White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Career Management 
Black African 

White Background 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Direct Discrimination 
White Background 

Discipline 
Other Mixed Ethnic Background 
White Background 

Harassment 
Black African 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Improper Behaviour 
Black African 

Indirect Discrimination 

Black Caribbean 

Medical and Dental 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Pay Pension Allowances 
Terms and Conditions of Service Misc 

White Background 

Grand Total 

27.0" 

26.7% 

9.8% 

2.2% 

7.3% 

9.5% 

3.5% 

2.5% 

3.9% 

5.1% 

1.6% 

Bullying 
Black African 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 
White Background 

White Engllsh/Welsh/Scottish/NI 
Career Mana ment 

Black African 
Black Caribbean 

Declined to Declare 

Other Asian Background 

other Ethnic Background 

White Background 

White En llsh/Welsh/Scottish/NI 
Direct Discrimination 

Black African 
White Background 

White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 
Discipline 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 

Harassment 
Asian Pakistani 

Black African 

Other Asian Background 

Improper Behaviour 
Asian Pakistani 

Other Asian Background 

White Background 

White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Indirect Discrimination 
Mannina and Dlscharae 

Medical and Dental 
Pay Pension Allowances 

White Background 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 
Terms and Conditions of Service Misc 

Grand Total 

Table DD - Female and male admissible Army SC by ethnicity 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 
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16.2" 

29.9% 

6.1% 

3.1% 

3.5% 

8.3% 

1.1% 
4.5% 

5.1% 
16.8% 

5.4% 
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95. Male and female admissible Army SCs by cap badge 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. The 
collapsed Table EE77 compares female and male admissible Army SCs by cap badge. Of 
note; males in the RLC (Royal Logistic Corps) submit the highest number of SCs at 14.7% 

(158) closely followed by the Infantry with 14.6% (157). Thereafter the RAMC (Royal Army 

Medical Corps), AGC(SPS) (Adjutant Generals Corps) and AAC (Army Air Corps). For 
females the AGC(SPS) stands out as the highest cap badge represented with a high 
percentage of 22.5% (71 of 377). Next follows the RLC (13.7%), RAMC (13.3%) and R 
Signals (6%). Without a detailed analysis of individual SC casefiles, it is impossible to deduce 
why the RLC, AGC(SPS) and RAMC feature highly for both male and females. However, 
soldiers in the RAMC, AGC(SPS) and perhaps to a lesser extent the RLC often serve at 
regimental level in individual appointments, or small detachments, rather than formed units 

and thus form a minority grouping by default. RAMC soldiers and AGC(SPS), by the nature of 
their roles, have more direct access to computer systems and the ability to easily access 

policy and electronically submit SCs. Given their role, the AGC(SPS) are also more likely to 
be more conversant with the SC policy and process. 

Male - Ca % Female -Ca •1,, 

MC 5.6% MC 1.9% 
ACF 1.9% ACF 0.3% 
AGC (MPGS) 1.5% AGC RMP 3.8% 
AGC (MPS) 0.3% AGC SPS 22.5% 
AGC (RMP) 3.1% CAMUS 1.3% 
AGC (SPS) 5.8% GEN SERVICE 0.3% 
CHAPLAIN 2000 0.1% INT CORPS 4.8% 
GENERAL STAFF 0.6% QARANC 4.1% 
HCAV 0.9% RSIGNALS 6.0% 
INFANTRY 14.6% RA 2.9% 
INT CORPS 2.6% RADC 1.0% 
PERS(TRG) 0.1% RAMC 13.3% 
PILOT 0.2% RAMC MO 4.1% 
PROV 0.3% RAVC 1,3% 
RSJGNALS 6.5% RE 2.2% 
RA 5.5% REME 4.1% 
RAC 2.7% RLC 13.7% 
RAMC 6.4% STAFF 0.6% 
RAMC MO 0.7% Uns ecified 3.5% 
RAPTC 0.9% UOTCB 0.3% 
RE 7.6% Grand Total 
REGT 0.1% 
REME 5.8% 
RLC 14.7% 

Grand Total 

Figure EE - Male and female admissible Army SCs by cap badge 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

n Table EE has been collapsed to focus on areas of note. The full table is in the List of Tables at Annex C. 
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96. AGC and AMS female and male admissible Army SCs 1 Jan 16 -30 Apr 19. Table 
FF compares female and male admissible Anny SCs in the AGC and AMS (Army Medical 

Services). Of note; CM and Bullying SCs feature as the top 2 highest number of SC 

categories for both male and female irrespective of cap badge. Direct Discrimination also 

features highly, and Pay Pensions and Allowances is more so for the AGC soldiers which is 

not surprising since the nature of their roles indicate a more detailed understanding of this 
category. 

FemaleAGC 

Harassment 

Direct Discrimination 

Pa Pension Allowances 

Medical and Dental 

Disci line 

Indirect Discrimination 

r7 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

% 

35.9% 

20.5% 

12.8% 

10.3% 

7.7% 

7.7% 

2.6% 

1.3% 

1.3% 

. . . . . .. -LJ 1.3% 

MaleAGC 

Direct Discrimination 
Terms and Conditions of 
Service Misc 

Harassment 

Medical and Dental 

Disci 

% 

··•32;4% 
. 16,9% 

14.2% 
· .. 12.2% 

7.4% 

5.4% 

3.4% 

3.4% 

3.4% 

1.4% 

Female AMS % 
Bull in 28.6% 
Career Mana ement 24.7% 

Direct Discrimination 14.3% 

Im ro er Behaviour 9.1% 

Harassment 5.2% 

Indirect Discrimination 5.2% 

Medical and Dental 5.2% 

Mannin and Dischar e 2.6% 

Pa Pension Allowances 2.6% 
Terms and Conditions of 
Service Misc 2.6% 

Male AMS 

Harassment 

Indirect Discrimination 
Terms and Conditions of 
Service Misc 

Table FF - AGC and AMS female and male admissible Army SCs 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

97. Army Sexual Harassment Survey. The 2018 Army Sexual Harassment Survey (SHS 
18) was launched during a period of significant societal culture shift in awareness of sexual 

harassment. During 2017, two anti-sexual assault and women's empowerment movements, 

known as '#Me Too· and 'Time's up', became worldwide phenomena, which dominated 
international media headlines. Since the previous Army Sexual Harassment Survey was 

pubhshed in 2015, there has been significant research looking at the issue. This provides 

useful comparative data from which to better understand how the Army compares to other 

organisations. The research suggests that sexual harassment is a common part of many 
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workplace cultures, and the m, 1 ary 1s no exception. exua arassment in the wor1<place can 

havn a wide-reaching impact, affecting individuals' mental and physical wellbeing, team 

cohl!sion, and organisational outputs. The key findings, conclusions and recommendations 
from the SHS 18 are including for ease of reference at Annex L. Findings relating specifically 

to tre SC process are shown here: 

Fonnal complaints process: Overall. the percentage of those who made a formal, written 
complaint to their Commanding Officer about the upsetting experience has increased since 
2015; this is particular1y noteworthy for Servicemen (from 2% in 2015 to 16% in 2018). Those 
who did make a formal complaint were more satisfied in 2018 than they were In 2015with the 

availability of information on how to make a complaint (from 30% In 2015 to 34 % In 2018). 
However, satisfaction was lowest (and dissatisfaction highest} with the outcome of the 
investigation, both in terms of how well this was communicated (9% satisfted, 70% 
dissatisfied), follow up action taken against those responsible (4% satisfied, 70% dissatisfied), 
and the amount of time taken to resolve the complaint (6% satisfied, 70% dissatisfied). Three
quarters (75%) of those who made a formal complaint said that they had suffered negative 
consequences as a result; the most common was feeling uncomfortable at work (96%) 
however, nine in ten (93%) Service·personnelhad thought about leaving the-Army, lost 
respect for the people involved (92%) or felt humiliated (91%). The most common reasons for 
not making a formal complaint were because Service personnel thought they could handle the 

situation themselves (42%) and because they didn't think anything would be done about it 
(42%). 

The SHS 18 results indicate a positive perception of the Army's efforts to tackle unacceptable 
behaviours. Although there has been an improvement since the SHS 15, the SHS 18 results 

show that unwanted sexualised behaviours remain a common experience for many personnel. 

Importantly and encouragingly, results show that personnel are becoming less tolerant of this 

type of behaviour and are more likely to report incidents. 

98, Inappropriate sexual behaviour. The draft report of the Defence Review into 
Inappropriate Behaviours reports an 'average target time' (for resolution) for sexual behaviour 

cas,~s in t.he commercial sector as being 4045 days. The SC process does not have any 

specific target times for different category types. However, the Army SC Sec Decision Level 
Appointments Board (OLAB) will appoint the most appropriate 'investigation capability' to 
match the seriousness and complexity of the case_ This could involve the appointment of 

SCIT or FEHIOIHIOs to conduct the investigation. Most issues regarding Inappropriate 

Sexual Behaviour are dealt with as Service Law (SL) or Warning and Sanction (WS). For 
Army Summary Hearings, the target to closure time is 60 days. For AGAI administrative 

action it is 6 months. The RMP have specific time limits for their investigations, albeit, 
depending on the incident, they have different categories. For sexual assault, due to the 

impact on individuals, !hey will try and complete It as quickly as possible whilst still being 
thorough, Table GG highlights the mean time to dosure for tri-Service SC categorised as Sex 
I Sexual. Of note; a total of 24 Inappropriate Sexual Behaviour admissible Army SCs were 
submitted during the period 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. The mean time to closure indicates an 
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extremely lengthy period ranging from 211 - 529 days and would suggest a process that is not 
efficient or effective, but without conducting casefile scrutiny the complexities of the 
investigation cannot be determined and thus an accurate assessment on whether 'undue 
delay' or 'maladministration' has occurred is not viable. 

Submitted 
Male 
Admissible 
Male 
Submitted 
Female 
Admissible 
Female 
Submitted 
Male 
Admissible 
Male 
Submitted 
Female 
Admissible 
Female 
Submitt&d 
Male 
Admissible 
Male 
Submitted 
Female 
Admissible 
Female 

Sex/Sexual/Sexual Closed Mean 
Orientation time to 
Harassment closure 

·-1n ·ILJ ·ILJ ·ILJ 

in days 

362 

262 

290 

208 ·-1n• ·-LJ -423 

Direct Clos&d Mean Indirect Se)(/ Closed Mean 
Sel</Sexual time to Seiwal time to 
Orientation closure Orientation closure 

Discrimination in days Dl&Climi nation in days 

249 0 

529 211 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

654 0 

Table GG - Sex I Sexual categories mean closure times tri-SC 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

99. Disproportionate representation from various cohorts benchmarked with the MPS. 
Discussions with the GMT indicated that they had little evidence to support a disproportionate 
representation of various cohorts. However, the Acas commissioned review into Fairness at 
Work.78 reports that, 'There are other indications that discrimination and equalities issues at 
large are major problem areas within MPS. Black and ethnic minority ("BME'? police officers 
are more likely than others to submit grievances, and both BME officers and BME members of 
police staff are more likely to bring ET cases than others 79

. The phenomenon of MPS 
discriminating against officers and staff on grounds of race is not new: following a series of 
high-profile cases, it led to the Morris Report80 in 2004. The MPS stated that the highest 

proportion of complaints, and thus over representation, came from personnel with a physical 
and mental disability. This was a concern for the MPS and was an area that they were hoping 
to focus on as a priority rather than over-representation from other cohorts. 

78 MPS Commissioned Report into Fairness at Work conducted by Acas in October 2015. 
79 MPS Performance and Assurance Briefing Nate, 14 JanLJary 2015. confirmed by the Acas Swvey. 
80 The inquiry, chaired by Sir Bill Morris, called for radical and urgent Change in "discriminatory" management practices. It 
expressed concern that there was no common understanding of diversity within the force, and that diversity remained 'at worst a 
source of fear and anxiety. and at best a process of ticking boxes". 
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Summary of over-representation 

100 This review supports the view of the Ombudsman that the BAME and female cohorts are 

over-represented, Although over-represented the actual numbers of submitted admissible 

Army SCs for each cohort are not particularly high, This is not surprising when it is considered 

that less than 0.5% of the Armed Forces population have submitted a SC. The Occupational 

Psychologists consulted during the review reported a widespread acceptance that minority 

groups like BAME and female cohorts will routinely register an over-representation. Although 

the extent or over-representation and what is an accepted tolerance level remains debatable. 

In addition to being a minority, academic studies also show that females are more inclined to 

submit complaints because of gender. 

101 When using percentages to report data, and especially when percentages are high this 

can create unnecessary concern tor the reader. However, if the actual number that the 

percentage is based on is relatively small in the first instance then the high percentage is less 

concerning. For example; over a 3.3-year period, Army females submitted 315 SCs compared 

with 1,077 male Army SCs. The females make up 22% or the overall SCs submitted showing 

a clear over representation for the female cohort. Of the 315 SCs submitted the largest SC 

category was Bullying at 27°/o followed by Career Management at 26.7%, all other categories 

wern minimal by comparison. In tenns of actual SC numbers these percentages equate to 85 

SCs for bullying and 84 SCs for Career Management issues. Considering the SC figures are 

spread over a 3.3.year period this equates to just over 2 Bullying and 2 Career Management 

SCs per month for females. When broken down like this example it is easier to contextualise 

exactly what the data is reporting, whereas considering the percentages alone, can present a 

different view. 

102 When considering the over representation of minority groups, BAME and female cohorts 

tend lo be the most prominent, but other minority groups should not be overlooked. Soldiers 

in the RAMC, AGC(SPS) and to a lesser extent the RLC often serve in individual 

appointments or small detachments and by default are a minority. These cap badges stand 

out as submitting proportionally more SCs than other cap badges. The data also strongly 

suguests that the while male cohort is under•represented and warrants further scrutiny. 

103 When considering that the BAME cohort constitutes a total of 13 recorded ethnicities, 

meaningful analysis is challenging and makes the identification of trends inconclusive. 

Although the BAME sample size was small, the focus groups and surveys both reported that 

BAME soldiers did not appreciate being categorised differently and wished to be considered 

as a male or female British soldier regardless of ethnicity. They felt that a separate category 
created a divisive work environment. 

104 Analysis of oveHepresenled cohorts is useful, but equally further analysis of over

represented SC categories is warranted. In particular, scrutiny of CM SCs and the monitoring 

of Pay, Pension and Allowances SCs warrant further attention. 
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Recommendation 28: In lieu of a Defence-led study being commissioned, the Army should 
consider commissioning an independent external body to investigate the over-representation 
of female and BAME personnel submitting SCs versus the potenttal undeMepresentatlon of 
white males. {OCGS] 

RecommandaUon 29: Oetalled analysis Into the relatively high number of Service Complaints 
relating to career Management is required in order to help infonn the chain or command to 
reduce Career Management Service Complaints. [Comd HC] 
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Chapter 4 • Miscellaneous Findings 

105. The Defence Review Into Inappropriate Behaviours (draft report)11• On the 10 April 
201!1, in response to repeated instances of inappropriate and allegedly unlawful behaviour by 

serving members of the UK Armed Forces, the Secretary of State for Defence commissioned 

an urgent report into inappropriate behaviours in the Armed Forces. 82 The report was 

exp1x:ted to: understand the current evidence regarding inappropriate behaviour across the 
Services: make recommendations on what can be done to ensure and reassure the Armed 
Forces are an inclusive and modern employer; and identify areas for further action, including 

potential improvements to controls, processes or po1icy83. The Defence Review validates the 

Army's approach to culture and behaviours but also helps to sustain and improve related 

activities. so it is an important report when reviewing the SC process. The review makes 36 
recommendations in total and identifies areas for continuous improvement within the SC 

process. Some are for the single Services to implement but there are many recommendations 

that will demand MoD prioritisation and direction. Notably this includes a proposal to establish 

a Dofence Authority on culture and inappropriate behaviours which would support the single 

Services and MoD to better understand behavioural trends which in time could lead to a 

reduction in the number SCs related lo Inappropriate Behaviour. The review also 

recommends development of the SC process and proposes a tri-Service Complaints T earn 

(additional to the single Service SC Secs) better resourced and trained to deal with complex 
BHD cases. The tri-Service Complaints Team would form part of the Defence Authority on 

culture and inappropriate behaviour. 

106. The Defence Review reports that there is a lack of trust in the complaints process and a 

lack of willingness to report inappropriate behaviours. In contrast focus groups conducted 

indicate that there is trust in the chain of command and the survey data shows 70% of the 
sample audience agreeing that they trusted their chain of command to take any SC seriously. 

Unwillingness to report issues could be related to trust, but this review has found evidence 

through benchmarking with the MPS, surveys, academic papers and focus groups that all 
grievance reporting processes, and not just the SC process, present a number of barriers to 

reporting grievances. Fear of reputational damage, creation of an uncomfortable working 

environment, protracted timelines, stress and anxiety during/after the process and the 

chances of successful resolution are just some of the contributing factors that impact 

willingness to report. 

107. The Defence Review also reported that SC process is not working as intended and there 

is a pressing need to reform the SC system including: anonymous reporting of inappropriate 
behaviours; a helpline: a parallel channel for raising SCs outwith the chain of command; and a 
dedicated central SCs team equipped to deal with the most complex allegations of bullying, 

harassment including sexual harassment, and discrimination. Chapter 1 judges the SC 
process against the Ombudsman's principles of efficient, effective and fair and subsequently 

"'D11htnc<1 Re111..w into lnappioprlato B11r111viours (Dralt RePOr1) by Air Marshal M Wigllon CBE, dllled 9 May 2019 (DRAFT) . 
., ' I: J ' . ''!I ap:iil,'\; p ;1 •1,;'!!) "!lt\J•L~-''l J"'' ,,, ,;I ?.\J, ti (1~,:.19! (!t,!)1.',~!!il,' , (IC}1 H)) 1 OOC>O() l 1 /1,((ll!)\l F (lft1rn5!<1-'1\l,1 ~~A.llQl{j)_lgj\_', . 
a., ExE·cu\1ve Summary extract - The Delence Revl&w into Inappropriate Behaviours (Draft Repon) by Air Marshal M Wlgslon 
CB[. dated 9 May 2019. 
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benchmarks against the UNGP on Business and Human Rights and the MPS. There is 

certainly room for improvement. but the entire SC process is not assessed as inefficient, 

ineffective or unfair. Although reform is defined as 'improvement' it is easily misinterpreted lo 

mean something much more radical. The Armed Forces (Service Complaints and Financial 

Assistance) Act 2015 (AF(SC&FA) Act 15), implemented on 1 January 2016 reformed the SC 

process. Further reform would require a change to legislation and potentially jeopardise the 

positive developments of the SC process since 1 January 2016. This review supports the 

recommendations to improve the SC process but views them as developments and 

enhancements to a SC process that continues to evolve. The Secretary of State demanded 

an urgent report Which, by its very nature, did not permit the time to conduct deep evidence 
gathering or expert analysis of the situation. The author of the Derence Review 84 

acknowledges and accepts that in the future more detailed work and analysis may reinforce or 

reveal contrasting interpretations of the evidence. The empirical data gathered during the 

Army Inspector's Review into the SC process should be used to inform the recommendations 

made in the draft report of the Defence Review into Inappropriate Behaviours. 

106. The Service Complaint Ombudsman's recommendations. The Ombudsman has 
expressed concern over the quality and speed of progress to address recommendations from 

her Annual Reports. She noted in her submission to the HCDC ahead of the hearing on 26 
February 2019 that 

The progress made has been disappointing. The Ministerial response ta 
recommendations made in my 2017 Annual Report in April 2018 was only received 
by my Office in a letter dated 20 November 2018. There was a similar delay in 
responding to lh9 2016 Recommendations. A number of recommendations still 
remain outstanding. As my Policy Manager now seeks regular updates from the 
Ministry of Defence I am aware of movement in this area, but progress towards 
substantial compliance is far too slow. 65 

Reconciling the Ombudsman's recommendations should be timelier and more efficient. 

However, the challenge to the single Services is operating collegiately and collaboratively 

within a MOD-led reconciliation process. This is further hampered by capacity limitations and 

resources in the CDP Pers Sec. The SCWG maintains a Recommendations Monitoring Sheet 

at Annex M that monitors progress of all recommendations made by the Ombudsman. A 

number of recommendations made in the Ombudsman's Annual Reports 2016 and 2017 still 

remain open. The Ombudsman's Annual Report 2018, Recommendation 3.911 seeks to 

address concern regarding timeliness to address recommendations and to establish a formal 

mechanism that is agreed between the Ombudsman and the MOD. This recommendation is 

" Nr Marshal M W,gston C8E . 
.. extract• The Ombudsman·s subrn1ss,on lo tho HCOC doled 8 fob 19 eheed of hw hearing on 26 Feb 19. 1 hu subrn1Ssllln 
referred lo the recommendations mado ,n Iha Omt>Ud~man's Ann1Jal Report 2017. 
• "Thal the Ministry of Defonco and lhe Service Compla,nts Ombud~man !Of tl>o Armed Fort:as prepare a writien agreement by 
the end of July 2019, outlining wtten and hOw formal responses arf! to be provided to the rncommenda1ions made by the 
Ombl.ldsman ,ri l'IOr annlJ8I repons. lh1s agreement should also sot out how updates ()t'! all open rncommendations will be 
provided lo the Ombudsman. the colllent to be inclu~. and the frequency of thei.a.• 
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strongly supported; it will prompt efficiency improvements to the SC process and hold the 

Army and Defence to account for failure to implement recommendations. 

1m1. CDP Pers Sec capacity. CDP Pers Sec have limited resource and capacity to deal with 

SGs in a timely and effective manner. The single Services are beholden to the tempo and 

cap,tbility of CDP's team to enact change and address the majority of the recommendations 

made by the Ombudsman in her Annual Reports. The loss of a B2 grade Civil Servant post in 
201 fi has substantially increased the workload on the C1 and C2 overseen by a 81 Deputy 

Head. who has a much wider portfolio and responsibility for Discipline, Conduct and 

legislation. The Ombudsman has been critical of the MOD's outputs and perceived inaction. 

Some of the Ombudsman's recommendations require only minor amendments to policy and 

procedures and could be considered as 'quick wins· yet they remain unresolved. In some 

inst0nces the single Services have taken the initiative to drive issues forward and in particular 

the Army have volunteered to lead a sub-committee of the SCWG to look specifically at the 
recommendations relevant lo training. 

Recommendation 30; Consider re-establishing the B2 grade CMI Servant post in the CDP 
Personnel Secretariat to provide an increased capacity and oversight of the Service 
Complaints process. [COP] 

110. Accurately recording SC categories. Analysis of SC categories is reliant.on the data 
input to JPA as the single source repository, In the first instance the Complainant completes 

the !'-nnex F, Statement of Complaint and categorises the SC by ticking Yes or No to indicate 

if tho complaint includes allegations of BHD. In the following section the Complainant must 

stato which category they consider the complaint falls into and why. This self-categorisation is 

problematic and relies heavily on the Complainant selecting what they believe to be the most 

apprnpriate category. Thereafter the responsibility falls to the Staff Support Assistant (SSA) to 
select what they believe to be the most appropriate category from a JPA drop down menu. 

The SSA can only select one category from the JPA menu, yet the Complainant can state 

multiple categories on the Annex F. Army SC Sec legal advice provided on admissibility helps 
frames the SC and lists the Heads of Complaint. In doing so the legal team routinely identify 

SCs that have been incorrectly categorised and are best placed to advise on the most 
appropriate SC category. This is particularly important for complex SCs where a number of 

different category types could be applicable. Amendments are not made on JPA to accurately 

reflect the applicable SC category. Soldiers will make genuine mistakes when it comes to 

selecting the appropriate category, but in some instances it is reasonable to assume that 
soldiers purposely select the category of BHD in the false belief that the complaint will be 

tre.ited more seriously. or with a higher priority. The category recorded on JPA forms the 
basis for any future statistical analysis. This can be misleading if the wrong categories are 

selected by the Complainant or SSA and could lead to false trends identified from the JPA 
data. The challenge of accurately categorising complaints has been previously identified in a 
papm·11 to ECAB by Commander Home Command. 

"'ECABIG(17)132 l111ted 12 Juo 17- Emerging Themes and Lenon1, A P11per by Comd HC. 
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-sHO cases are self-~tegorised by the Complainant even if analysis and 

investigation of a complaint suggests otherwise. This has the potential to distort 
data, our understanding of both BHO prevelance and our command culture and. 

behaviours. It is also difficult to make findings of fact in BHD SC as cases 

routinely deal with interpersonal relationships of two (or more) individuals. Thus, 

while BHD behaviours undoubtedly exist in the Army - and at a rate which is 

unacceptable - the extent of such behaviour Is likety to be less than statistical 

data suggests.· 

The problem outlined above is exacerbated further when considering the protected 

characteristics 88 of Discrimination. In order to ensure the correct categories are recorded on 

JPA and provide a more accurate data source for trend analysis and measuring performance. 

the Army SC Sec should 'assure' the SC category. The most appropriate time to assure the 

SC category and amend JPA if necessary, will be when legal advice is provided at the 

admissibility stage. Any change would need to be communicated back to the Complainant 

and Respondent(s). 

Recommendation 31: The process for accurately recording and assuring the Service 

Complaint category on JPA should be reviewed to ensure increased data accuracy. [Comd 
HC) 

111. Differences in terminology. The MPS Grievance process uses much softer language. 

This was a deliberate choice to be non-accusatory, avoid a tone or allegation and contrast with 
the much stronger language generally associated with police investigations and the legal 

system. A Complainant is the Aggrieved, an Investigating Officer is the Assessor (and also 

acts as the DB), Respondents are Subjects (or witnesses) and the word grievance rather than 

complaint is central to the process. Findings from focus groups confirmed perceptions that 

using the words 'complaint' 89 and 'complainant' suggests that individuals are 'trouble makers' 

or 'whingers'. Conversely, using the words 'grievance· or 'aggrieved' conjures up a more 

positive perception indicating that an individual has been wronged and is justified in seeking 

grievance resolution. A review of the SC terminology used in order to address negative 

perceptions and shape cultural attitudes might be beneficial. 

Recommendation 32: Consider changes to amend terminology in order to address cultural 

change requirements (eg replace the terms Service 'Complaints' with 'Grievance Resolution', 

'Complainant' with 'Aggrieved', 'Investigation' with 'Assessment'.) [COP] 

112. APSG's Investigative capability. APSG utilises unit 10s and employs civilian and 

Reserve investigators for routine cases. However, due to the high caseload and limited 

training and experience or these individuals, the APSG Service Complaints Investigation 
Team (SCIT) is the focal point for investigational advice and strategy. Manned by professional 

investigators from the Royal Military Police (RMPJ, the SCIT provides valuable instruction and 

.. Defined by seclion 4 ol lho Equafily Act 2010 the nine protP.Ctcd clla,actcristics areas ago; d,sabihly; yonder reassignment; 
marriage and clYil partna~tlip; pregnancy and maternity: raco; ratigion or oolief; sex; and sexual llfientatIon. 
"' Oxford English Olctlooaty dofinihOfl: Crit,cism. protest. grumble. moon. 
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guidance on a daily basis'. This is critical to success of the wider SC process. In its own right, 

the SCIT provides a professional investigative capability to the following types of SCs, which 

may also represent significant reputational risk to the MOD: 

a. Complex cases involving multiple Heads of Complaint (HoC). 

b. Possible media interest. 

c. Special Forces (SF) involvement. 

d. Completion or re-investigation of SCs incorrectly dealt with by FEHIOs or unit IOs. 

e. Complaints involving vulnerable persons, including those with mental health 

considerations. 

113 Within the SCIT, RMP WO2s are the investigation supervisors. They provide guidance 

to Deciding Bodies, training to 1Os and FEHIOs and complex cases involving senior officers. 

SCIT WOs regularly engage and record evidence from high-ranking officers, including 2• and 

3• officers from all 3 Services. The investigative and diplomacy skills possessed by these 

WOs have proven very effective and ere difficult to replicate from other sources. RMP SNCOs 

provide the largest investigative capacity within SCIT. They have the experience and 

expertise to deal with multi-faceted complaints which are outside the remit of FEHlOs. 

114. Reputational risk - SCIT manning. SCIT was previously manned to investigate 

approximately 30 SCs at any one time; the team was constantly operating at capacity. Whilst 

most legacy SC investigations have now been completed, the requirement for experienced 

and professional investigators to mitigate reputations! risk by delivering against the categories 

highlighted above endures. The loss of 6 x Sgt posts and 1 x WO2 now sees the SCIT at 46% 
of its previous workforce requirement. The threshold to use SCIT assets has subsequently 

been raised, resulting in some high impact cases being investigated by alternative means. 

The impact of this loss is likely to result in increased SCOAF referrals and appeals and is 

likely to elicit criticism from both ·users' (Decision / Appeal Bodies and the Army Board) and 

the Ombudsman. 

115. Army SC Secretariat manning. The outcome from the Cartwright ReviewOO was 'an 

Army SC Sec with recommended permanent liability identlfied of the right manpower type, 

able to cope (but with little spare capacity) with its anticipated wor1doad with efficiencies 

applied which amount to savings.' Consequently, the Army Inspector's review did not 

consider the wider implications of the Army SC Sec manning or organisational structure. 

Therefore, the recommendations in the Cartwright Review should still be considered on their 
merits and the recommendation to conduct a business process review to consider all posts is 

supported. While this Review was being written, authorisation was granted to address the 

"' Thn Cartwnght Review dated 21 NO\lembor 2018 proposed throe options: ( 1) The 'Relined E,ci&ting' 0rg8tlisation (2) Tho 
'/,ppc·als Cohcronco' Organisation (3) The -Pel'fomlance Focu111xf ()rgan1sation. Option 3 was 11'1& rec:ommended option 
P'OJ>Csed by the 1111thor ol the C11rtwrigh1 ReView. 
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future liability and funding for Army SC Sec to mitigate risk of casework backlog regrowth and 

to manage enduring SC demand. Notably, the risk presented by an under resourced $CIT is 
outside the scope of this work. 

Recommendation 33: Consider re--establishing the investigator appointments in the Army's 

Service Complaints Investigation Team (SCJT) to enhance support to vulnerable and affected 

persons. This would also mitigate the risk of reputational damage. [Comd HCJ 

116. The APC SC (Career Management) Team. In 2017 and 2018 the Team received a 

total of 79 and 109 CM SCs respectively. Of the circa 5000 who submitted 'Subject 

Comments' 91 in their annual report over the reporting period 17/18, only 28 (0.006%) of those 
went onto submit a SC. There appears to be no statistical link between the number of people 

who make Subject Comments in their Annual Report who subsequently submit a SC. The 

Team report that CM SCs fall into the categories of Appraisals, Promotions, Appointments, 

Assignments. Career Advice, Career Engagement or Commission and Termination of Service. 

Appraisals account for the highest number of CM SCs with an in crease from 4 7% in 2017 to 

56% in 2018. This is followed by Promotion CM SCs, but this has decreased from 30% to 

25% in the same timeframe. The Team reports that 1 in 4 of all SCs submitted are CM related 
and that 1 in 3 of all CM SCs include some element of BHD. 

117. When considering rank. Figure 6 shows that the rank of Sgt submits the greatest 

number of CM SCs at 24% despite making up only 10% of the Army's population. This is 
closely followed by Cpls at approximately 22%. 

..... 

"""' 

.... 

C.<Mr M•n•1•mer,1 S.rvk• Complainh 
Pe,unta,. of tol•I SCP"' yu, by rank· !]016 to 101~) 

'.' llt.<)i'At'MV 

11 J'Oli 
)Cl1 

•i110l* 

rll :11 .1 •.•• ·11111 .•• 
Figure 6 • CM SCs submitted by rank 2016 - 2018. 

118. From 1 Jan 16 - 18 Feb 19 the Team addressed 366 CM SCs. Of note. 47% of CM SCs 
have been Informally Resolved; this is a clear indication that early engagement. coupled with 

expert advice, is successful and negates the requirement for a lime consuming, complex and 

fonnal process. This is achieved in part by the benefits of the team having a designated DB 
whose job is solely to deal with CM SCs. Although the Army has no named equivalent of the 

" When the line manager confirms an tndividuars report oo JPA. tMt indiv,dual (koown as tho SubJOCI) has the opportun,ty tCl 
mnKe formal. wrillen comment !hat must bft con~idered by the line manager and wh1Gh rernams or, 1110 ,uµo1t ,n pc,.iulu~y. 
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RN·~. "quick fix" and RAF's "fast track" schemes the work undertaken by the SC (CM) Team 

and the single appointed DB mirrors these schemes. Consideration should be given to 
identify if this model could be replicated for other complaint categories. 

Recommendation 34: Conduct an analysis as to why there Is an increase to 1 in 3 of all Army 

Career Management Service Complaints containing allegations of Bullying, Harassment and 
Discrimination and if proven, permit remedial action to be taken. [Comd HC] 

Recommendation 35: The Army Service Complaints Secretariat should evaluate whether 

other complaint categories could be dealt with by a single standing Decision Body (08) similar 

to that used for resolving Career Management Service Complaints. This ts not disslmilar to 

the 'quick fix' and 'fast track' schemes used by the Royal Navy end Royal Air Force. [Comd 
HC] 

Legal 

119. Army SC Sec legal advice and assistance to the SC process. The provision of legal 
support to the Army SC Sec is divided between a senior and junior legal team. The junior 

legal team comprises of 4 x S02s and 3 x S03s led by a single S01. The 3 x S03 posts are 

lifed and wilt expire in Sep 20. The senior legal team originally consisted of 2 x OFS lawyers; 

both were lifed and one has already expired on 31 Mar 19. The remaining APSG OF5 post 
will oxpire on 31 Aug 19. The. following is an illustrative, not exhaustive, summary on legal 

advice given to the chain of command, Specified Officer (SO), Decision Body (DB) and Appeal 

Body (AB): 

a. At the admlsslblllty stage. All cases receive full admissibility legal advice from 
the Army SC Legal T earn. The Junior Legal T earn routinely provide the advice on 

admissibility. Advice is d·1rected at the SO who will determine whether a case is 

admissible or inadmissible. This is a critically important shaping stage as the legal 
adviser wilt assess the complaint paperwork submitted by the Complainant; articulate 

appropriate Heads of Complaint (HoC); carefully apply the relevant SC statutory 

provisions, which include various time limits and classes of excluded matters; and 

consider the application of other relevant law (eg employment and administrative 
law). The legal adviser will identify other, more appropriate, fora for formally resolving 

SC (eg Service Police investigation; PACCC 92 appeals; medical complaints procedures) 

which may allow a SC to be stayed and/or resolved in whole or in part. Legal advice will 
also be provided to the Army SC Sec on the appropriate DB and investigator to appoint, 
and to the DB/AB on the appropriate redress if the complaint is upheld. Legal advice will 

also be provided as to whether an independent member should be appointed, should the 
matter proceed to appeal. All admissibility decisions are subject to potential scrutiny 

from the Ombudsman and without appropriate legal advice there is a real risk that wrong 
admissibility decisions could be made. If so, the effects would be twofold: 

"' PI\CCC i~ the P11y and Allowances Casewoill. and Complaints con 
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( 1 ) Adverse criticism of the chain of command by the Ombudsman review where 

admissible complaints have been ruled inadmissible by the SO; or 

(2) Properly inadmissible SC being deemed admissible and so investigated and 

decided upon when they should not have been. This would create an 
unnecessary and entirely avoidable burden on the wider chain of command: 

unfairness to Respondents and Affected Persons and could lead to an erroneous 

admissibility decision being overturned at appeal: and lead to a claim of 

maladministration which the Ombudsman has a power to investigate and 

determine. Inadmissible SC that are erroneously admitted also potentially open a 
concurrent gateway to Employment Tribunal (ET) jurisdiction (eg in cases where a 

breach of applicable Equality Act 2010 provisions is alleged), regardless of the 

merits of the case. Unreasonable decision.making would also run the risk of being 

subject to a Judicial Review application to the High Court by an aggrieved 

Complainant or Respondent (Affected Person). 

b. The online survey reported that the vast majority of COs with experience as a SO 

confirmed that the receipt of legal advice on admissibility was important, with 88% (95 

from 106) either agreeing or strongly agreeing the importance of legal advice. Only 6 

COs disagreed. When asked if legal advice was helpful 85% agreed it was and only 7 

COs disagreed. The results show that COs value legal advice given to them when 

deciding on admissibility and the advice was well received, both in quality and 

quantity. Unlike on appeal, legal advice is not routinely provided to the CO when 

appointed as the DB albeit the generic advice on the SC process which is provided to 

the SO is likely to be passed on lo the DB. However, when asked if COs needed legal 

advice when deciding the outcome of a SC. 60% of COs (102) confirmed that this was 

the case; only 9 COs disagreed (5%). This contrasts with the current policy of only 

providing legal advice for specific casesY 3 

c. At the DB Stage. Legal advice is normally only provided to a DB in the following 

circumstances: 

( 1) When the DB decrdes that the SC is well founded; and 

(2) When the SC arises from an alleged breach of the Equality Act 2010 where 

the redress is likely to include a direct financial payment; and/or 

(3) If the redress is likely to include a direct financial payment or indirect 

financial consequences may arise from the redress. 

Accordingly, the provision of legal advice and support lo the DB is more limited which 

can increase delay either at this stage or subsequently on appeal thus negatively 

impacting on the par1ies involved in the SC and repulationally on tho Army. Mitigations 

t• Oflen for those cases who!J,e ~n11nci11I compensation is an opt,on. 
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include the proviso that DB decisions with financial consequences receive legal advice; 
and that adverse decisions by a DB may be rectified at Appeal level where full legal 

advice and support is once again provided. 

d. At the Appeal Stage. Full legal support is provided to the Appeal Body (AB) 
member or members, including advice and assistance on: 

(1} Advice on evidence and procedure; 

(2) Relevant law and policy; 

(3) Requirement for additional evidence: 

( 4) The conduct and execution of Oral Hearings; 

(5} Appropriate redress and recommendations; 

(6) The drafting of determinations. 

e. In relation to drafting determinations, depending on the complexity of the SC, in 
most cases at the outset of the case the designated legal adviser will provide the AB 
with a bespoke Draft Determination Template (DDT) specific to the case together with 
initial written legal advice. Thereafter they would provide support throughout the case to 
enable the AB to finalise and draft their detennination which will then be checked for 
legal correctness before being signed off and promulgated. In more complex cases, the 
legal adviser will draft the determination for the AB to approve. Regardless of whether 
the AB or legal adviser draft the detennination there Is a 100% legal check prior to the 
publication. While traditionally only the senior legal team were responsible for advising 
on SC appeals. In order to manage the reduction in manpower members of the Junior 
Legal Team will now routinely also advise on appeal cases albeit predominantly at S01 
and S02 level but also where sufficient competence exists at S03. Certain other ALS 
OF5 Officers will also take on a small number of AB SCs as a secondary duty and with 
the permission of their chain of command. In relation to Anny Board cases Hd Legal 
Adv or DALS will normally advise on these cases and draft the detennination for the 
Army Board members to approve. 

f. Post-Appeal Stage. Legal advice and support are provided to the Army SC 
Secretariat, tile broader chain of command, MOD Legal Advisers (MODLA), wider 
Government Legal Service, APC litigation, and external counsel in the response to and 
conduct of Employment Tribunal (ET) claims and Judicial Reviews, and in responding to 
the invesligetions, findings and recommendations of the Ombudsman. 
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120. Impact on the SC process after legal team lifed posts expire. 

a. Admissibility and Merits. The loss of the 3 x S03 posts will have an adverse 

impact on the ability of the Junior Legal T earn to provide timely advice on 

admissibility. The quality, speed and quantity of admissibility advice will diminish when 

measured against performance and lime and will reduce the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the SC process. The worst-case scenario is that lega! advice on admissibility ceases 

all together and this will inevitably result in erroneous admissibilily decisions, increasing 

caseload and bring more complexity in the first instance and subsequently on 

appeal. These risks are significant and if realised will draw further criticism from the 

Ombudsman or judges. 

b. Appeals. The senior legal team primary role is concerned with the appeal stage 

which is a thorough de nova ... detenninalion of the whole SC and so provides a legal 

safety net before the merits of any Army SC decision can be considered by the 

Ombudsman or Employment Tribunal / Judicial Review proceedings can be 

commenced. The expiry of the lifed OF5 legal post will dramatically reduce legal 

capacity available to undertake appeal cases and so increase delay. However, much 

more significantly, the OF5 is the dedicated SC SME who as well as discharging his/her 

own caseload is responsible for providing day to day overall legal assurance of all 

aspects of the SC process. As an OF5 the individual has the requisite levels of legal 

judgement. experience and seniority to engage at all levels and particularly at appeal 

(Involving 2• AB members) and especially post appeals stage where legal. financial and 

reputational risk are highest. These high~level risks include the loss of legal assurance 

and governance associated with the SC process, explicit advice on matters of litigation, 

conduct of ETs, Judicial Reviews and responses to external party audit most notably 

from the Ombudsman. Typically, the OFS is dealing with large and/or serious cases 

where there is significant legal complexity and/or a real risk of reputational damage 

and/or significant financial implications. Examples include sexual assault allegations. 

bullying, sexual and racial discrimination, victimisation and harassment, medical 

retirement issues together with pay, allowances and TACOS cases, plus disclosure 

issues arising from MABl<S or medical in confidence cases. As a rosult, the OF5 also 

conducts a disproportionate share of oral hearings which often require significant 

advocacy skill as well as experience in dealing sensitively with often fragile and 

emotional Complainants. Respondents, Affected Persons and witnesses. 

121. Placing increased expectations and responsibility on the single Junior Legal Team S01 

post to replace the loss of the OF5 would not be an intelligent response to the pending OF5 

loss. The S01 is responsible for the day to day management of a sizeable legal team of 

varying experience, providing mentoring and legal assurance at the tactical level as well as 

responsibility for his/her own caseload. This individual has neither the capacity, experience 

nor seniority to take overall responsibility for legal assurance and SME input in all aspects of 

.. Latlo exprasslon used In English to mean 1mm tho beginnin11'
"' Ministry of Defence (MOD) A 81c.x;l<. 
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SC work. Ovennatching the S01 in particular and the Junior Legal Team in general will result 

in stretched timelines, significantly increased legal, financial and reputational risk arising from 

the Ombudsman's criticism or Employment Tribunal or Judicial Review proceedings. 

122. Assessment. It is anticipated that once the lifed posts expire the Army SC process as it 
stands will be less efficient and less effective and potentially provide a level of service to the 

Army that is perceived as being unfair. In relation to the OF5 post the inevitable diminution in 

extent and quality of legal assurance will significantly increase the Army's exposure to legal, 

financial and reputationa! risk arising from the Ombudsman or judicial examination of Army SC 

cases. The consequences of such risk will not be immediately apparent given the time it takes 

lhe Ombudsman to consider cases or given the nature of litigation. The Ombudsman 

regularly cites, 'justice delayed is justice denied' and the manpower losses scheduled will 

support the validity of that statement. 

Recommendation 36: The lifed CFS legal adviser post and support to the Anny Service 

Complaints Secretariat should be retained to mitigate 8xp0$ure to legal, financial and 
reputational risk. [Comd HC] 

Recommendation 37: Ensure that the Army Service Complaint Secretariat has sufficient 

OF2/OF3 legal advisers to provide quality and timely admlsslbillty advice within the stipulated 

timeframe to help maintain an. efficient. effective and fair process. [Comd HC] ·. 
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Annex A to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

0 Pers DALS Hd APSG 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE ASSURANCE REVIEW OF SERVICE COMPLAINTS 

1. Background. Service Complaints (SC) are workplace grievances and it is the right of 
all Service Personnel (SP) to make a submission if they feel they have been wronged. The 
contemporary process was created in 2006 following recommendations made by Nicholas 
Blake QC in his report 96 regarding the deaths of 4 soldiers at Princess Royal Barracks, 
Deepcut. Additionally, Defence created a Service Complaints Ombudsman 97 (SCO) to, inter 
alia, report independently and provide impartial oversight of the complaints system. A major 
revision to the procedure took place in Jan 2016, following Royal Assent of the Armed Forces 
Service Complaints and Financial Assistance Act. to streamline the process and improve 
timeliness. Considerable effort has since been expended to reduce the backlog of cases and 
speed up the process to try lo achieve a 24-week target for closure for 90% of casesri&. 
However. the SCO still reports 99 that the 'system is still not efficient, effective or fai,.,00

• 

2. Terms of reference. You are to review and evaluate the area of Service Complaints lo 
identify current issues. paying particular attention to comments and recommendations made 
by the SCO in her annual reports. You are to: 

a. baseline the Army wide understanding of the SC process as a means of resolving 
workplace grievances; 

b. identify the level and scope of training for those involved with the SC process 
including the appropriate levels of support to affected persons 101 involved in SC and any 
legal implir..ations; 

90 The OeeJICul R11v,ew - A review of the carcumstanoos surrounding the deaths of fou, sol<lior8 al Pi rrico~~ Royal Bamtcks. 
Oaepcul l>atween 1995 and 2002 publ,shod 29 March 2006. 
~, The original role c:r8111ed in 2006 was lhi>I of 1he Ser.,co Compja111ts Con1miss1on~r (SCCJ which t>ecarno lho Sorvoce 
Complaints Ombudsman (SCO) in January 2016 and which atso inc:IU<led «n eldonsion of pownrs. 
• This targel Is set by lhe MOD and ila credtb111ly is queraxJ by !he PPO~ who have asked for ,rnolhor metric. 'fhti closure rAtes 
from 2014 to 2017 were. respectively: 48%; 37%; 25o/o; and J7% 
.. SCO for the Aimed Forces Annual Report 2017 - PB!!" v para 2. 
""' Aro explanation jU111ifying this 11alement is cootainod at p11go vii of tho Armod ~orc-,s Anrn.al Roport 2017. 
101 The term affected pe~on applilt'J to Complainants, Respondent& and Ooc1s.1on Body. 
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c. e:i<;amine the use of mediation and informal resolution as a way of dealing with 
potential non-Bullying Harassment and Discrimination (BHO) SC (and of dealing with 
those SC at the appropriate level), to give greater confidence in the process; 

d. noting the specified target time 102 for resolving complaints, and that no individual 
Service has ever met the target, examine the length of time to resolve complaints. 
including the legacy complaint backlog log and identify where process improvements 
could be made and wtiat an appropriate KPI should be; and, 

e. examine the lessons learned process and recommend how we might reduce the 
disproportionate representation by various cohorts in the complainants' group. 

You should provide evidence and make recommendations to address any identified 
shortcomings. 

3. Freedoms and constraints. Your review must evaluate and consider: 

a. observations and recommendations from previous SCC/SCO reports; 

b. single Service narratives; 

c. ECAB papers and minutes; and, 

d. previous Army Inspectorate wor1<.. 

4. Consultation. Your team has DIRLAUTH to engage with any Anny formation HQ, units 
and individuals, and with the SCO. You should consult (as a minimum) with: 

a. SCO; 

b. CDP; 

c. Our sister Services; 

d. APSG and Army SC Sec; 

e. Def Stats; and, 

f. civilian organisations that have a similar grievance procedure. 

5. Tlmellne, The review will take place from Jan 19, report ear1y observations in Apr 19, 
and report its findings to me, in the first instance, by 30 Jun 19 

OCGS 

,., The KPI of 90% of complaints to be resolved within 24 weeks Is the onty agreed KPI for measunng the efficiency of the So!Vlce 
Comr la·nts process. 
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Annex B to 

Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM THE COMMANDING OFFICERS I PAN 
ARMY SURVEYS ON SERVICE COMPLAINTS 

COs' Survey on Service Complaints 

Introduction 

1. Of the 259 established Commanding Officer posts (as advised by the Army Personnel 
Centre). 221 COs responded to the survey. with 169 submitting full responses. Analysis 
showed that the 52 partially complete responses provided very little data and were therefore 
discounted; only the 169 full responses were considered. 

2. Type of command. 67% of cos ( 113) were in command of a Regular unit. with 28% 
(48) in command of a Reserve unit; 8 COs commanded either hybrid or training units. When 
considering the type of unit, the range was roughly equal across the 4 main types of Training 
Unit (25%). Combat (28%). Combat Support (24%) and Combat Service Support (28%) 103• 

Units of all types were well represented in the survey. 

3. Tour length. More than half of COs who responded had been in command for a year or 
more (63.32%, 107). 

4. Specified Officer {SO). Of the 169 COs, 63% (106} had been designated as a so. or 
these 106 COs who had been a SO, 63% (67) had conducted the rote twice or more. 

Legal advice 

5. Importance of legal advice. The vast majority of cos with SO experience confirmed 
that the receipt of legal advice was important, with 56% (60) strongly agreeing and an 
additional 33% (35) agreeing; only 6 COs (6%) disagreed 

6. Utility of legal advice. When asked if the legal advice was helpful, the results were still 
positive but slightly reduced. Of the 106 COs with SO experience, 78% (83) either agreed or 
strongly agreed; only 7 (7%) answered in the negative. 

7. Sufficiency of legal advice. When asked if the legal advice was sufficient, the results 
were similar. Of the 106 COs with SO experience, 79% (84) either agreed or strongly agreed; 
only 11 (10%) answered in the negative. 

8. Legal advice on admissibility. The results show that COs value the legal advice given 
to them during their admissibility decision and that the advice was well received, both in 
quality and quantity. 

9. Legal advice for deciding the outcome. When asked if COs needed legal advice 
when deciding the outcome of a SC, 60% of COs (102) confirmed that this was the case; only 

·•> COs co11ld pick multiple definib0<1$ lot th111f unit 
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9 COs disagreed (5%). This contrasts with the current policy of only providing legal advice for 
specific cases 104

. 

Training 

10. Tile vast majority 96% (162) had completed the Commanding Officers· Designate 
Course (CODC). Given that 30 COs had been in command for less than 6 months. it is 
unsurprising that 7 of these 30 had not yet attended the CODC. 

11. Of these 162 CO who attended the CODC, 83% (135) confirmed that they had received 
bespoke SC training on the course. Nine COs (6%) stated that they had not received SC 
training and 13 (8%) could not remember 105

. 

12. Of the 169 cos, 62% (104) stated that they provided SC training in addition to MATT 6. 
This highlights COs' commitment to awareness and accessibility. 

Attitudes and awareness of supporting initiatives 

13. Awareness. COs were emphatic in their view that their personnel understand their 
rights in submitting a SC. When asked, 50% (66) selected "strongly agree· and 44% (75) 
selected "agree": only 1 CO disagreed. 

14. Accesslbllity to guidance. COs were also emphatic In their view that their personnel 
hav1'! access to guidance and/or policy on how to submit a SC. When asked, 40% (69) 
selected "strongly agree" and 50% (64) selected -agree·: only 1 CO disagreed. 

15. Importance. Although an excessive burden on the unit. COs overwhelmingly agreed 
(91 %. 154 COs) !hat the SC process was important, with them affording it a "high priority" in 
their units. Only one CO disagreed that it was afforded a high priority. 

16. Encouraging submission of SCs. COs were asked if they encouraged the submission 
of SCs within their unit. The results were a positive endorsement of the SC process. with 41 % 
(70 COs) agreeing and only 12% (21 COs) disagreeing. 

17. "Speak Out" helpllne. The majority of cos (72%, 121) were aware of the ·speak our 
helpline. 

18. Army Mediation Service. When considering COs' knowledge of the Army Mediation 
Service's ability to assist with workplace grievances, 99% of COs confirmed that they were 
aware of the AMS. This result correlates with COs' desire to have workplace grievances aired 
earlier and potentially resolved 'informally', negating the need for a SC. 

19. Chain of command's perception of numerou• SC•. Over half of the COs (56%, 95) 
fett that it would reflect badly on them if their unit had many SCs. This perception of being 
judged by the chain of command is worrying and a potential link exists between this and the 
delay in making a decision as Specified Officer. The theory here is that a 'wrong' decision (eg 
one that is subsequently overturned at appeal) will be a black mark against the CO. However. 
this is not the case; cos are encouraged {and required) to make a decision in good faith, 
bas~d on their experience and the evidence presented to them. 

· ' 4 Oltt•n tor tho:w cns1..,s where fin8f1Cial compensation is an opllOI\ . 
. ,. fwe CDs did not a"5wer lhis quttt,on. 
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Negative aspects of SCs 

20. Reputational damage to Complainants. When asked about Complainants' 
reputations being tarnished by submittJng a SC. the COs view was that this is not the case, 
with only 10% (17) agreeing. Of the 169 cos, 62% (iOS) disagreed with this statement. 
However, focus groups results showed that non-personal complaints (eg TACOS, pay) would 
probably be ok but that complaints against personnel would result in a tarnished reputation. 
This was greater in the combat units, where personnel often return to the battalion or regiment 
on subsequent postings. Focus groups highlighted that the privacy around a SC was minimal 
in units, as 'the Messes talk'. However, these junior ranks' perception of reputational damage 
is not mirrored by COs: more education is needed to ensure that all ranks are aware of the 
chain of command's view. 

21 . Reputational damage to Respondents. When asked about Respondents' reputations 
being tarnished by submitting a SC. COs' views were inconclusive: 34% agreed. 34% were 
non-committal and 32% disagreed. Interestingly, COs believed that Respondents' reputations 
were damaged more than the Complainants' reputations. 

22. Unit cohesion. When asked if SCs damaged unit cohesion, COs' views were split, 
although they tended towards disagreeing with the question: 24% agreed, 33% were non
committal and 43% disagreed. 

23. Dissuasion. COs were emphatic (91%, 154) that their personnel were not dissuaded 
from submitting a SC. Only 2 COs agreed that their personnel arc dissuaded from submitting 
a SC. 

24. Threat. COs were asked if they believed that SCs were used as a threat in the 
workplace. The findings were split but COs erred against this statement: 32% agreed, 24% 
were non-committal and 44 % disagreed. This tallies with the qualitative responses. both from 
COs and from the general survey. Additionally, focus groups belteved that SCs were used by 
some as leverage, especially for postings or courses. 

Utility of the SC process 

25. Cos confirmed that the SC process was a useful way of reporting workplace 
grievances with 52% (89 COs) agreeing and only 25% (43 COs} disagreeing. This reinforces 
the COs commitment to the process and its importance. 

26. However, when asked if the SC process was effective in resolving workplace 
grievances, the opinion was divided equally: 32% agreed, 33% were non-committal and 36% 
disagreed 106

. 

Optimal solution for addressing workplace grievances 

27. When asked if COs believed that their personnel viewed SCs as the best way of dealing 
with a workplace grievance. only 6% (10) agreed with this statement. The majority disagreed 
(56%, 95). 

28. Informal Resolution at the lowest suitable level. COs were emphatic in their support 
of seeking Informal Resolution at the lowest suitable level. Almost all COs (93%, 158) agreed 
that addressing grievances at the lowest suitable level will negate the need tor a SC. 

'"" Aound,ng orro,s ,wx;ount rur the 101% total. 
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Importantly, 61% of the COs (103) chose to tick the ~strongly agree~ option. This view accords 
with the general view from across the rank range that Informal Resolution at the lowest 
suitf1ble level is the best way of addressing workplace grievances. 

29. Benefits of Informal Resolution. Further to the positive endorsement of adopting a 
culture of addressing wori(place grievances at the lowest suitable level, COs were almost 
unanimous in their view that doing so would be of benefit to the unit by developing working 
practices and relationships. Of the 169 COs that were surveyed, 94% (159 COs) agreed and 
nonn disagreeing. We can surmise that adopting lowest suitable level will not only minimise 
curmnt workplace grievances but will set the conditions for a reduction in future grievances 
through better communication. 

30. BHD cases. COs were asked if BHD cases should be dealt with (and potentially 
resolved) informally within the unit, thus negating the need for a SC. Interestingly, the opinion 
was split: 35% agreed, 22% were non-committal end 43% disagreed. WhHe this could be 
seen as contradicting the COs' overwhelming desire to address workplace grievances at the 
lowest suitable level, it is assessed that these results indicate the important of BHD and the 
COf' desire to be made aware of BHD occurrences. 

31. TORs specific question about non-BHD and Informal Resolution. When asked if 
mediation and/or Informal Resolution could be used for non-BHD cases, COs were in strong 
agreement with 83% (141) agreeing and only 4% (7) disagreeing. 

32. Speed versus quality. When asked whether speed of resolution was more important 
than a robust investigation, COs were clear (80%, 136) that quality was more important than 
speod. This counters the option that Defence should prioritise speed of investigation while 
and accepting the risk that the decision may be wrong (and lead to more appeals). 

33. Mediation. The differences between formal mediation (that done by the Army Mediation 
Service) and 'infonnal mediation' (that done by potentially untrained but willing personnel) was 
not l1iscussed prior to the following question. Cos agreed (75%, 127) that they would use 
their staff to mediate when an inter-personal workplace grievance had occurred. While linked 
to the resolution by informal means, this conflicts with the Inappropriate Behaviours team 
within HC, which wishes to deter non-trained mediators from conducting 'Informal mediation'. 

Lessons 

34. When asked about confidence In the lessons process from SCs, the findings of COs 
wern inconclusive: 26% agreed that the Army learns lessons from SCs, 43% were non
committal and 32% disagreed 107

. 

35. However, when asked if COs implemented lessons from their unit's SCs, 80% agreed 
(135 COs), with only one CO disagreeing. 

Resources 

36. COs generally agreed that the SC process placed an "excessive burden~ on the unit, 
with 53% (90) agreeing and only 16% (29) disagreeing. This mirrors the general comments 
(from COs and the pan-Army survey responses) that the SC process adversefy affects unit 
outputs. 

,., Hcundlng error.; !ICCOUn1 for tile 101% tol11I. 
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37. COs generally confirmed (57%, 97) that they lacked resources to manage SCs 

effectively. 

Assisting Officer findings 

38. When asked if Assisting Officers were vital in helping personnel (both complainants and 
respondents) in having confidence in the SC process. 83% (141) agreed; only 5% (9) 

disagreed. 

39. Ninety-one COs (54%) agreed that being an AO was an opportunity to show leadership 
skills; only 15 % (26) disagreed. 

40. Time to perfonn the role. In contrast to the views of Assisting Officers, COs confirmed 
(86%, 146 COs) that they ensured that Assisting Officers were given enough time to perfonn 
their duties. 

41. Inclusion In appraisals. However, when asked if the Assisting Officer role should be 
reported on as part of the appraisal process, COs were less agreeable. When asked, 40% 
(67) agreed, 34% (58) were non-committal and 26% (44) disagreed. This reticence to formally 
recognise the role of the Assisting Officer conflicts with the otherwise positive views and 
suggests that the role is somewhat taken for granted. 
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Pan-Army Survey on Service Complaints 

Introduction 

43. There were 1,121 total responses to the pan-Army SC survey. Of these, 215 were 
partial responses and were therefore discounted. The analysis below is from the 906 fully 
completed survey responses. The survey included questions that were specific to personnel 
who had undertaken the following, specific roles in the SC process: 

a. Complainants. Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 10% (90) had 
submitted a SC. 

b. Respondents. Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 19% (172) had 
been Respondents (on at least one SC). 

c. Assisting Officers. Of the 906 personnel who answered the survey, 17% (154) 
had been assigned the role of Assisting Officer (at least once). 

d. Investigating Officers. Of the 906 personnel who answered the sur.,ey, 12% 
(109) had been assigned the role of Investigating Officer (at least once). 

Survey sample statistics 

44. Sex. Of the 906 responses considered, 81 % ((736) were from males and 15% ( 136) 
were from females (4% preferred not to say). This represents a slightly stronger response 
rate amongst females, which may suggest that they had a greater desire to raise their issues. 
This maps to the greater number of admissible SCs submitted by Army females when 
compared to their proportion of the Army. 

45. Age. The ages of the Respondents were similar for those over 30 years of age but 
there was a lesser representation from those under 30. 

46. Ethnicity. When considering ethnicity, 89% of Respondents classed themselves as 
"white" and %% preferred not to say. Extrapolating this, we can say that at least 6% of 
Respondents were BAME, which is representative of the Army's population when analysed by 
ethnicity. 

4 7. Cap badge. There was a diverse response rate by capbadge. 

48. Rank. There was a diverse response rate across the ranks: Private soldiers (7%}; 
JNCO (12%); SNCO (16%): WO (13%): Junior Officers (15%); Majors (17%): Lieutenant 
Colonels (8%); Colonels and above (10%}. 

49. Engagement. There was a representative response rate across engagement type: 
regular service (75%); reserve service (25%}. The reserve service includes those on Full 
Time Reserve Service contracts. 

50. MA TT 6 training. Only 58% (522) confirmed that they had received training on SC as 
part of MATT 6, with 12% (105) saying they were unsure. Considering it has been over a year 
since the MA TT 6 programme was upgraded to include SC content, this figure is 
disappointingly low. 
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Awareness and knowledge 

51. Awareness of the SC process. The level of awareness was extremely high, with 94 % 
(850) confirming that they had the right to submit a SC. Only 16 personnel (2%) disagreed 
with this. 

52. Knowledge of the SC process. When asked whether they knew how to submit a SC. 
70% (632) confirmed that they knew the process. However, 16% (167) stated that they did 
not. This disparity was discussed in focus groups, which confirmed that this was not an issue, 
as personnel were confident that they had numerous sources of advice within the unit (eg the 
chain of command, colleagues. the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Advisor (EDIA) and the 
Assistant EDIAs. Google, posters etc). They considered knowledge of the process to be 
unnecessary on a day to day basis, safe in the knowledge that they could find out at the point 
of need. 

53. Ombudsman's role. When asked if the Ombudsman was there to hold the chain of 
command to account, the majority (52%, 472) agreed, with 34% being unsure. When asked if 
the Ombudsman would help them submit their complaint, roughly half were unsure (46%). 

54. Flnancial compensation. When asked if SCs were Ma good way of getting money 
(compensation) from the system·, the majority of soldiers disagreed: 8% (75) agreed, 33% 
(299) were non-committal and 59% (532} disagreed. This is encouraging, as it confirms that 
the majority of SCs are not done purely for financial reasons. 

Confidence and trust 

55. Confidence In the SC process, When asked if they had confidence in the SC process, 
answers swayed towards the positive: 42% agreed. 33% were non-committal and 26% 
disagreed. Although many were unsure. this is probably due to the majority never have been 
involved in the process. 

56. The right to submit a SC. The majority of soldiers (53%, 484) confirmed that their 
chain of command reinforces their right to submit a SC. This correlates with views form the 
COs, who consider the SC process. important and support the right to complain. 

57. Chain of command support for Complalnants. The majority of soldiers (58%, 523) 
believed that the chain of command would support their submission of a SC. However, a 
small cohort disagreed, signifying a worrying lack of trust. However, the question only 
specified "chain of command•: this could be taken as the JNCO up to the Commanding 
Officer. This issue was discussed in focus groups, which confirmed that soldiers were very 
confident if the SC reached the Commanding Officer. It was the lower levels of the chain of 
command that raised the concern / doubt. 

58. Trust in the chain of command. The vast majority of soldiers (73%, 664) confirmed 
that they trusted their chain of command to take all SCs seriously; only 12% (108) disagreed 
This follows on from the previous question, which confirmed that the chain of command would 
support the submission of a SC. 

59. Trust In Investigation. The vast majority of soldiers (70%, 633) confirmed that they 
trusted their chain of command to investigate all SCs thoroughly: 14% (125) disagreed. This 
follows on from the previous question, which confirmed that the chain of command would 
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support the submission of a SC. This trust in the chain of command would likely be eroded if 
speed of investigation was prioritised over thoroughness. 

60. Fairness of the SC process. When asked if the SC process was fair, opinion tended 
towards agreement with this statement, which is a positive finding: 41% (368) agreed, 41% 
were non-committal and 19% disagreed. 

61. Utulty of the SC process. When asked if SC are a useful way of addressing wo~place 
grievances, !he opinion was split evenly: 31% agreed that it was useful, 38% were non
committal and 31% disagreed. These responses correlate with the COs' views. 

62. Dissuasion by chain of command. Army personnel were clear in their belief that 
personnel were not dissuaded from submitting a SC. The majority (59%, 532} disagreed that 
'people in their unit are advised against submitting a SC'; only 13% agreed that this was the 
case. This view is reinforced by 91% of the COs surveyed. 

63. Dissuasion by direct line manager. When asked ff their direct line manager would 
advise them not to submit a SC, only 15% (139) agreed. The majortty of soldiers (54%, 481) 
disagreed with this statement. 

Opinions of the SC process 

64. Personnel were asked if submitting a SC was the only way their worl(;place grievance 
would be taken seriously. The majority 53% (476) disagreed, supporting the wide desire for 
Informal Resolution and increased communication. However, a worrying 24% (213) agreed 
with this statement. suggesting that other options were ineffective. 

65. Last resort. The majority of soldiers (55%, 499) believed that SC are seen as the last 
resort; 19% ( 179) disagreed with this statement. This reinforces the belief that worl(;place 
grievances would benefit from Informal Resolution at the lowest suitable level. 

66. Chain of command should listen more. When asked of the chain of command should 
listen more to reduce the need to submit a ·SC. soldiers tended towards agreement: 45% (408 
agreed), 32% were non-committal and 23% disagreed. 

67. Mediation. Support for official mediation (the Army Mediation Service) to help resolve 
inter-personal workplace grievances was strong amongst soldiers with the majority (69%, 623) 
confirming their willingness to take part; only 9% {81) responded that they would be unwilling. 

68. SCs are dealt with quickly by the chain of command. -Answers were inconclusive: 
23% agreed, 40% were non-committal and 37% disagreed. 

69. Indicator of a poor unit. When asked if a unit with many SCs indicated a unit with 
problems, soldiers tended towards agreement with this statement; 43% agreed, 36% were 
non--committal and 21% disagreed. 

70. Reputatlonal damage to Complainants. The issue of submitting a SC and being 
subsequently tagged as a ·troublemaker" split opinion: 26% agreed, 32% were non-committal 
and 42% disagreed. This was explored more in focus groups, with the opinion being that non
personal SCs (eg TACOS, pension) would be seen as justifiable complaining but that Inter
personal SCs were more likely to result in reputational damage to the Complainant. 
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71. IT access. When asked if those with access to computers are more likely to submit a 
SC, the opinion was split but erred towards the negative: 24% agreed, 42% were non
committal and 35% disagreed 1

0I!. 

BHD 

72. BHD based on gender. When asked if they were more likely to be bullied, harassed or 
discriminated based on their gender. 54 soldiers agreed. The results were analysed against 
ethnicity, engagement type and cap badge. Of these. there was one significant finding; the 
AGC(SPS) constitutes only 4.3% of the Army trained strength but made up 30% (16) of all 54 
responses; 7 times more likely to complain. 

73. BHD based on ethnicity. When asked if they were "more likely to be bullied, harassed 
or discriminated based on their ethnicity~. Iha results were inconclusive. Unsurprisingly, the 
data from ~ite* respondents was weighted heavily against this question. This was also the 
case for • Asian" respondents, many of which may have been Gurk.has. Once the data was 
'cleaned' to leave the remaining ethnic groups. there were 35 respondents with the following 
findings: 14% (5) "strongly agreedtt, 23% (8) ·agreed". 14% (5) were non-committal, 26% (9) 
"disagreed" and 23% (8) "strongly disagreed". These inconclusive results match the feeling of 
the BAME focus group respondents, who believed that BHD based on race was not an issue. 

74. Treatment of 'attached arms'. When asked if personnel believed that 'attached arms' 
are treated worse than 'cap~badged personnel' in units, the ma1ority (53%, 482) disagreed. 
This does not reinforce the theory that 'attached arms' are more susceptible to bullying and 
therefore submit more SCs. 

75. Unit resolution of BHD cases. Soldiers were asked if BHD cases could be resolved 
infonnally within the unit. thus negating the need for a SC. Like the cos who were asked a 
similar question, opinion was split but tended towards agreement with the statement: 48% 
agreed, 31% were non-committal and 21% disagreed. Interestingly, soldiers were significantly 
more positive about the unit resolving BHD issues than lhe COs (the COs' responses were: 
35% agreed, 22% were non-committal and 43% disagreed). 

Responses from Respondents 

76. Offer of Assisting Officer. Of the 172 Respondents who answered the survey, 92% 
(159) had been offered an Assisting Officer. 

77. Regularity of updates. When asked about regular updates on lhe progress of the SC, 
the findings were inconclusi\le. While 52% (89) confirmed that they had received regular 
updates, 34% (58) disagreed. Of all those that responded to the question, 14% (25) selected 
"strongly disagree·, indicating severe dissatisfaction. Good communication depends on the 
quality of the AO and while the data shows a slim majority are good at communication, it is 
clear that the Army needs to improve in this area. 

78. Vulnerability. The majority of Respondents (72%, 123} confirmed that they felt 
vulnerable during the SC. Of the 172 Respondents who answered the survey, 41 % selected 
"strongly agree" when asked about vulnerability, indicating the strength of feeling on this 
subject 

'"" Rounding errors account for tho 101 % tut;il. 
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79. Professional reputation. Further to the vulnerability findings, Respondents felt more 
strongly when asked if they felt that their professional reputation was being questioned. The 
vast majority agreed (82%, 141 ), with 58% (99) of all Respondents selecting the ·strongly 
agree" option. 

Responses from Assisting Officers 

80. Provision of advice and guidance. When asked if Assisting Officers had been given 
advice and gu id a nee on how to undertake their d ulies, the majority (61 %, 94) confirmed that 
they had. However. a significant amount (31%, 47) disagreed. These findings suggest that 
them is either a need for standardised training or, where this need already exists, that an 
assurance process is created to ensure that all AOs have access to this training. 

81. Time to conduct the role. The majority of Assisting Officers (55%, 85) confirmed that 
they had been given enough time to complete their duties, However, this is assuming that all 
A Os conducted their duties to the satisfaction of their customers (Complainants and 
Respondents), which we have found not to be the case. On the negative side, 30% (46) 
disagreed that enough time had been given, which may account for the negative responses 
from their customers. 

82. Leadership skills. When asked if being an Assisting Officer allowed them to show their 
leadership skills, the results from Assisting Officers were inconclusive: 42% agreed, 38% were 
non-committal and 21% disagreed 109

• These results are slightly less than the COs (54% of 
cos agreed that it was an opportunity). 

Responses from Investigating Officers 

83. Provision of advice and guidance. When asked if Investigating Officers had been 
given advice and guidance on how to undertake their duties, the majority (77%, 84) confirmed 
that they had. However, (18%, 20) disagreed. 

84. Time to conduct the role. Although almost half of the Investigating Officers (49%, 85) 
confirmed that they had been given enough time to complete their duties, 38% (41) disagreed 
that enough time had been given. This variation may have implications for the quality of the 
investigation. 

85. Leadership skills. When asked if being an Investigating Officer allowed them to show 
their leadership skills, the results from Investigating Officers were inconclusive: 30% agreed, 
38% were non-committal and 33% dlsagreed 110

, 

Responses from Complainants 

86. Offer of Assisting Officer. Of the 90 Complainants who answered the survey, 77% 
{69) had been offered an Assisting Offi~r whereas 20% (18) confirmed that they had not. lt is 
surprising that this figure of 77% is less than the Respondents· answer to the same question 
(92%). 

87. Provision of support. When asked if Complainants received sufficient support, the 
results were inconclusive but tended towards the negative: 36% agreed, 18% were non• 
committal and 47% disagreed 111

• Of the 90 Complainants who answered the survey, 28% 

'"" Rt·unding orrors ;iccovnt lor tho 101 % total. 
11
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(25) selected "strongly disagree". indicating the level of dissatisfaction with the support 
received by them. 

88. Damage to career progression. When the 90 Complainants were asked if the 
submission of a SC damages career progression, the results were inconclusive but tended 
towards agreement with the statement: 46% agreed. 28% were non-committal and 27% 
disagreed' 12• 

89. Damage to working environment. When the 90 Complainants were asked if the 
submission of a SC damages the working environment. the results were inconclusive but 
tended towards agreement with the statement: 43% agreed, 36% were non•committal and 
21% disagreed. 

"' Ro.imJing 1m0f11 ai;cou111 ILK 1110 101% total. 
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Qualitative responses to both questionnaires 

90. BAME responses. Of the 20 BAME written responses, the largest finding (5 personnel 
mentioned it) was that cultural differences exist and are a causal factor. This finding suggests 
that the continued focus on understanding the cultural backgrounds of all soldiers is still 
needed and should be continued. The BAME focus groups participants commented that they 
did not believe that the Army had a racial discrimination problem. If there was an occasion 
where an individual behaved inappropriately, they would tackle the issue head on. This fits 
with the COs' desire to have issues tackled immediately and at the lowest suitable level. 

91. Female responses. Of the 136 females who responded to the questionnaire, 70% (95) 
mac!e written comments, with the following top 3 issues being raised: 

a. 26% (25) of females commented that BHD issues based on their sex were a 
causal factor. In addition, 12% { 11) commented that senior personnel (both officers and 
soldiers) stilt retained sexist attitudes. 

b. 16% (15) opined that females were more willing to express themselves and deal 
with issues as they arose. In support of this, 11% (10) stated that men bottle things up, 
so are likely to complain less. These findings were reinforced by focus groups and by a 
range of personnel in unstructured interviews and informal discussions. 

c. 15% ( 14) of females commented that they were not listened to by the chain of 
command and that this was a contributory factor in their choice to adopt the formal route 
that the SC process provides. 

92. Complainants' responses. Of the 90 that had been a Complainant, 80% (72) made 
written comment in the questionnaire. The following were the top issues raised: 

a. 11 % (8) stated that the SC process (ie investigation and decision bodies) should 
be independent of the Army. 

b. 8°/11 (6) believed that personnel involved in the SC process should receive more 
training so that they become SOEP. • 

c. 8% (6) stated that the process should stick to the stated timelines. 

d. 7% (5) opined that Complainants should be given better advice before submitting 
the Annex F, including the reality of the process, what resolution can be expected and 
financial compensation. 

93. Respondents' responses. Of the 172 that had been a Respondent, 85% (146) made 
written comment in the questionnaire. The following were the top issues raised: 

a. 30% (44) expresses their desire for the SC process to be able to remove malicious 
and/ or vexatious SCs at the outset. 

b. 24% (35) stated that better support (eg welfare) should be made available for 
Affected Persons. 

c. 17% (25) opined that the SC process was weighted In favour of the Complainant 
and to the detriment of the Respondent. 



d. 16% (24) wished for reduced bureaucracy and a speedier process. 

e. 16% (23) highlighted the need to utilise Informal Resolution (and/or mediation) at 
the lowest suitable level. 

94. Assisting Officers' responses. Of the 154 that had been an Assisting Officer. 76% 
( 117) made written comment in the questionnaire. The following were the top issues raised: 

a. 19% (22) stated that Assisting Officers needed more training for the role. 

b. 15% (17) recommended that those selected as Assisting Officers should have 
their other duties reduced accordingly. 

c. 14% (16) highlighted the need to utilise Informal Resolution (and I or mediation) at 
the lowest suitable level. 

95. Investigating Officers' responses. Of the 109 that had been an Investigating Officer, 
79% (86) made written comment in the questionnaire. The following were the top issues 
raised: 

a. 30% (26) recommended that those selected as Investigating Officers should have 
their other duties reduced accordingly. 

b. 17% (15) stated that Investigating Officers needed more training for the role. 

c. 10% (9) highlighted the need to utilise Informal Resolution (and/or mediation) al 
the lowest suitable level. 

96. Final, additional comments from the pan~Army survey. Of the 906 Army personnel 
that had responded to the general SC survey, 35% (320) made written comment in the 
questionnaire. The following were the top issues raised: 

a. 16% (52) highlighted the need to utilise Informal Resolulion (and/or mediation) at 
the lowest suitable level. 

b. 10% (32) commented on the negative impact of submitting a SC and the resulting 
stigmas that is attached to the Complainant. 

c. 10% (32) believed that soldiers were abusing the SC process, using it to punish 
the chain of command. 

d. 9% (30) raised the fact that the SC process was resource and time intensive. 

e. 8% (27) opined that was a lack of awareness and training on the SC process. 

f. 7% (23%) wanted the process to root out trivial/malicious/vexatious SCs. 

97. CDs' responses on additional SC training. Of the 169 Army COs that had responded 
to the cos· SC survey. 52% (88) made written comment on the provision of additional SC 
training. The main finding was that half of the COs provided SC training in addition to that 
mandated as part of MATT 6. While this training occurred in many forms, inclusion of the SC 
process on G1/Regimental study days was the main method used. 



98. COs' final, additional comments from the COs' survey. Of the 169 Army COs that 
had responded to the COs' SC survey, 56% (95) made written, additional comments. The 
following were the top issues raised: 

a. 36% (34) commented that SCs were an additional burden on the unit outputs. 
Having said this, 35% (33) confirmed that the SC process was important. 

b. 35% (33) highlighted the need to utilise Informal Resolution (and/ or mediation) at 
the lowest suitable level. 

c. 6% (19%) believed that the SC process was being misused (eg malicious and 
vexatious SCs; those made as a threat; those made for personal gain). 
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Annex C to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

LIST OF SC DATA TABLES EXTRACTED FROM JPA 

Table AA - Male and female admissible SCs submitted by rank 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

Male Rank No " Femille Rank No " OfO 0.3% OFO 1.9% 

Ofl 1.0% OFl 1.3% 

OF2 7.3% OF2 9.5% 
OF3 10.6% OF3 11.4% 

OF4 4.9% Of4 2.5% 

OFS 0.8% OFS 

ORS S.9% 

OR9 3.2% OR9 1.3% 

Unspecified 3.3% Unspecified 3.5% 

Total Total 

I Average 
Age 41 I Average Age 37 

OFFICIAL • SENSITIVE 



Table BB -Army SC resolution for white and BAME data 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19. 

Not U held 

Withdrawn 
BHD _____ ----+-

···· 01her (TACOS~-~--......_-'-'-_., 

C-2 
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Femai. 
25.3% 

-------·~ 
11.9% 
13.4% 
0.5% 
0.0% 
0.5% 
10,9°1. 

3.0% 

7.4% 
7.9% 



Tabla CC - Army SC submitted by Ethnicity during the period during period 1 Jan 16 -
30 Apr 19. 

Mali Ethnlcl % Female Ethnlcl No "I. -~~···-·-·-,····, 

Any Chinese Background 0.2% Any Chinese Background 0.3% 

Any other White background 0.3% Any other While background 0 

Asian Bangladeshi 0.1% Asian Bangladeshi 0.3% 

Asian Indian 0.6% Asian Indian 1.0% 

Asian Pakistani 0.7% Asian Pakistani a 
llilak:Ndcari "" ~ 2.9% 
Bfli&~ u~ Bladt~ 4,8.% 
Declined to Declare 0.6% Declined lo Declare 0.6% 

Mb(ed Asian and White 0.3% Mixed Asian and White 0.6% 

Mixed Black Alrican & White 0.2% Mixed Black African & White 0.3% 

Mixed Black Caribbean & White 0.3% Mixed Black Caribbean & White 1.0% 

Not Specified 1.6% Not Specified 0.3% 

Cliiiilili~ ~US'l' Other Asian Background 0 

Other Black Background 0.3% Other Black Background 0.6% 

Other Ethnic Background 0.6% Other Ethnic Background 0.3% 

Other Mixed Ethnic Bac:Jc.ground 0.7% Other Mixed Ethnic Background 1.6% 

White Background 73.2% White Background 74.0% 
White 
En lishM'elsh/Scottish/N I 8.8% ~.!l!!.1!. Eng!ish/'Welsh!Scottlsh/NI , 11.4% ,._ .. , ... ........., .... _ .... 

Grand Grand I 

Total Total ........................ ·-------
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r---·---.. -· ... ···----... ' .............. -· -----.. ---... - .. ._ ___ ·•-1 

@@~-;SfN~~!-~l\[)E() I 

Table DD - Comparison of female and male admlsslble Anny SC submitted 1 Jan 16 - 30 
Apr 19. 

-·e"ri,ale Ad_l!"lssibl compared with Male Adml 
Female 

·• Gia! k African 
: 813(k Caribbc;m 

: Declined to Dt:'dare 

Mi)(ed Blad Caribbean and White 
Not Specified 

Other Ethnic Background 
Other Miiccd Ethnic Background 
Wh·te Background 

Wh:te En lish/Welsh/Scottlsh/NI 

Career Man -~e=m.:.:..;;..enc:.:t'----
Blac.k African 

Blark Caribhean 

Mi)(cd Black Caribbean and Whitt' 

Other Black Background 

OthN Mb<ed (thnlc Background 

Wh,te Background 
Wh•te En fish/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Direct Olscrfmlnatlon 
Black African 

B!ark Caribbe.in 

Mix1!d Black Caribbean and White 

Wh,ti: l:lackground 
Wh,te_ E~glishf'!ole1s.~(~~?.tt!~h-'-/_N_I ---t 

Black Caribbean 

Orher Mi•ed Ethnic Background 
_"Y_~,t-~_B!_E,:ck,,,_r..:o...:u.:..n;;:.d _______ _ 

Harassment 
Asi,,n Indian 

B!at k African 
Bla1:k Caribbean 

Mix1!d Asian and While 
White Background 

-~~ i~-~glish/Welsh/Scottish/N I . 
Im ro er Behaviour 

B!ai:k African 

Der lined to Declare 

Mi~l!d Black African and White 
White Background 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NJ 

Indirect DIKrlmlnltlon 
An, Chinese Background 
Siad,: African 

White Background 
White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

26.7" 

9.8% 

2.2% 

7.3% 

9.S% 
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I e SC from 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19 (1392 In total) 

Any Chinese Background 

Asian Pakistani 

Slack African 
Black Caribbean 

Male 

MiKed Slack Caribbean and White 

Not Specified 

Other Asian Background 

Other Ethnic Background 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 

White 8ack1round 
White Engl!sh/Welsh/Stottl~h/NI 

c.rurMana ment 
Any Chinese Background 
Any other While background 
Asian Indian 

Asian Pakistani 
Black African 

Black Caribbean 
Declined to Declare 

Mixed Asian and White 

Mixed Black Caribbean and White 

Not Specified 

Other Asian Background 
Other Black Background 

Other Ethnic Background 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 
White Background 
White En llsh/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Dfrect Dlsaimlnatian 
Asian Indian 
Black African 
Black Caribbean 

Mixed Asian and White 

Other Asian Background 

White Background 

White En lish/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Asian Indian 
Black African 

Not Specified 

Other Asian Background 

Other Milied Ethnic Baclccround 
White Background 
White Engllsh/Welsh/Scottlsh/Nt 

H1ra11ment 
Asian lndlan 



[ ~••~~~~ il ~~ C [~-.... ---, 
-1' -... •• ~ ·. -~ L,; [ . ._ .J 

.-------------,-------,- -r------.--·-------
Black Caribbean 
White Background 

Medkal and Dental 
Black African 

White Background 

~hite English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

P P•nslon Allowances 
Black African 

White Background 

White English/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Terms and Conditions of Service Misc t---------•---··-·----·-
Mixed Asian and White 

White Sack round 

Grand Total 

2.5% Asian Pakistani 

Black African 

Black Caribbean 

Other Asian Background 

White Bc1ckgrou11d 

White (nglish/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Im rojMr Behiiviour ______ -· 
5.1 % Asian Pakistani 

Blac.k Afric;in 

Black Caribbean 

Not Specified 

1.6% i Other Asian Background 

C-5 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 

White Background 

"'."~it~ ~~el!sh/Wetsh/Scottis~L~--- -
Indirect Discrimination 

Black African 

Black Caribbean 

Mi;i,;ed Black African and White 

Other Asian 8ac:kg1ound 

White Background 

Manning and _Discharge 
· Hlack African 

Mi;i,;cd Black Caribbean and White 
Not Specified 

Other Asian Background 
White Background 

White lnglish/Welsh/Scottish/NI 

Medical and Dental 
Black African 

Mi1tcd Black African and White 

Other Asian Background 

White Background 

White Engh~h/Welsh/~c_?~-~i.:i_h_/N __ ~-.-

Pay Pension Allowances 
Any other White background 

Asian Bangladeshi 

Black African 
Black Caribbean 

Declined to Declare 
Other Asian Background 

Other Black Background 

Other Mixed Ethnic Background 
White Background 
White En lish Wel!,h/Scottish/NI 

Terms and Conditions of Service Misc 
... A--•••A•A•••••• •• • •-, ••• ••••• •=,A.A.A.A.A•••• ••••••• • •• •• • • • 

Asian Paki~t ani 
Declined to Deel a re 

Other Ethnic Background 
White Background 

White En lish/Wc!sh/Scottish/NI 

Grand Total 

PFF:ICl~L: - SENSITIVE . ···· , 
\ (. . 

' I 

5.4% 



Table EE - Male and Female Admissible Complaints by cap badge 1 Jan 16 • 30 Apr 19 . 

.. ,.,. Male_~ ~-'P Badge . --~~-·➔--%--+---+---'-----'--'------------------"-------1 
1 13 0.3% 
15 . 14 0.3% -------
17 .... --- 15 _________ ,,,,,,,, ... ,,,-.------, '0.6% w·---------t 11 o.3% 

B 8 0.3% 

AAC 1-+-----+----+-"-M'---'--C---~-----------+ 
ACF t-+-c::--:-:::----t---+--ACF -----------·· 
AGC (ALS) t-+-c::-::-:::----t----+--'A-'-'Gf.1ET~.'-----
AGC (ETS) AGC MPGS 

-~§d (MPGS) AGC RMP 
AGC {MPS) AGC SPS 
AGC-(RM-P) CAMUS 

_PE!j (SPS) GEN SERVICE 
Air Ops GENERAL STAFF . 
.. CArAlJS INFANTRY 
cT1;,-P-LA-IN_2_00_0 ___ --+ 4----+---+ INT COR_P_S _______ -+ 

1-NhlNEER RAF 0.1% ..__,._=L=O~!~_T_lC_S _______ --+ 
FU OPS 0.1% MEDICAL SUPPORT 

GE~N SERVICE 0.2% _ _.___.......,-'-P-=E-'--'R=S SPTL_ ___ .~--.. GEN'i~RAL S-TA_F_F____ • '"o."6% QARANC 

HCJ\V 0.9% R SIGNALS 
INFANTRY 14.6% RA 
INT RAChO 
INT _C_O_R-cP--c-S------. RADC 

LEGAL RADC DO 
£'.E: HS(TR_G) ,. . . RAMC 

Pll •)T RAMC MO 
.. PRi:>V . RAVC 
'ffsi'GNAI..S- RE 

RA REME ---------
RAC 

~-------
RAC h D -------
RADC 
RAliC 00 
RAMC 

. MMC MC>. 
RAPTC 
RAVC 
RE R8,-T--------t 

.......... ·-·--------------+ 
REME ..... ··-··· .. ··-----1 RLC:__ __________ _ 

RN Engineer FM (OF) 
RN Engineer GS 
RN Engineer SM (Of) 
RN L !$tics Gs - · ·· ··-···· 
mi' Logistics GS (OF) 
RN Medical GS 
RN Royal Marines GS 
RN Royal Marines GS (OF) 
RN Royal Marines SF (OF) 
RN Warfare GS (OF) 
RN Warfare SM (OF) 
SA!,C 

RLC 
RN L !sties GS 
RNMedlcalGS 
RNOARNNS OF 

-+-----+---+-'U=ns ·fied 
+·c~-:---+---t··Uc,,eOc,,.;T;.:;:C-'B'--___ _ 

0.1% )VSO(""""NA~V),____ ____ ~ 
7.6% Grand Total 
0.1% 
5.8% 

OFFICIAL • SENSITIVE 

22.5% 

0.3% 
1.0% 
0,3% 
4.8% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
0.3% 
4.1",1, 

1,3% 
2.2% 

I 4.1% 
13.7% 

'0.3% 
'0.3% - .. 1 ... - ·-- -------
1 0,3% 

0,6%_ 
3,5% 
0,3% 

--- _0,3% --



STAFF 
Unspecified 
UOTCA 
WSCJ (Air Eng) 
WSO(NAV) 
Grand Totai · 

0.2% 
4.0% 
0.1% 
0.1% 
0.2% 
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Table FF • Female and Male AGC & AMS Admlsslble Complalnts 1 Jan 16 • 30 Apr 19. 

Female AGC 
. Career Management __ 

Bullying 

Harassment - - . ·--~· ·-· ·- .. 
. ..!)iroct Oiscrimi0,1;1Ii~11_ ...... . 
. Pay Pension Allowances 

Me-jical aod Dent_al __ +-

Dis ciplin~ .... 

Incl rect Discrimination ___ ,__ 

~;~~:~;; ·- .. 

. Pay _Pension Allowances 
_Improper.Behaviour __ 

Diruct Discrimination 
Terms and Conditions of 
Service Misc ----------··---
Harassment 

Medical and Dental 
Oisc:ip)ine _____ _ 

.. Mannirig and Di~~~~rg~ 

20.5% 
12.8% 

.J.0,3% 
7.1% ..... . 
7.7% 
2.6% 

1.3% 
1.3% 

_1.3%_ 

1----.....;F....;eC'-'m=•I• AMS 

J3~~.Y!~-------
Career Manageme_!l! __ _ 

Direct Discrimination 

Harassment .. 
Indirect Dlttcrimination 

Medical and Dental 

Manning and Discharge 
Pa Pension Allowances 
Terms and Conditions of 
Service Misc 

Male AMS 
Career Manage_m_e_n_t __ 
Bu!M_n..;M... _____ -+-

Olrect Discrimination 

Modtcal and Dental 

l1T1p"..9.P..f!r Behaviour 
Mannin and Discher e 
Harassment 

..... 1 j_0/4__ Indirect Olscr1minatlon 
Terms and Condlllons of 
Service Misc 

C-8 

% 
28.6% 

24.7% 
14.3% 

9.1% 

5.2% 

5.2% 

5.2% 

2.6% 
2.6% 

2.6% 

% 
38.3% 
20.9% 

9.6% 
6.1% 

6.1% 

4.3% 

3.5% 
3.5% 
2.6% 

2.6% 

f r,t,tN~~~ -~-[)ED 
I _________________ _J 



Table GG - Sex/ Sexual categories and time to closure/ resolution SC 1 Jan 16 - 30 Apr 19 

Su/Sexual/SIIQIIJ ClOtaCI MHn C!Med Mqf1 lndtredSU/ Closed Meen 
o..ruuon iaMIO tlmeto Se.n,al dmelP 

~"'"'"' doeUl91n 
_,. 

Orient11tion dowre 
de ifl da>-9 Oiscr1ffiln Ilion ind~ 

362 0 

262 211 

200 0 n 

208 0 0 

n 0 0 

423 • 8!.4 0 
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AnnexO to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

ABBREVIATIONS 

! A ~;c(FA)_A_ct-15------Armec(F-o-rce_s_(S_e_rv_ic_e_C_o_m_p_la_i_n_t_s_a_n_d_F_in_a_n_c_i_a_l _As_si-st-a~n-ce--)-A_c_t--, 

2015 ·········•-··-------~'--'---------------------
Ac,l~ ... _ . Advisory. Conciliation and Arbitration Service 
ACSO . . .. P-rm.y __ Cornrnf:jrl~--~~l!l}~_~r\g _9.~dE)f .. ---·· ·--· .. . . . . -. -- . . . . . ·- .. 
AGAI . -··-- .................. ~~n:tY .. G_9.l}eral Administration .ln~ruction -···· ............................ ···-

Aw:s·- Army Mediation Services ---•y~•~-----~----------------------< 
AO .. ~~_sisting Officer 
APC .... . . . Armv Personnel Centre 

_AJ:$_G _____ -+--'-Arm::..:..:...C1y.,___P...c.ers=o.:.c.;nn_;,_;ec..;,.l ...::S..:cu""'-'pPOrt:..:....:...G..::;,.r-=o;_;:cu.,___p __________ --1 

ASC Sec .................. __ .l\rrn~?~~lce Complaints Sec_r!!~1~t _____ ............... ··-····- •-· 
BAME Black, Asian ano Minoritv Ethnic 

e------------1----'----"---'----'-----L------- ·---·· ·--~---· -~-·· .. --· -- ······-··· 

BH&D Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination 
COP . . . .. . _Chi~(of Defence People 
__ g9 _____________ ...........,._C_o_m_m_a_n_d_ing_Offi_ce_r ______ ~-·-··-··--·------~-1 

CoC Chain of Command 
COO Chief Ooeratin!l Officer ··-········ ....... -·--·--·------+----__,_ _ ___..__...;.._ ______________ ---l 

D AFP Pol .......... JJi~~c_tqr~ed_.f:~fq~-~~9pl~_~9J.i.cc_,.__v _________ ---< 
.Q~L ____ .. ____ Decision Body . 
DBS Defence Business Services 

, DCGS Deputy Chief of the General Staff 
;· biN - Defence Instructions and Notices 

O!O Defence Infrastructure Oroanisation ........................ ····-···-------+--=.....::..c...:._:~~~'-'-'--'.;.,;;:,..;.;;.;,_:;,_-"-'---=~=.;;.-------------1 

DJEP Defence Judicial Engagement Polley 
DLAB Decision Level Aooointment Board 
DUMS ····· -------'l-'o:::..e:=..f:::.:.e:::.:nc:::..e:.:....::::le..::;,.s.:...:s::.:.o..:....ns:r.c:.ld:::..:e:.:.:n:::..tifi;..;cle:::..:Cd-'-"M-=-=a;.;:::nac...:10::....1e_m_e_n_t_S_iV.,IS-tem"'' -· , .. , ., , .. ,. . 

DST ·- . ·---- · · · Oefence...:::S:.t_0r-=ac:.:tea:M.Lv...:Tc.::ec:::ac.:.m::__ _____________ ---1 

ECAB Executive Committee of the Annv Board ... '. -·· ···------+---'---'---------------------'"--'--------------1 
EDA EQuality and Diversity Advisor --------11--~-----~-----------------; 
ET Emplovment Tribunal .... ·---------+--~-----------------------1 
ExCo Armv Executive Committee ....................... . ···-------+-'-_.-,.~------'--'---'-------------------1 

Fd Anny.. . . . . Field Army .. ....... ·-- .. --·-·-·· ...... -..... ----··-··--···· .... ·.·~-----, 
FE!j19_ ... _ Fee Earning Harassment lnvestig~J(Qr_t_Qffjcer. . ......... ___ . ·- ... ___ _ 
HC Home Command --------,1-----------------------------1 
HCDC House of Commons Defence Committee -----·-·-···--·- ............. , .. ,,,,~,_,~. 

HIO Harassment lnvestiQation Officer ·-·· --------<1-----'-c._.____:__:__ __ '--'--'-----------------·············· 

JM ________ 1-l_n_de~10~1e_n_d_e_n_t M_em_b_er _______________ -1 

10 . ... ... . .... lfl'llf:!.!;tig_!'j~i~g Officer -·······------------
JPA Joint Personnel Administration -------1------'-----------------------J SP Joint Service Publication ~KP-I -------+-K-e-1v-Pe_rf_orm __ a_n_ce_ln-d-ica-to-r--------------1 

-LM Line Manager ---1-
. MJ\JT_s ------------+-M_ili_ta_ry_~QU.~IJ::r_a_ll}[~gI~~t~ ______________ ...., 
MIS........ .. _ .... _ ---1-M_a_n_agement Information System 
MOD .... ·-----~~M_i_nistry ofD~fer,ce __ . ____ ... -.-~----·········--·- ·-··· 
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,------------.-~---------------------------- i 
MoE Measurement of Effectiveness 1 

~9_p ____ ~~~-:-~~~~~~---- .. Measurement of Perfo-rmar1ce . . .. : . _ . . . . . . _____ 1 
MS Mililary Secretary __ .. _ -··-·--·" -·- , .. I 

_QS~Q_. ___ ... _ .......... --·----·- Office of the Service Complaints Omt>119sman 
PAP Potentially Affected Persons 
PPO ____________ Principle Personnel Officer 
SC Service CompJaint _____________________ _ 
SCO Service Complaints Ombuds111an 
SCOAF Service CD!!}Ql.<!Lr:i~~Q111t>11cj!;l11~1'.)for the Arrn(:)(i FC>rces 
SCRPB Service Complaints Review Project Board __ _ ----
_SQ~WQ __ ,._____ Service Com laintsStatistics Working Group ------· 
SCTSC ....... _ _. __ . _ --~mvice Complaints T raif)j,Qg __ ~_u_b-_C_o_m_m_itt_e_e _______ _ 
SCWG Service Complaints Working_Group _______ _ 
SO Specified Officer 
SOP Standard Ooerali-ng-Procedure _ -_ :: . : :·. . .. ... .... : . . ... : . .. ....... . 

_SP--···-··----_____ Service Personnel 
~P,flG .. . Service Personnel Po![cy_C3ro~p ___________ . ______ _ 
sS ________ +--s_in_gle_S_e_rv_i~~s . _ ......... ----------------

,_S_T_T_____ Special To -r:yp~ .. ....... .. .. _ ..... ········-. 
TACOS Terms an~J;_onditions (?_f_S_E!~i.ft? ... ------~ .... ·--·--~~ ..... , 
UNGP on Business United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human 

; 

_ HU!:l)~!l .R!gh!s _ _ ___ __ . --~ig~t~ _ .............. : 
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Annex Eto 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

GLOSSARY 
---·. ···--···-·--·---·-·-···· 

Annex F ... ·-· ---·--···· ·········---, 
A Ser.,ice complaint form (Annex F to Part 2 of 
JSP 831) which captures key information about 
the issues being complained about and the 
redress that is being sought 
It is the primary method for formalising a 
complaint. although the legislation only requires 

····-··---········-····-·-·----- ..... ·················-··· J~it~ the complalnt be In writina. 
Army Mediation Service The Army Mediation Service (AMS) provides 

soldiers and civil servants with the opportunity to 
address workplace relationships which have 
broken down by offering resolution at the 
appropriate level of escalation. Mediation Is 
most effective when used to address problems 
when they first occur so that individuals can 
resolve issues before thev oet out of hand. llJ 

The Service Complaints Secretariat for the Army j Anny Service Complaints Secretariat (Army SC 

! Se~) ·-·----~----~---------l~---------~---------l 
! As:;isting Officer (AO) A person who is appointed by the chain of 

'----~~•.-,•A•••------•••-•••••••••• .. ~••••••••••••••••••••••••••- ••••••-•• • 

Bullying 

:!~I!'.;: .__,. 1-r.,·l·1" dtr1 1y_1:)r'.11)\J~~IX°~~'.~ii.l!l~! ;_~111~-~}l(i~f~:' 
1 '◄ t :·i·· ·;·H./J'/.J qnv d-:..,\.-.ru(•<fld(t:>ti,PiyH11.t-.11ir;-t1dr:1~~~•t1(~q 

command to provide help and support to a 
complainant or respondent during the Service 
complaints process. A complainant or 
respondent can also nominate someone to act as 
their AO. 
Bullying and harassment Is behaviour that 
makes someone feel intimidated or offended. 
Harassment Is unlawful under the Equality Act 
2010. 114 

Examples of bullying or h;irnssing behaviour 
include: 

• spreading malicious rumours 

• unfair treatment 

• picking on or regularly undermining someone 

• denying someone's training or promotion 
opportunities 

Bullying and harassment can happen: 

• face-to-face 

• by letter 

• by email 

• by phone 
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Commanding Officer {CO) I The co is.t'iie··officer who has been appointed by 
1 the appropriate authority to be in command of 
l and to exercise discipline over a ship, unit or 
I establishment. 1----------- ................ .. ... , ______ _ ------- ............... , ...................... . 

Complainants 

Contact 

Decision Body 

___ ,,, ............... .. 

Discrimination 

A serving or former Service person who has 
made a Se,vice Com laint. 11'; 

Recorded instance of an enquiry or applicat .. ion
b_eing made to the OSCO. 
One or more individuals who have been 
appointed by a single Service Complaints 
Secretariat to investigate and make a decision on i 
a Service Com laint. 
Discrimination can come in one of the following 
forms: 116 

!. 

• 

• 

• 

Direct Discrimination - treating someone with 
a protected characteristic less favourably 
than others 

Indirect Discrimination • putting rules or 
arrangements in place that apply to 
everyone, but that put someone with a 
protected characteristic at an unfair 
disadvantage 

Harassment• unwanted behaviour linked to 
a protected charactoristic that violates 
someone's dignily or creates an offensive 
environment ror them 

Victimisation - treating someone unfairly 
because they·ve complained about 
discrimination or harassment 

Equality Diversity and .. fncluslon-Advisor_(_E_O_IA-) -+-E-O_l_As __ .. aie-the ro .. min_a_n_d/_e_s_ta_b_l_is_h_m_e_n_l -focal 

point for providing impartial advice to all Service 
personnel on any Equality and Diversity issuA, 

--------------· .. -·--·- ... . .. including allegations of bull in and harassment. 
Fee Earning Harassment Investigation Officer An individual appointed to investigate formal 
(FEHIO) complaints of bullying and harassment and who 

.................... _______________ ,._re_ceives a fee for undertaking. that investigation .•. 
Finally detennlned 

Harassment 

A complaint that has completed the internal 
process I.e. a decision has been taken on the 
complaint by the Decision Body and, if an appeal 
Is available, there has been a determination by 
the Appeal Body. In some cases, lhere will be a 
decision stage with no appeal because of the 
seniority of the Decision Body. A complaint has 
not been finally determined ror the purpo~es of 
an Ombudsman investigation if an appoal is 
available, but the complainant chooses not to 

~~_rsue it. ...... _ ·---- .. -· .............. .. 
Harassment may include bullying behaviour, 
and it refers to bad treatment that is related to a 
prol~.<::\f)cj .... ~H.a.r .. c1ct{!~ISt .. i~., .. ~-~Ch. cJ!i ~g~l-S..c.OX...J1,..._ _ __. 

"' JSP 831 Roore11s vf Individual Grltlvanuis: SerVice C<>mpla1n1s Part 2: Guidance. Ellectlvo from 22 January 2016. 
!~, lltr.J)} :f/YV-.fol-..J( uov.uk/tti~·.A 1r!~-11;J::r,r, .. ~-;.;lf:r'.uht.~/~\OV-:··t:1.1 !:,,,-. ~11't <i.i~-~-rf!'"'\':A;;(t '.n,1, i,11,l, 1'·'. .I 
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··•· ...... - .. - -

........ ·········-·-·-···· 

Har assment Investigation Officer (HtO) 

····••><••··-··-···· ....... ____ ... 
Ind, ~pendent Member (IM) 

nnal complaint 

Ink ,rmal Resolution (Informal Resolved) 
.............. , __ , __ ,. ... ,_ .. ,. 

lnte rnal process 

... - " --~·-
lmll 1stigating Officer (10) 

• • •••••••••M,MN 

Joi1 1t Personnel Administration (JPA) 

I Joi! 1t Service Publlcation (JSP) 

....... -~-... , ...•.... ,. •"•• •y•.y• •• •• ... -·· -·····-· ·-- ·····-·-·-·· 

Ma 1 administration 

a! Service Casework Secretariat Nav 

Nol 
Off 

··-·-·-

t·Commissioned Officers and 
icers (NCOs and WOs} 

Warrant 

ice of the Service Off 
(OS 

Complaints Ombudsman 
CO) 

or 1cers 

oA•"••••v•••y• 

t:, t 1!! ) .';" tJ-.f/W. :,1.:..:;r,. V~LJ .4k/1q(_!~;r:..:~l):J,-.:.~;g~1i~?!1(1·: ~~<~~~ 

disability, race, gender, religion or se.:ual 
orientation. 

More specifically. the law defines It as 
'unwanted conduct related to a relevant 
protected characteristic, which has the purpose 
or effect of violating an lndividuars dignity or 
creating an lnllmidating, hostile, degrading. 
humiliating or offensive environment for that 
Individual.' 111 

An Individual appointed to investigate formal 
complaints of bullvino and harassment. 
A person who Is not a member of the Armed 
Forces or the Civil Service, who has been 
recruited by the Ministry of Defence on a fee 
eam!ng basis to pro\/ide an independent view on 
aooointment to complaints of a s_P.:!Clfic type. 
Any allegatlon(s) or issue(s) raised with the 
relevant Service ahead of a written, signed and 
dated comolalnt being submitted. 
Refers to a complaint whtch is resolved prior to 
a formal decision being made . 
The process that is handled by the Services from 
receMng a Service complaint through to making 
a final decision. The processes of the OSCO sil 
outside of this internal process. 
An Individual appointed by a Decision or Appeal 
Body to investigate a complaint on its behalf and 
to reoort back with findlnas of fact. 
JPA Is the Intranet-based personnel 
administration system used by the Services to log 
all complaints dealt with under JSP 831. All 
complaints must be entered by the complainant's 
unit admin staff at the earnest opportunity after 
submission. 
An authoritative set of rules or guidelines with 
defence-wide l!l[>Plicabilitv or Interest. 
There Is no set legal definition of 
maladministration, although it generally means 
that there was a failure to follow correct 
procedure. 118 

The Service complaints secretariat for the Naval 
Servlcs. 

••••••••••~••••~••••••••M• ••'•'~••-~, •••••~- • •• "••••"••••••••-•~•~•••••••'"• 

Non•Commissioned Officers (Including 
corporals, sergeants and chief technicians) and 
Warrant Officers. The Royal Navy does not use 
NCOs but calls them senior ratings (or senior 
rates). 
Refers to the office and personnel that assist to 
carry out the functions of the Ombudsman as a 
whole, rather than the specific position of the 
Service Complaints Ombudsman. 
A member of the Armed Forces holding ttie 
Queen's Commission lo lead and command 
elements of the Armed Forces. Officsrs form the 

~ ,,.. .... : !"V·{ ·1: I, '.t_,11 i~1' -~I :1'.'{ ( ) 1r1l)Lld_~_m1.~_11J~)f. I t!~-t.Atrt\1_:;1J.f P!f~~: ... An.r,J~~M.~~-~PV~ .. ~Q ,. r .. 
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----······· . ··-~ 

Out of time 

~~.~- ...... -. . . ............ 

Pte & Equivalent 

•••• •••••-r-.u ••••• ~ •~--

Red flag complaint 

Refe.rrai . 
----••••••••••"•"••,.,.h.-, . ..... .......... 

······-····· 
Respondent 

. -· - ·-
Service Complaint 

Service Complaints Ombudsman 

. h '•'••-~-~-•••~•••• ···········-··-·········· h••••-•••• 

Service Complaints T earn ,___ 
Special to type (STT) 

--·--- .. ~ ....... ,~ 

Specified Officer (SO) 

..... ···-·· .. . ... ·••y•~-··-·······-··· ·-~., ·~ 

Statement ol Complaint 

-··--···-·--·-·-······ ........ 

The protected characteristics 

L 
j Undue delay 

I 

Victimisation 

middle and senior management of the Armed 
Forces. 
When a complaint is made more than three 

is not 
ehme 

months after the alleged incident(s) and it 
considered iust and equitable lo extend th 

, limit 
•••• ••••••••••••••••,-• •,-N•••• 

A private is a soldier or the lowest mili\a 
(equivalent to NATO Rank Grades OR-1 

ry rank 
to OR-

2 dependinQ o_n_!~.~-Service served_l~i: __ 
A complaint which has missed the 24-week target 

efer an 
mplainl 
oes not 
dsman 
hain of 

and remains unresolved. 
The Ombudsman's. statutory power to r 
individual's intention to make a Service co 
to their chain of command. An individual d 
need to give reasons for using the Ombu 
as an alternative point of contact to their c 
command. 
A person who is the subject of a Service 
~omelaint. 119 

-----· •• •••••• • •w•N•,Hm> 

A formal complaint made by a serving or 
member of tho Armed Forces about a wro 

former 
ng that 
o. their occurred during, and which was related t 

Service life. 
The Ombudsman 
impartial oversight 

provides independe 
of the Service 

nl and 
plaints com 

svstem . 
The Service comp1aints secretariat for the 
A category of complaint where there is ·a 
formal system· that must be exhausted pri 
Service complaint being acted upon, eg 
medical care. housing complaints, pa 
allowances. 
The person to whom a complainant sub 
statement of complaint at the start of the 
complaints process. The so is usual 

Ind iv id ual)_~~mma_11d_in,9_Qff(~_Etr'. __ -············· __ 

RAF 
nother 

The document in which a Service persor 
set out the particulars of lheir Service co 

1 musl 
mplaint. 

The Annex F_provldes a tempi~_!_~ for this. 
d The following characteristics are protecte 

characteristics- age: disability; gender 
reassignment; marriage and civil partners hip; 
pregnancy and maternity: race; religion or belief; 
sex, sexual onenlahon. 120 

There is no legal definition of unduo delay, but ii. 
is generally taken to mean an unreasonable or 
unfair delay. Whal constitutes undue delay is 
de~ndent on tho circumstances or each 
individual case. Undue delay is more than simply 
a delay in the handling of a complaint or 
exceeding a time limit or target. which may not be 
desirablf!blJt for_....,~i~h lt:!er_~_i_~justifi.:1bll!l_cause'. _ 
Poor ur unfair treatment of an individual wllo has 
made a complaint due to the fact Iha\ they made 

. . . . . a ~rn pl~iriL I his_ includes instances where an 

'" JSP 83 t Rodross ol lnd111tduaI G1i<111ances: Scrv,cc Complaints Par1 2: Guidance. t: ttoch110 from 22 January 2016. 
'"' Equalrty Act 2010, chaptor 15. 
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- - ' ' --------- 'individual has not yel made- a complaint, but it IS I 
suspected that they will do so, and they are 

_________________ -·· _t__reated poorly or unfairly because of that.:J __ 
A complainant can decide to withdraw lhe1r 
Service Complaint at any point in the process. 
The complaint will then be recorded as 
withdrawn. 

c;>Ff_lCIAL;· ;~~~s,rty~. : t 
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I ser Rank/Grade/Tltle Forename 

(•) (b) (e) 

82 -
2 I s1 i 

: C1 I-
3 '82 I-
4 : Senior Manager I-

5 I C1 I-
SGS I Nicola ! Williams 
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Annex G to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

surname .. •.• .. · ... Role. Organtutlon Category 

(d) (•) {f) (g) 

• Head of Investigations SCOAF 
External to 
Defence 

Chief of Operations ! SCOAF 
External to 

! Defence 

Statistics Manager 

,._ -~ ::::: 
External to 
Defence 

Chief of Staff 
External to 
Defence 

Senior Manager, Grievance ; Metropolitan Police External to 
Management Team Defence 

• Policy Manager • SCOAF 
External to 
Defence 

- , --·---'"""" " -· 
Service Complaints External to 
Ombudsman for the Armed SCOAF 

Defence 
Forces 

. G-l .. 
..... --- -· --~ 
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Ra • .,~_.i 7 l -·~;.:-
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7 

1 

Ueute":'nt · 

8 I Commander RN I - 1-
j 

9 i 81 -
10 1 C2 -11 lieutenant 

General 
Richard Nugee 

12 I C1 

13 ' Squadron Leader 

14 Wing 
Commander 

15 81 - -16 Group Captain -17 
I 

I E1 
! 

18 
I Lieutenant 

Colonel 

19 C1 

20 Colonel 

----------·-·-·--
r'"\ r°' . , ' ~-. ' ,.,-.. --

<lf'ICJAL, ... s~sn-Ne --
i.. ... _ .• __ _ 

i 
! ., Role 

{e) 

Military Assistant lo Chief of 
• Defence People 

• S01 Navy Legal Complaints 

Navy Service Complaints 
Secretary 

S02 Service Complaints 
Team 

! Chief of Defence People 

Navy Legal Litigation 

RAF Case Manager S02 

S01 Legal Service 
Complaints Team 
Discipline, Conduct, 
Complaints and Legislati<>n 

- - -

DACOS A1 Pers Pol (RAF 
Complaints Secreta1 

HR Advisor 

S01 Projects 

Service Complaints C 1 

Army Legal Advisor 

G·2 

OF~ICI~ :~E;N~l11~,, 
~ .·· ~~-~./ 'r..· ·_:' .. . ! . -..... , . .,... /. 

~--[) 

Organisation 

If) 

MOD 

; RN SC Secretariat 

i RN SC Secretariat 

1 RAF SC Secretariat 

l Defence-Authority for 
People.MOD 

i RN SC Secretariat 

RAF SC Secretariat 

RAF SC Secretariat 

People Secretariat. 
bIDD 

l RAF SC Secretariat 

Defence Equipment & 
Support 
Army SC Secretariat, 
APSG 
Defence Personnel 
Secretariat 

Army Headquarters 

Category 

(g} 

, External to 
: Nmy 

External to 
; Army 

[ External to 
• Army 

· External to 
; Army __ 

External to 
Army 
External to 
Arm• 
External to 
Arm• 
External to 
Arm• 
Extemal to 
Arm-
External to 
Arm• 
Extemal to 
Army 

Internal 

Internal 

Internal 



s.r I Rank/Grad.mu. • Forename 

, {a) (b) (c:) 

21 
Lieutenant -Colonel 

~-~- -

22 I Colonel - -23 : Lieutenant I- -; Colonel 

24 I Brigadier Chris Coles 

25 I Colonel I I 

26 'C2 I I 

; 27 i Colonel i-
28 

Lieutenant 
Colonel 

29 I Warrant Officer 
Class 1 

i 30 C2 - -i 31 I sngadier (Retd) 111111111 -
32 

' 
J C2 !- -

: 33 I Ci 
i 

:- -
. 34 

Ueutenan, 1- -- Colonel I 
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Surname Rot. .OraanJsatlon 

(d) (e) (f) 

S01 Unacceptable Home Command 
Behavlours 

S01 Career Management ; Army Personnel 
• Service Complaints Centre 

S01 Army Service Complaints Army SC Secretariat. 
: Ombudsman Liaison Team APSG 

--··-
j Head Army Personnel Army Personnel 
: Services Group Services Group 

! Assistant Head Service Anny Personnel 

.~9on:ipl<1ints Centre 
. ·····-·-

: S02 Occupational 
Army Personnel 

1 Psychologist 
' Research Capability, 
'Arm:t-: HQ 

! Assistant Head. Worl<force : Army HQ 
I Policy 

J S01 Legal 
' Army SC Secretariat, 
'APSG 

Service Complaints . Army SC Secretariat, 
Investigation T earn APSG 

S02 Service Complaints Army Personnel 
_[?~~isi?nBody Secretary Centre 

. ··~-·--- .. -- .. -· 
Army Service Complaints Almy SC Secretariat, 

'. Se~~~t'."ry (until 28 Feb 19) · APSG 

Army SC Secretariat. 
: Case Manager APSG 

, S01 Occupational 
i Army Personnel 
; Research Capability, 

. Psychologist ~__y_!jQ -·· 
• S01 Directorate Army Legal 

Services 
Army Headquarters 

-·----······-··· 
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Category 

(g) 

Internal 

lntemal 

Internal 

Internal 

Internal 

Internal 

Internal 

I 

! Internal 

Internal 

: Internal 

' Internal 

Internal 

Internal 



[ Ser Rank/Grade/Tit!• Forename Surname 

! (a) (b) (c} (d) 

'35 : 82 
' - -

36 C2 - --- --~--

; 37 Captain I- -! 38 C2 - -I ! Lieutenant 39 1 ColoneljRetd) -40 Brigadier James Johnston 

41 Major - -( 

lieutenant 
42 

Colonel - -43 C2 - -44 Bngadier (Reid) I -
45 Major - -

Lieutenant 46 
General Nick Pope 

47 Captain - -

; o~i1cw\ se~,ri~. -. / :, i) E :~> 
L...._, ______ ------

I Role 

(e) 

Principal Psychologist 

S02 Occupational 
Psychologist 

1 Regimeni Royal Logistic 
Corps Unit Welfare Officer --
S02 Discipline 

.. . . - ·-· 

S01 Operations 

Head Legal Advice 

S02 Performance 

MHitary Assistant to Deputy 
Chief of the General Staff 

Service Complaints C2 

Army Service Complaints 
Secretary (from 1 Apr 19) 

S02 MIS and Assurance 

Deputy Chief of the General 
Staff 

Equality Diversity & Inclusion 
Advisor 
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l Organisation Category 
I 

' f (f) (g) 
Army Personnel 
Research Capabilily, Internal 
Armv HQ 
Army Personnel 

• Research Capability, Internal 
Army HO 

1 Regiment RLC 
i 
, Internal 

12 Armd Inf Brigade ; Internal 
; 

Army SC Secretariat, j i t 
1 APSG nema 

Army HO Internal 

Anny SC Secretariat, 
!ntemal APSG 

Army HQ Internal 

Defence Personnel ! Internal Secretariat I 

Army SC Secretariat, 
lntemal APSG 

Army SC Secretariat, 
lntemal APSG ' 1 

i 

' Army HQ Internal 

32nd Regiment Royal 
1 

Internal 
Artillery 

i 
: 

i 

i 

j 

' 



r··-----···-··------------·······------
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Ser RankJGrade/TIUe Forename Sumama · '. Role . Organisation Category 

{a) Cb) (c} (d) (a) . . (f) (g) 

48 MaJor - - S02 Cohesion :~~ SC Secretariat, tntemal 

49 Major S02 Diversity and Inclusion . Army HQ i Internal 

I S02 Occu ational · Army Personnel 
· 50 I C2 I - - P h •og~ 1 · Research Capability, I Internal 

syc o, 1s Army HQ 
-j~L~~-u~te_n_a_m---ir-----+------------,------ · I 
51 1 General Ty Urch Commander Home Command Home Command Internal 

S02a Unacceptable 
52 Major - Behaviours Team {Army Home Command I Internal 

Mediation Service 
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Annex H to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

CONSOLIDATION Of SINGLE SERVICE SC TRAINING 

Single Se,vlee SC Training. The Ombudsman made 3 training specific recommendations in the Annual Report 2017. The single Services have recorded the 

existing SC training that they deliver in the 3 tables that follow this page. 

2.3 That by April 2019, a!I guidance and training provided to Commanding Officers and Specified Office~ is reviewed to ensure that it include5 spec,fic reference to the 

extended timefr.imes to make a Sef'llice complaint thatconcems a matter that could be taken to an Employment Tribunal. This guidance should include examples of the 

type5 of complaints which may give rise to the extended timeframe. 

2.4 That by April 2019 training is available to personnel involved in making decisions as part of the Service complaints ·process, including Speofied Officers, Decision Bodies and 

Appeal Bodies, on decision writing for complaints handlers. This could be discreet trainine or part of a wider package on Service complail'lts as referred to in 

recommendation 2..7. 

2.7 That by April 2019, an online training module on the Service complaints process, induding a module on how to handle Service complaints for personnel charged with that 

process i.e. Commanding Officers, Specified Officers, Decision Bodies and Appeal Bodies, is developed and implemented tri-Service. 

H-1 
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Army SC Training 

~r Cse Audience 

(a) (b) {c) 

Commanding Otticer'5 

1 Designate Course Newly appointed COs 

Officer Commanding 

Discipline and 

2 Administrative Course Newly appointed OCs 

3 Late Entry Office rs Cse 
Newly commissioned LE 

Offrs 
4 RMAS Off rs Cse OCOTs in their final term 

s Ul'lit Briefs Commanders, Gl Pers 

6 Gl Oiv/Bde Discipline Days Oiv/Sde Gl Staff 

7 Adjutants Cse Newly appointed Adjts 

8 Staff Support Assistants Cse Newly appointed SSAs 

Newly appointed Div/Bde 
9 HFOA 

Gl Staff 

Intermediate Comr:>and and 

10 Staff Cse Newly promoted OF3 

Visiting W.Jrrant Officer/S02 Newly appointed Bde SPS 
11 

SPS Gl Audit staff 

12 
Defence Recovery 

PRU CO/Welfare Staff 
Eriployment Trg Cse 

r--·-··- ---- ------·-- -~----~ 
f'•~ ("i' /\Ir-..; r-. r--1 )'\ t'"'\ ,..- r ..... 

toii1c~ iNs1T
1ri~ ;·-; /· •. '. · · t. · .) . 

. ~----·----- .,,., -·----- ·~··-•· ··---· __ ... 

Delivered by Audience/Nos SCOTrg Rec 
{d) (e) ( f) 

SOlOps OF3/4(c40 pax) 2.3, 2.4. 2.7 

S010ps/S02 

Cohesion OF3 (c40pax) 2.4, 2.7 

SOlOps OF2 {cBO pax) 2.4, 2.7 

SOlOps OCOTs (cl20) 2.4, 2.7 

501 Ops OR6 • OF3 (cl20 pax) 2.3,2.4,2.7 

SOlOps OR6 - OF4 { cl0-50 

S02MIS pax) 2.3, 2.4, 2.7 

Legal El-C2 

S02 Cohesion 

S02MIS OF2(c36pall) 2.3, 2.4, 2.7 

Legal 

S03MIS 
OR6 (c12pa,c) 2.4, 2.7 

SNCO MIS 
i 

S02 Cohesion OF3 (clO pa)() 

S02MIS El-Cl 
2.3, 2.4, 2. 7 

SO! Ops OF3 (clSO pa)() 2.3, 2.4, 2,7 

S02M:S OR8-0F3 (c40 pax) 2.4, 2.7 

501 Ops/S02 Cohesior ORS - OF4 (c30pax) 2.4,2.7 

' ---- . - -H--2 
i 
I r... ,., -~.. ~ 

i c#t~Lv-·sd,s1~. 
l 

. ·-· "c·· """' : r ~ ' J , -- i l ........ ~l,.,~ ... -

Frequency Remartcs 
(g) (h) 

4 

10 

7 

2 
c50 

In support of Commanding 

4 Officers, Specified Officers, 

Decision Bodie:; 

In support of Commanding 
'12 Officers, Specified Officers, 

Decision Bodies 

In support of Commanding 

12 Officers. Specified Officers, 

Decision Bodies 

In support of Commanding 

3 Officers, Specified Officers, 

Decision Bodies 

2 

Staff inspecting Commanding 

2 Officers, Specified Officers, 

Deci5ion Bodies 

14 
! 

PRU, Welfare staff 



RN 5C Training 

Ser Cse Audience 
!.i) (t,) (c) 

:. 1!'\o·,•: '.Var;r-1c-s. Ccn-;n-,af'i~1r:g Of!:cc~~ 1 ~:cwly ~;::;:c::,~~: CCc 

De$ifnate Course ( RM CODC) 

2 Royal "lavy Command,ng Officers and Newly appointed cos and 

E•ecvt,ve Off,cers Oesignue Course XOs 

t 

3 Initial Logistics Officers' Coune {ILOCl Newly appoir>ted Logistics 

Officers 

4 Leadil'l& Rates Leadership Course Leading Rates 
(tRLC) 

5 Serilor Rates Leadership Cov!'$e (SRLC) Senior Rates 

6 Olvlslorial Officers Cou!'$e (DOC) Oivisio11al Offiters 

7 Olvi~ional Officers F\ef~sher Course Divisional Officers 

(DOC) 

8 Service Complaint Basic Awarer>ess - New Joiners, Officers, 

Royal Marines Other, Other Ranks and 
Trainees 

9 Service Comp!al nt ~sic Awarei,ess - New Joiners: Trainees 

Royal N•vy Sililors 

10 Service Complaint SasicAwarei,ess • New Joiners: Trainees 
Royal Navy Officers 

l,l 

r---~----~ ------~·--·-· ....... _ - ........ -~ ....... __ , ............... _""' 
; I 
f t') [ l \ -~ / ~. ! .('~ i " , ', : ...... i---- 1°""\ 
lo PF~ -✓~N$.1Tiy....9. t"'\ l:. ~ _.· f'" LJ . 

I 
Dell~~dby Nos sco ! Fnquenq, 

fdl (e) Trg f (g) 

C::i:cwcc~ ~<'i:;.:d S02 !!0 ! :\.-Vhcn CC~.'"!£':~ 

i co~vtl')ed, normally 

:.innu.illv 
Cas-cwcrl< l.J!gad SOl 30 ;When course :s 

·convened, nor-nally 

ltermlv 
OMI..S CMO CTOl and 8 When course is 
lf.GAO WEST S02 convened, nonn.ily 

termly 
Royal Navy 30 When course is 
Lea de rs hip Academy convened, rolling 

throu1hout the year 
Royal Navy 20 When course ,s 
Leadership Academy convened, rolling 

throughout the year 
Royal 111.wy 24 Rolling throughout the 
Leadtrship Aaidemv year 

F\oyal Navy varies DLE based training 
leadership Ac.ad• my 

Commando Trai ntna varies For every troop lni.ke, 
Centre Royal Marines normally termly 

HMS RAlEJGH varies For every intake, 

nonnally termly 

8RNC DARTMOUTH vanes for every intake, 
normally termly 

TOTAL 
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Remarl<s 

' 
fh) 

jf : .... .., -:l() '"'t',.l!'""..., ... r.,1 ,......,.,. \,,=-:,.r I 

~" .,: .. ::nee: ::,:::.1 
Up to 24 per>onnel per year. 

Up to 1170 personnel per year, 

Up to 740 personnel per year. 

Up to 840 persorinel p•r year. 

OnJ'f recently placed on OLE, 
we will be in a better place to 
provide this data in 12 
month$. . 
Approic 700 personnel per 
year 

Approx 2CXlO recruits per year 

i 
Approx 4SO cadeu per year 

Up to 6004I ,,_, v-•. not 
incvding DO Rl!'fersehet 

course on the DL£, This 
ec:;u.ites to 20"- of the Service 

every"~· 



RAF SC Training -s., es. Auctlel"tc• 

J!.L -- ···-·-····-J") -·········. -·· ~---- tel 

r ...,itur~ Col'Tlm ,andll!!! r~ Study 
1 N@!owly appolr'H'@d co, 

P@rlod. 

2 $~rv1t.t!! D1ic.1pt◄ n@ Couri~ 
f\l@>N 111ppQlr,~111d Un¼t Pl 

,staff. 

.. ,, ......... , ...... ,., .. ,. . . .. . ........ ~ ..... , ..... 
N@w .arrlv.ill'i- to C..areer 

3 
Cilr~~r Nt~n;as"mer,t 

MJln,w,•~ '"'"nt ~o•r~ In th..-
lnductio,.. Modul@ {CM!M). 

COS Per°' A.OR. 

.. l-lflt "'14n•e~.,.,,,e-nt co .... r~t:i untt H,. 1opc-ci •H1ots 

5 
1n,t1al Off1c:e'I"' 0@vefo~m~nt: 

Oen,~ lopn"e l"\T of OF' 2i 
Co~rie t.io2. ----·---·-

6 
...... t,~,. M.-n.aclll!"rT"U~•nt ~,.,.., 

Ne:wlv pr-OrT"Qlf:d OR~ 
L.l'!"~d~r-,hip Cou,--,;;~. 

7 
Ad:1,till"\CI! d M.ai n .. ,1e n-, ~ru: o111nd 
-...~~d-t!r!ohlp Ccyr-!i.~. 

"""cwtv prcn,oted 0~7s: 

Atr P'P.f''5,onn..-1 C.a,;:e,,,,...ork 
II unit ~H 1pec.1~hi.U 

Work.shop 

g 
UOt1 lr'lvf!,-tlgi!lt•On Offi-i;er Untt vol1.,1nteen fo~ 

rr.aiO""\u'"lg 1..ivc-stt&at10n.ll. 

Th,e, SCT Cinct.Jd1ns tt"I~ SCIT 

LO 
S-f!'r-vic:..- Complar,it"'$. .tnd \l@R:A cadre, of 08. A.B 

Workshop. .lll"ld H!Os.) .111nd ResJ0r,•I 

Les~• OfHut~. 

ThP. 5CT (1nChJd;ns fhe SC!T 

Sr rv· Lt! C,1.>rflt,l ••nt::i. •rid Ve RA. (.4dra:- of 08/.A.t\!1) 
11 

Co nfr: ,~ncf!'. J\caicr,al t.•eal Offices. lJnit 

SSW and Pl. :uarh 

T'h~ S.CT C:11'$~ M.anasrfTlf!' rit. 

12 0,-,31111 H~1t,-1ng f,-$1~•f".iil l oi!'!!C~I "r"lod Gov•u-,aricif' 

F t"P.lms. 

Nl!!'wly ilppoint.ei:::I DB. AS 

13 D8. AB and ~HO Tf3tnl"I .and HrO m~ mt>t!! rs cf the 

V~RR C.,J,dr~. 

14 .Ca'!S.e- Mar,a,r:rr lndUCTI0~ 
Nitwlv tilPP0t!"ll\eJ C..i~C' 

1 ·--;~~-·T:-~·:-::~::ent M;mb~---;~--.. ---··· 
M-,na- •. ~,.~. .. .. 
N~wly apoatr,r.r.:d 

fr,,d,H>!:!:nd.tnl Mt!tmtiers. 

r· ............ ,_ ---~-~ .... -·--•-.-- ..... , -·· 

oific1AL · SEN~ITIVE · 

.--•v,.•,• 

Dell-"'d bv I ~uclt•"ce/No• SCOT,. R•c 
ldl i (el '" I 

DACOS Al 10,.-.a to o-= S/(¼rc,1 20 
I 

2.3. 2.4, z. > 

I 
•••-•v••-~"-••-~v•-~=•= --• 

S0J c,u.e M.ifn~1-•r:1 01<:l to 0F3/ci •<c~ 20 

............ 

SO.~ c..,~..., Maoa1•,.., Oflll4 to Of4/c1rc• lS 

S0:1 c.-~~ ~n,.cr.-<1i OR6 to 0f:4/<irc.a 10 

50:J C~s-e- Ma~ea-er-,. OFl'/◄:i-r~ 40 

··------···---- --···~~·· ..•.. ,. ------·-

SO) C•>C M•n-1&"•!'1'$ 0"-9/◄;;ir~l!i, 

S03 C.as.oP. Mal"la&f!!n oa·t/1:Jn:a 20 ~·-_.,. ______ ,... ___ _ ____ .. _ ... ___ ---·- ··-·-

~O.J.Coiio* Man..11g11rn ORl ta 0~ l-/r.:a◄:_. 1().-1:S 

is;Ol C-i11i..e ~n.iaer:5, 0~6 to 0~ 2/Cl'l'Ca 20 

S01SCT Ollt.4 tQ 0F7/dr·c::.a SO 

--

S.Ot.'i-CT OR4 t:o OUJ/c1r1;.'I lOC 

'50) Ll!!'&<'II 0R4 to 0~ 7/clr-ca 15-20 

S.0 l S.CT ( 09 a.,d A.BJ 
0F2 to 0F7/c-1n:::a l••i-oc sen (HFOI 

SO.J/6,Jf"d 0 ca,~ M.an.i1lfl<!t'$ Of"·.2 •nd 8.at"ld 0/C:if'c• 1-2 

··-·" -· .. ···--·----·· .; • • _,,., • ~-N.,. •-•• •-- -•----• -

503/0<11-t"d D C.•s~ Md".tg~r~ 
No NATO R,tn• 

ava1fabh!!/c.1tc.a 4-6. 

H-4 

b~JCIAL . SENsGt'vE 

2.3. 2.4, 2.7 

2 •. 2.·, 

i. ,, l.4, 2. 7 

2,4. 2. 7 ,... .. 
2.4. 2.7 

2.4. 2.·, 

i.3 :.J.4. 2 J 

; 

i2.<1. 2.7 

2.4. 2 7 

l. ~ 2.4. l 'l 

2 4. 2.·, 

Z.4. l. 7 

1.4, l.l 

-----·------------
~.4. 2.7 

·-···•·• .. ,· .. -·-·..., 
! r" ,.~ ...,_,;· 

--·•"·•·-···-··-·· -·-
f-requenct --~..., ...... 

!~) (hi 

1. DA COS Al tuu .- di., dtc;ate-d s,loit 

torSC.S. 

•~ry4!af' 2. Th1t. ~V.i'$ifl 1$ for •nvone sou,g 

in t;o • c:ornrn•nd appo,ntrn•nt !10 

Of!h could ilttend. 
1. 1., s1.1ppart ot Ca~mandtn,s 

6 oe-r year 
Oflfliee-rt, Sp,cr;:1f.ie-d of,ICt:'1'$ 11nd 

O.cisiori Bodi•1o 

2. lnch.,des SDet::H'•c JPA t,.•intna::..._ . 

6 per year 

In ~uoport of Cornm .. ndins 

4 per vear Off!ce l':S, 5i\pec1h~ d Off•Clf'MI atid 
Dt!!!cision Bod"j.es., 

5 per v••'" 

l.2 pe:t yll!!oat· 

12 p•r ,-••'" 

l. In 11iL.t.PPQ!"1: of Com-m11nd1ns 

Otfic~r-1. Sp-ec:Jf1ed 0fficpr,c and 
2. per v~.-, ~ciuon 8odii,i,. 

2 The sc·r t-i as: a dodtcarod • lot fo,.. 
'SC'I 

4 P,t!'t' ylltar- O.;! Hvll!!!' n=o don. .a re,11-on:i,I oa,i,s 

Annual 
Ombud--.m•n ~1t~ nd'I o,.. provtd-e s 

ar, •PP'"OPt'l.ate- rfl!pt@s.e-~t.ativr 

••••-••v• , .• ~ •.. 

l II"'\ suppor-t -::,.f C0rn,nandrn111 

Orfice~ • .Spl!'ci!"i~d OffiCI!'""' ilnd 

Oot!!u~ion Bod,e-~ 
"""''.J~I 

2. OmbydlrTlil,,, .att'° ~d-:s. Or' 

prov•d@s an appn:i,pri21t-e 

f"tt pre: se-ntiith1ie 

Annu.ill 

On AppO-n''!:tment. 
I 

0.n A,p~QU'\tn"ll,t"'lt ( ••••- ,._, .. _, --· 

On A.ppo1nl~l!!!f'lt, 
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Annex I to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EQUALITY DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 
ADVISER (EDIA) 

INTRODUCTION 

1 _ This annex sets out the roles and responsibilities of the Defence Equality, Diversity & 
lncl,Jsion Adviser (EDIA). It is preferable to have at least two EDIAs in a unit or establishment 
(appointing one as the Lead EDIA) and to create a network of Asst EDIAs at a variety of rank/ 
grade levels. Wherever possible EDIAs must ensure that their identity, position and 
ava: labi!ity are widely publicised within their area of responsibility. 

2. Civilian employees should also contact Defence Business Services (DBS) Civilian 
Per:wnnel for any support or guidance. 

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY ANO INCLUSION ADVISER 

3. Whilst the Commanding Officer (CO)/Head of Establishment (HoE)/senior line Manager 
(LM) retains overall responsibility for complaint handling, the nominated EDIAs are the local 
command/establishment/station/unit focal point for Impartial advice and support to all Defence 
peoole on any Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EO&I) issue. This includes alleged bullying, 
harnssment and discrimination, and the MOD bullying and harassment complaints procedure. 
The EDIA will have completed. and remain in..cfate for, the Defence EDIA course at the Joint 
Equality and Diversity Training Centre (JEOTC), at the Defence Academy, and should always 
be regarded as the primary source of advice and support to all personnel in resolving a 
corr-plaint. Their role is also to assrst the CO/senior LM in Implementing MOD ED&l policies 
and initiatives, local training/awareness-raising, and ensuring policy is being followed and 
monitoring overall effectiveness. 

The EOIA's role is to advise and support the CO/senior LM to ensure that: 

a. Every effort is made to resolve personal differences as quickly, fairly and 
amicably as possible: 

b. Impartial advice and support is available to all, both complainants and respondents, 
including, where appropriate, the provision of AOs; and, 

c. A follow-up report is raised 4 weeks after any Informal Resolution is attempted, or 
formal complaint decided upon. 

4. EDIAs are also responsible to the CO/senior LM for: 

a. Ensuring that the unit Equality, Diversity and Inclusion log (unit ED&I Log) reflects 
all complaints of bullying, harassment and discrimination, whether formal or informal. 
Records of all informal approaches to the EDIA for advice should be maintained for 
audit purposes; 

1-1 



b. Raising the monthly unit ED&I Log based executive summary sheets far the 
CO/senior LM's inspection; 

c. Raising bi-annual or annual ED&I reports as required by individual Services: 

d. Ensuring that all personnel in the unit are aware that any form of bullying and 
harassment will not be tolerated and that any allegation of such behaviour will be 
properly investigated, and appropriate action taken against the perpetrator(s): 

e. Advising on all aspects of MOD ED&I policies and anti-discrimination legislation; 

f. Assisting the CofC in developing and maintaining an annual ED&I action plan, 
ensuring that all aspects of MOD and appropriate individual Service ED&I policies are 
included; 

g. Ensuring, by means of a comprehensive ED&I training and awarenesiHaising 
programme, that every individual who exercises authority over subordinates 
understands their responsibility to: 

(1) Promote an environment in which every individual is treated with dignity 
and respect; 

(2) Promote an environment conducive to harmonious working relationships, 
productive team work, and overall operational efficiency: 

(3) Take prompt action to ensure that personal differences are resolved early. 
fairly and amicably: and, 

(4) Have the moral courage to take firm action against any inappropriate 
behaviour, including harassment. bullying or unlawful discrimination. 

h. Ensuring that all personnel are familiar with basic EO&l principles, in particular 
what constitutes discrimination, harassment and bullying: 

i. Ensuring that ED&I briefings form part of all induction programmes; 

j. Ensuring that relevant ED&I publicity and education material is widely available on 
unit notice boards, etc; 

k Ensuring that all personnel are aware of the existence and contact telephone 
numbers of the relevant confidential support/helplines; 

I. Ensuring that all areas of the workplace and communal recreation/ 
accommodation areas are free from potentially offensive material; 

m. Ensuring that personnel of all faiths and beliefs are given every reasonable 
opportunity to observe their religious practises. subject to operational circumstances: 

n. Ensuring that every effort is made within uniVestablishment catering facilities to 
meet the cultural and religious requirements of all personnel; and. 
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o. The continuous monitoring of the ED&I 'climate' within the unit/establishment to 
assess the effectiveness of training and information provision. taking remedial action 
as necessary. 
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Annex J to 

Review 9f the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

CONVERSATIONAL INTELLIGENCE TRAJNING COURSE 

1. This one day training package is a pilot course which is delivered by Qdt ~;,)l1;_l!(1115, a 
company which offers worl<;place conflict management solutions including. investigation, 
mediation, training and consultancy. This is the second set of pilot course delivered in a 4. 
day block. It is delivered to all ranks, but the groupings are kepi separate (ie OR, JNCO
SNCO, WO and Officers). The review team attended the one-day training package. The 
course consisted of mostly OR5 with 2-3 OR6. Of the 8 attendees, an had been directed to 
attend with no real understanding of what they were attending. 

2. This one element focusses on conversational intelligence aspect. There are other 
elements delivered as part of a wider training package which is made up, harnessing 
difference, self-management and relational resilience. These are currently not delivered to 
the Army. The conversational intelligence package focusses on the 5 main themes of: 

• Situational awareness - ln what way can you adapt the circumstances in which a 
conversation takes place to make it effective? 

• Curiosity • What is important to the other person? 
• Reflective listening - What does the other person need to hear to feel understood? 
• Empathy - What is really important for the other person? 
• Self-awareness - How is your own inner stale influencing the conversation? 

3. The whole day consists of discussion and exercises to get the trainee to consider the 
above elements when conversing. 

4. The definition of conversational intelligence is stated as 'The art of conversing 
interactively, enabling deeper, more effective conversations' with the instructor opening the 
training with the statement that most organisations do not have a conversation culture. This 
means that issues are only discussed in order to close them i.e. when they have gone so far 
that they become a SC and require fonnal procedures. If organisations were able to 
converse intelligently then more time could be spent preventing the issue becoming a SC 
and so less time would be spent in closing them. 

5. It is feasible that this training could be effective at improving communication and it was 
mentioned by the audience that soldiers do receive similar training during certain times in 
their career, such as coaching and mentoring training delivered to recruit instructors. By 
putting into practice the training it could open the door to more open and meaningful 
communication which could benefit the organisation in the longer term. 

6. However, it seemed evident that some members of the audience, one being a recruit 
training instructor at a trade training establishment, was unwilling to talk to recruits unless 
they had a problem or issue with work or training and he dismissed anything else as 
·nonsense" this seemed to be a common to all but 1 or 2 of the audience. It was also 
mentioned by some that they feel they could not speak freely to their Officers as they 
perceived that rank was a barrier and prevented this from happening. 

7. The same members of the audience who were unwilling to speak to their soldiers 
about anything, but training was critical of their Officers, particularly the Young Officers as 
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they believe they are not willit,g-1o·oruo·not engage wtttrtrrmrs-ormm'anifJso do not know 
them, thus preventing them from identifying issues and problems. 

8. I was quite surprised by some of the comments from the audience, a lack of 
willingness to talk to recruits and so get to know those under their command. And their 
perception that they could not speak to their Officers. They also criticised Officers for not 
getting to know their soldiers when they were doing the same thing. I also briefly spoke to 
them at the end to gauge their understanding of SC, they were aware but not did not have a 
goori level of understanding. Some see it as a means to threaten the chain of command 
with and that is the only.way they can be heard. 
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Annex K to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

SERVICE COMPLAINTS WORKING GROUP (SCWG) - TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Background. The requirement for a Service Complaints Working Group (SCWG), at 
a practitioner level. was agreed by the Service Complaints Review Project Board (SCRPB) 
as part of the work leading up to the implementation of the new service complaints system 
on 1 January 2016. Such a working group existed under the old service complaints system, 
but had been put in abeyance whilst work to reform the system was being conducted. 

2. Purpose. The purpose and focus of the SCWG is to regularly review and actively 
monitor how the new system is working and delivering against the three benefits expected 
from the reformed process, as set out in the Armed Forces Service Complaints Reform 
Benefits Plan at annex A. The group will continually review current policy to ensure it is fit 
for purpose: monitor how the system is performing (including through the pmvision of 
statistics and data); share best practice and lessons learnt; and address matters that might 
prevent the system from working how ii should. 

3. Performance of the Service Complaints System. To review and monitor the 
performance of the service complaints system, and measure its effectiveness in delivering 
the expected benefits, the work of SCWG will include the regular review and discussion of 
the following areas: 

a. JSP 831 (Redress of Individual Grievances: Service Complaints). 

b. JSP 763 (The MOD Bullying and Harassment Complaints Procedures). 

c. JPA capability and data. 

d. Best practice and lessons learnt. 

e. Role of the Independent Members. 

f. Role and performance of the Fee Earning Harassment Investigation Officers. 

g. Communications (single Service, corporate and Service Complaints Ombudsman). 

h. Resources. 

The 2• Service Personnel Policy Group (SPPG) will be used to highlight any issues of 
concern identified by the SCWG. 

4. Membership. The membership of the SCWG is shown below. Those in attendance 
may be varied by the Chair, the single Services and the office of the Service Complaints 
Ombudsman where appropriate. 

People-Sec Complaints Pol 1 (Chair) 

People-Sec Complaints Pol 2 (Secretary) 
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sS SC Secretariats 

Service Complaints Ombudsman Policy Manager 

5. Meeting Frequency 

The Group will meet on a quarterly basis. 

People~Sec Policy 1 

30 November 2016 
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Annex L to 

Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

SUMMARY OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT SURVEY 2018 

Key Findings 

1. General sexualised behaviours: Overall, the percentage of Service personnel who 

experienced generalised sexualised behaviours had reduced since 2015. However, these 

behaviours were still common, with almost nine out of ten Service personnel saying that 

they were told sexual jokes and stories, sometimes or a lot, in the preceding 12 months. 

ORs and Regular personnel were more likely than Officers and Reserve personnel to 

experience generalised sexualised behaviours. Although the percentage of those who were 

offended by these behaviours was consistently lower than those who experienced them. 

Service personnel were more likely (up to nine percentage points) in 2018 than they were 
in 2015 to be offended. Servicewomen wore more likely than Servicemen to be offended. 

Men were most likely to be responsible for these behaviours (50%), although both men and 

women were jointly responsible in almost half of situations (48%). 

2. Targeted sexual behaviours: The percentage of those experiencing targeted 

sexuahsed behaviours was lower than those experiencing generalised sexualised 

behaviours. Generally, Service personnel were overall less likely to experience targeted 

behaviours than they were in 2015 with one exception: the percentage of those saying that 

they were sent sexually explicit materials has increased since 2015; this is particularly 

noteworthy for Junior-ranking Servicemen, and it is now the most commonly experienced 

behaviour (22%), along with unwelcome comments (22%). Overall, the more junior 

personnel were in rank, the more likely they were to experience targeted sexualised 

behaviours. In most cases, men were solely responsible for the behaviours (64%), and 

they were most likely to occur in the workplace, at a Service personnel's home base or 

training unit (60%). 

3. Perceptions of sexual harassment: Since 2015, the percentage of Service personnel 

who thought that targeted sexualised behaviours counted as sexual harassment has 

increased, with at least seven out of ten thinking the least severe form of behaviour, 

unwelcome comments, counts as sexual harassment. This is consistent across gender, 

rank and commitment type, although Servicewomen, Officers and Reserve personnel were 

more likely than Servicemen, ORs and Regular personal to think this. As the severity of the 

behaviour increases, the more likely Service personnel were to think it counted as sexual 
harassment. When asked directly if they had experienced sexual harassment in the last 12 

months, a similar percentage said yes (5%) lo those who said they had experienced 
targeted sexualised behaviours that made them feel upset (4%); this suggests that lhe 

types of behaviours included in the survey as targeted sexualised behaviours provide an 
appropriate definition or sexual harassment. Excluding those who said they had 

experienced sexual harassment, a further 5% of Service personnel said that they had 



observed a situation that they thought was sexual harassment; this suggests that 8% of 

Servicemen and 21 % of Servicewomen had either experienced or observed sexual 
harassment at wo~ in the last 12 months. 

4. Upsetting experiences: Overall, the percentage of Service personnel who said that 

they had an experience involving targeted sexualised behaviours that made them feel 

particufarly upset remained unchanged since 2015 (4%): however, this figure has 

increased for Servicewomen (from 13% in 2015 lo 15% in 2018). JunioManking Officers 

(3%} and junior-ranking ORs (5%) were more likely than their senior counterparts to have 

an upsetting experience. The most common behaviours experienced were unwelcome 

comments (74%), touching someone in a way that made them feel uncomfortable (45%), 

and unwelcome attempts to talk about sexual matters (41%). Male JNCOs were most likely 

to be responsible for causing the upsetting experience (39% ), and the person responsible 

was most likely lo be a colleague (31%). Over half of upsetting experiences happened in 

the workplace (57%), and around half were 'one-off incidents (47%). Alcohol was involved 

in around one-third (31%) of upsetting experiences. A lack of understanding on 

unacceptable behaviour, along with negative attitudes towards women or biases towards 

these with certain characteristics, were the most common reasons given by Service 

personnel for the upsetting experience. 

5. Dealing with the upsetting experience: Overall, Service personnel were most likely to 

say they felt embarrassed and uncomfortable at worn as a result of the upsetting 

experience. Around a third (31%) of Service personnel said that their productivity was 

atfocted, with the majority (87%) saying that it had decreased. The most common response 

to the experience was to ask the person responsible to stop or to avoid them If they could; 

most Service personnel said that this response was effective at stopping the behaviour. 

Less than half (46%) of Service personnel who had an upsetting experience told someone 

at work what was happening; Servicewomen were more likely than Servicemen to tell 

someone. Most Service personnel told a colleague; this person was also able to help 

resolve the situation for around half of Servicemen and a third of Servicewomen. The most 

common reason for not telling someone at work was not wanting to make it into a bigger 

issue and thinking it would make their work situation unpleasant. 

6. Formal complaints process: Overall, the percentage of those who made a fonnal, 

written complaint to their Commanding Officer about the upsetting experience has 

increased since 2015; this is particularly noteworthy for Servicemen (from 2% in 2015 to 

16% in 2018). Those who did make a formal complaint were more satisfied in 2018 than 

they were in 2015 with the availability of information on how to make a complaint (from 

30% in 2015 to 34% in 2018). However, satisfaction was lowest (and dissatisfaction 
highest) with the outcome of the investigation, both in terms of how well this was 

communicated (9% satisfied, 70% dissatisfied), follow up action taken against those 

responsible (4% satisfied, 70% dissatisfied), and the amount of time tak~n to resolve the 

complaint (6% satisfied, 70% dissatisfied). Three~quarters (75%) of those who made a 

formal complaint said that they had suffered negative consequences as a result; the most 
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common was feeling uncomfortable at work (98%) however, nine in ten (93%) Service 

personnel had thought about leaving the Army, lost respect for the people involved (92%) 

or felt humiliated (91%). The most common reasons for not making a formal complaint 

were because Service personnel thought they could handle the situation themselves (42%) 

and because they didn't think anything would be done about it (42%). 

7. Prevention and management: Around half (4 7%) of Service personnel thought that 

sexual harassment is a problem in some parts of the Anny; Servicewomen and Officers 

were most likely to think this. Service personnel were also more likely in 2018 than they 

were in 2015 to think that sexual harassment is a problem in the Army. Overall, Service 

personnel were positive about the extent to which the Army deals with sexual harassment, 

with the majority thinking that the Army prevents sexual harassment (73%) and supports 

those who have been sexually harassed (69%) to a large or very large extent. Service 

personnel were also positive about the extent to which their Chain of Command 

demonstrates behaviours that create a positive command climate based on trust and 

respect, and the way in which they think the Chain of Command would respond to reports 

of sexual harassment. However, a fifth (20%) of Service personnel thought it very likely that 
someone making a complaint about sexual harassment would be labelled a troublemaker 

by unit personnel. Recent initiatives put in place by the Army appear to have reached a 

wide audience, with those who have seen the two poster campaigns and/or received 

sexual consent training consistently rating them as effective in raising awareness. The 

most common suggestion for what else the Army could do to better prevent and manage 
sexual harassment was more education on unacceptable behaviour. 

Conclusions 

8. The following conclusions were drawn from overall patterns in the data; a more 

detailed summary can be found at the beginning of each section of findings in the main 

report. Although sexualised behaviours remain a common experience in 2018 for most 

Service personnel, there has been a small downward shift in experiences since 2015. More 

noteworthy, however, is the change in the way that these behaviours were perceived by 

those who experienced them; Service personnel were more likely to find these behaviours 

offensive, more likely to be upset by them. and more likely to make a complaint about 

them. This change is further compounded by an apparent increase in awareness of the fact 

that sexualised behaviours are considered se)(ual harassment. 

9. Consistent with 2015, junior ranking female personnel were most likely to experience 

unwanted targeted sexuafised behaviours. The findings suggest that some sexual 

harassment. specifically that experienced by women, is part of a wider issue of gender 
inequality and the way in which women are viewed in society. There were several factors 

specific to the military. such as the ratio of men to women, that have lo some extent 
enabled these views to perpetuate and become part of the military culture. Though not 

unique to the military, a cultural change is required whereby all personnel, regardless of 

their personal attributes, are treated fairly. 
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10. The findings suggest an increased use of social media in the workplace, which 

provides an easily accessible way to distribute sexual materials. The use of social media in 

tho workplace is not straightforward; notwithstanding security issues, many Service 

personnel talked about the benefits of usirig technology and social media, particularly with 

communication. However, with increased use comes the opportunity for misuse. and the 

Army needs to better understand the consequences of this. 

11. Although Service personnel who have an upsetting experience are now much more 

likoly to make a formal complaint than they were in 2015, there still appear to be significant 

barriers to speaking out about sexual harassment the most significant being the perceived 

stiqma of making a complaint. The findings also suggest that improvements need to be 

made to the formal complaints process, particular1y around how and when information is 

communicated once a complaint has been made, and how the complaint was handled. The 

use of formal support mechanisms, such as welfare personnel and the Speak Out helpline, 

were under-utilised. 

12. Despite the fact that Service personnel thought that sexual harassment is a problem in 

thfi Army, even if only in some parts, they were positive about the extent to which the Army 

triHs to prevent it. This is particularly noteworthy for Reserve personnel, who are more 

likely to be able to make comparisons with other civilian organisations. AJthough some 

perceive the Chain of Command as part of the problem, overall, Service personnel were 

positive about the extent to which the Army's leadership demonstrate positive behaviours 

with respect to sexual harassment It is important to take this Into account when 

interpreting the findings; whilst this research highlights areas for improvement, the Army 

has made significant efforts in this area and these efforts are having a positive impact on 

thfi lived experience of its personnel. The findings support previous research that suggests 

sex:ual harassment can have wide-reaching implications at the individual, team and 

or~Janisational level. The impact that sexual harassment could have on the reputation of the 
Army is particularly pertinent now, given the current level of interest in sexual harassment 

and sexual assault from the general public. 

Recommendations 

13. The following recommendations are made based on the key findings: 

a. Training: Develop a formalised programme of training on sexual harassment 

through career, tailored to different cohorts, using methods which engage Service 

personnel and allow them to relate to the topic. 

b. Reporting; Consider introducing a web~based anonymous reporting tool for 

unacceptable behaviours so Service personnel can make the Army aware of these 

behaviours without fear of repercussion. The implications of this must be carefully 

thought through to avoid misuse. 
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c. Support: Consider how a formal or informal mentoring or support system could 

be implemented to support Service personnel who form a minority cohort within a unit. 

What the support system looks like in practice should depend on the context of a unit 

Consideration should be given as to how Service personnel can seek advice and 

guidance on sexual harassment informally and 'off the record', without having to make 
a complain!. 

d. Social media: Conduct a review into the use, benefits and risks of using social 

media in the workplace, which doesn't purely focus on security. Review policy and 
training requirements accordingly. 

e. Leadership: Consider how leaders are monitored with regards to the extent to 

which they create a positive unit culture that prevents sexual harassment, and the way 
in which the Chain of Command deal with incidences. 

f. Policy: Review how se)(ual harassment is addressed in existing policy. 

g. Transparency: Consider a review of the reporting process for sexual harassment 

to ensure that a consistent approach is used when responding to reports. and how 

outcomes could be communicated to provide greater transparency and perceived 
fairness. 

Formal Written Complaint Process• Headline Findings 

h. Overall, the percentage of those making a format complaint about the upsetting 

experience has increased since 2015. This is particularly noteworthy ror Servicemen. 

i. The most common reason for not making a formal complaint was because 

Service personnel thought that they could handle the situation themselves (42%), 

and/or because they didn't think anything would be done about it (42Q/o). 

j. Those who did make a formal complaint were most likely to be satisfied with the 
availability of information (34%) and their understanding on how to make a complaint 
(33%). 

k. Dissatisfaction was highest with the outcome of the investigation, both Jn terms 

of how well this was communicated and follow up action taken against those 
responsible. 

I. Three-quarters (75%) of those who made a formal complaint said that they 
experienced negative consequences as a result. 

m. The most experienced negative consequence was feeling uncomfortable at work 

(98%). Just over nine in ten (93%) Service personnel thought about leaving the Army, 
lost respect for the people involved (920/c,) and felt humiliated (91 %). 
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Annex M to 
Review of the Army Service Complaints Process 
Dated 28 Jun 19 

SCWG RECOMMENDATIONS MONITORING SHEET 

The table below is owned by MOD and captures the progress to date on all existing recommendations made by the SCO in her 2016 and 2017 
Annual Reports. The status of some of the recommendations may differ from the status reported by the Ombudsman. Recommendations 

made in the 2018 Annual Report have not yet been captured. The SCWG to collectively discuss the recommendations was postponed from 

May 19 and is now rescheduled fOf 12 Jun 19. 

No. l Recommendation AR 

1.2 I That alt Service complaints policy, including JSPs 631 AR-··T30J0.412018 
and 763, whether owned by the Ministry of Defence 2016 
or the individual Services is reviewed by the end of 
2017 to ensure thal more detail is provided about the 
role of respondents in the process and when/how 
Specified Officers, Decision Bodies etc, should be 

M-1 

Update on Progress ,ar-~-~,, 

The single Services undertook a review of their 
own procedures and the following actiOn was 
taken: 

The Naval Service continue to provide information 
for respondents on Its website. 

[ od\?JN·~DED 

Complete 
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1.3 

! communicating with respondents throughout the life 
of the Service complaint and their 
duties/responsibilities towards them. 

That the Individual Services cxmduct a nMeW of the -,~~~==to+> : ensure a targeted and effective use of ruourees kf . 
order to minimise delay In the handling of $efvice · . 
complainls. These .~n@tians shiqtdd be rnac:1e.;·: 

Jhythe enc:lc,f Aptilgo18. . ... . . . ..... 

i 
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The Army have produced tri-fold leaflets 
specifically for respondents that are available 
online and in hard copy. They have also introduced 
a dedicated point of contact for respondents. 

The RAF have produced tri-fold leaflets specificaUy 
for respondents. They have also appointed a 
respondents' champion and ACOS Pers Pot has 

1 
written to all Station Commanders reminding them 

1 of their responsibilities towards respondents. 

The Ministry of Defence will undertake a review of 
JSP 831 in 2019. This will include a review of the 
current advice and guidance concerning the role of 
respondents in the Service complaints process. 

> I The~ contlnually reW1Wthelrprocess, • ... Sl:1i=~;;r,,:: 
(Nava1 s.n1ce ~"' ~ ~ ewnt 
iiwas ~ In eady June.2017wht.h·~ 

;~~~I 

Completa 

a~tyc1eciSion Mttters and .ltle ~ of . 
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, .5 ' That the Ministry of Defence instigates a review of 

JSPs 831 and 763 to ensure that the language is 
accessible to all Service personnel by the end of 
December 2017. using "plain language· standards 
and make ttie necessary changes by the end of June 
2018. 

1.6. . That the Ministry of Defence reviews the tmining. 
provided to Fee Earning Harassment Investigation 

· Officers by the end of Aprit2018 to ensure It Is · · 
adequate and that this trafnmg and the procedures 

I used to ~and manage the perfonnance of Fee 

: OFFICIAL -: SEN~ITIVE 
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.· .. 1 cacn ·taas ihaeasedJo 97, with a11_1S1e new ~ .. 

~~~£: 
actively being a~ to Pecis{onlAppeat 
Bocfies.:·. .. 

Of the 10 ~ !Ms ~ppoh,ted, 5.,. male, 5 are 
female and thtee !dentffyas BAME,; 

AR 131/06/2018 The MOD will be conducting reviews of both JSP 
2016 , 763 and JSP 831 in 2019, additional resource is 

; now in place to specifically take forward and co
ordinate a full review of JSP 763. As part of these 
reviews, 'plain language' standards will be applied 
to the documents. 

AR I 30/0.4J2018 J The MOO fs fulty engaged wtth DefenQ> fluslness . I COmplete · 
2016 .· < Services (OBS), who ,nanage:the cadre'c;,(_FEHIOs. . 

All new FEHIQs<now receive 1n!ir>in9 frorri ACAS 
prior to being att«:ated to an lnvestlgatlori, and In 
2018 DBS reviewed their processes and hO\¥ they 
COIM"lunicale with FEHIQs andjtle 1).Bs who 
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1.7 

Earning Harassment Investigation Officers is< • · 
enhanced as required. . . . . . ··· .··,, · 

That the Ministry of Defence develops or procures 
spedalised training for those complaint handlers and 
Assisting Officers who are appointed to deal with 
sensitive matters. including those of a sexual nature 
and that the single Service secretariats embed a 
mechanism within their processes to ensure that 
sensitive complaints are assigned to those individuals 
who have completed this training. ThiS should be 
rolled out by the end of June 2018. 

;0Ff1C1AL ~·se'Ns1nve ·. 

engagethetr: StKVice$>This ioolutied: 

·.~new~ to simplify and s~line the .... . 

·~~f monthlyJ~t~~ with Tl8 ....... . 
points of contact and 1he People Secretariat + .· 
Complak'rts Policy team to discuss pSffonnanc&; •:< 
~ tf:18. producti,on ot a monthly ·~.1:Jumess · 

,;.a.;c;::,;;:.::.::;;,,., ••.•• ;··~3 
Plior to the Ombudsman's recommendation the 
Naval Service's complaints and Mediation Team 
and the Army's Service Complaints Investigation 
Team (SCIT), both of which are assigned the most 
sensitive cases including those of a sexual nature, 
were already trained for handling such complaints. 

In response to the Ombudsman's recommendation, 
the Services also undertook the following: 

- The Army's $CIT received Mental Health First Aid 
and EDA training. 

w The RAF's Service Complaints Team. VeRR 
Decision & Appeal Bodies and Investigating 
Officers received training in a number of areas 
including, Interviewing vulnerable persons; Sexual 
assault awareness; Diversity and inciusion; and 
Mental health .awareness. 

- The RAF produced a leaflet for AOs with 
uidelines for handling sensitive matters and offers 
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be-spoke briefings to AOs dealing with complex 
cases. 

To ensure what is being provided is appropriate 
and that best practice is shared. the Services will 
continue to review all the training they provide to 
those personnel invotved in the Service Complaints 
system, including this area. through the newly 
formed Seniice Complaints Working Group training 
committee. 

1.8 I That the Ministry of Defence develops a general __ _ AR 
2016 

30/0,4/2018 ' As a resuN of recomm~ndations made by the SCO 
in her 2016 and 2017 Annual Reports that related 
to the provision of training to those personnel 
involved in the Service Complaints system. a 
Service Complaints Working Group training 
committee has been formed. The purpose and 
focus being to review training from a trl-Service 
perspective to ensure what is being provided is 
appropriate and that best practice is shared. The 
working group will also consider how training is 
delivered; identify if there are any gaps; and how it 
might be provided in the future. 

:: 1.9 

I 
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training programme for all Assisting Officers and that 
a record of their completion of that training is held 
centrally to ensure that suitably qualified Assisting 
Officers can be identified with greater ease. This 
should be rolled out by the end of April 2018. 

That training/education on lhe $ervice C9'1'~ 
s~tem, tncluc;1~ the ·rote of the OSCO;'b provided to 

' a.11.Servke personnel, including new recruits -and .,. ... 
~- The OSCO shqufd be:lnvlted to=c:oral~ 
to the develo . ritcf tt'°'9 ,wf~- of the tnllni ·•,• .. ·. 

. pme , ---- ng 
that ¢ancam the role of tt.,::Ombudsman to 4nsure •• · .. that the ~ndent and m--.t1 .. 1 ·. · > <of the·': < "~ . t"""- message .. . . 
office is shared with ,personnet The Minis'lry .cl,:= .. 
Defence shoufc;i report to the Ombod:iman on ihe 
·progres$ made by the end of December 2017. 
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As part of the won< of the working group we will 
keep this recommendation under review. 
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tace-t.o-fsce presentations; For example'''a . > ./ 
~ trom the Ombudsman's :6fflce, or the . 
Ombudsman herielf. bnefsall future Commanc:Slnfl-~. · ·1:::. · · 
~ acr6s$ the :single Services as pafl of tt1etr•: ·: -~~.:, 
tra1n1ng programme: -
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i That the Ministry of Defence commissions a study by 
: the end of April 2018 to determine the root causes of 

the overrepresentation of female and BAME 
personnel in the Service complaints system and that 
appropriate action ls taken to try and redress this by 

!
. the end of December 2018, including putting the 

appropriate support mechanisms in place. 

That the Ministry of Defence identifies an appropriate 
~g group by the end of April 2017 to evaluate 
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AR j 31/1212018 In response to this recommendation each of the 
2011 Services undertook anaJysis, although all the 

findings did not wholly support the Ombudsman's 
concerns regarding the overrepresentation of both 
female and BAME Service personnel in the Service 
complaints system. ln her 2017 annual report, the 
Ombudsman re-iterated these concerns and 
h1ghlighlep that it was an independent study that 
she had envisaged was required. MOO is currently 
considering this revised recommendation. 
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30/04/2017 The SCSWG has been identified as the appropriate I Complete 
· · 1roup to take this recommendation 
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the current target for resolving 90% of Service forward. A number of CO(Jraes of action have been 
complaints within 24 weeks to ensure that it is identified and metncs have been developed by the 
appropriate, including the method for calculating SCSWG. A detailed analysis paper with proposals 
when the 24 weeks begins. A representative from the is currently being considered by the Ministry of 
OSCO should be involved in this review. Defence. 

1.12 i That the Ministry of Defence, in line with AR 31/06/2018 The Services continually rel/iew their process, 
recommendation 1.3, facilitates a review of the 2016 procedures and ways of working to improve the 
internal processes developed by the single Service 

' 
manner in which they handle complaints, through 

secretariats by the end of June 2018 to ensure that normal day to day business and through the 
they use a common approach where appropriate and quarterly Service Complaints Working Group. 
that best practice is shared. This includes, but is not Examples of this are provided at recommendation 

, limited to, the standardisation of template letters and 1.3. 
: reports. 

This also includes those areas of work where the 
\ Services take a common approach or share best 
' practice. Examples of this include 
' 

; - The formation of the Service Complaints Working 
Group training committee. The purpose and focus 
being to review training from a tri-Service 
perspective to ensure what is being provided is 
appropriate and that best practice is shared. The 
working group will also consider how training is ' 
delivered; identify if there are any gaps: and how it 

i 

might be provided in the future. 

- In response to the SCO"s recommendation 1.1. 
the standardisation of wording across the Services 
to communicate the complainant's statutory right lo 
appeal to the Ombudsman and to seek judicial 

. 
review of the relevant Service's decision. 

- The standardisation of delegated authority from 
Her Majesty's Treasury, as per the sco·s i 

. recommendation 2.6. ! 
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2.1 

2.2 

• Thal by December 2D'!6. the Minislry of Defenc~ 
· completes its review of JSP 763 and publishes the 

updated version that corresponds with the reformed 
Service complaints process 
That by December 2018, JSP 831 is amended to 
explicitly set down as a required step that upon 

, receipt of: 

; a 'Mitten statement of complaint (whether on an 
Annex F), or 
a referral from the Ombudsman 

_ the Specified Officer speaks to the indivkluar Service 
person to establish the nature of their complaint. 
Given the nature of the work of the Armed Forces, 
this could be done in a face to face meeting, by 
phone or video conferencing. The guidance should 
further acknowledge that in some cases there will be 
legitimate reasons for omitting this step, but that it is 
expected that such instances will be rare. 
Furthermore, any such decisions must be property 
documented. 
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Additional resource is now in pl,K.e to t;ike forward 
and co-ordinate a ful! and thorough review of JSP 
763. The terms and reference for the review are 
currently beinQ produced. 

'Timely and appropriate communication with the 
complainant is an important feature of the 
complaints process, and we are not aware of this 
Deing an issue amongst complainants. The role of 
the Specified Officer (SO). as set out in JSP 831. 
Part 2, Chapter 3. requires that they communicate 
clearly with the complainant and that 
communication is an important part of the process. 
The SO is reminded of lhe Principles of Fairness at 
Annex G, which set out the ways in which alt those 
invotved in handling a complaint should conduct 
themselves, including the need to ensure early 
contact 1s established with the complainant 

The JSP also speclfically sets out in Part 2. 
Chapter 3, paragraph 22 that having checked the 
complainant's statement of complaint. the SO 
'should then arrange to speak to the complainant. 
or for someone to do that on your behalf, to 
understand fully the nature of the complaint and the 
redress t>elng soughf. 

In light of existing provisions, there is limited scope 
for improvement. However. we have added this 
proposal to the JSP 831 'Issues Log' for 
consideration as part of the review of the document 
which will take place this year and will review the 
current wording to see rt the message to have 
these conversations can be reinforced. 
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2.4 i ~by April 2019~trluning Is available to personnel 
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-aaation of <ll Service Cocriplaints Wos:kklg Group · 
Training ~ea, :' < ·. . . . . . . . . . cCOmDlaiffll as refen'ed to In ~ 2.7 ... · 

• 2.5 ·• That by December 201 B. the Ministry of Defence AA 
• develops guidelines on the handling of informal 2017 

31/12/2018 I In MOD's Formal Response to the SCO's Annual 
Report we advised that JSP 831 currently sets out 
that the intent of the system is that Service 
Complaints are dealt with at the lowest appropriate 
level and that resolution, where possible, is 
achieved informaily. The JSP also informs Service 
personnel in the process of seeking informal 
resolution of their fight at any time to submit a 
Service complaint within the specified time limits, 
The single Services also reiterate this massage in 
their own Service Complaint quidance documents. 

· complaints that can be included as an Annex to JSP 
831. This guidance must provide. asa minimum. 
infonnation on when it is and is not appropriate to 
follow informal processes and the steps to be taken in 

. recording the informal process. The guidelines must 
: also state that a complainant cannot oo forced or 

unduly pressured/encouraged to agree lo informal 
resolution. 
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r·-
: We have added this proposal to the JSP 831 
· 'Issues Log· for consideration as part of tne review 
: of the document which will take place this year. We 

will engage further with the Omoudsrnan·s office lo 
eJ<plore tne scope of those matters which are, and 
are not appropriate for informal resolution. 3111"'2011;~1;.~;;;~.:.:~--: ' 
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That by April 2019, the Ministry of Defence reviews 
1he existing primary and secondary legislation and 
determines how amendments can be made to provide 
a mechanism for respondents to a Service complaint 
to ask the Ombudsman to investigate alleged undue 
delay in the handling of that complaint. This 
mechanism should be available to all respondents. 
regardless of whether they are C1Jrrently serving. 
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Attitude Survey that mirrors that In the Armed Foices 
Continuous AUi1ude Surve . at~ at 

31/12/2018 

. . . y l<>okJng . . . . . •. · ..... 
work, the Service complainta,procass and~ 
of the Service Complaints Ombudsman. ••· · ·.·.· ·. 

· That by December 2018, the-Minislry of Defence 
amends JSP 831 to stipulate that the single Service 

·. secretariats are responsible for challenging 
· withdrawals wtiere the complainant. or potential 
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The next Armed Forces Bill will be introduced to 
Parliament in 2020. As previously advised in 
MOD's Formal Response to this recommendation. 
this represents a significant change to the current 
complaints process and needs careful 
consideration so that all outcomes and 
consequences, including additional resources. can 
be considered. MOD are currently engaged with 
the SCO's office to better understand the 
Ombudsman's n,commendation. 
1ne Reserves CCQntirluoua Affitude Survey) I CompteJe I 
(RasCAS)'2019 ianow operl•nd contains within . . . . .... 

. , the 'Fakne$S wtlhlrdhe SeNice Envln>nment' 
~.~ 'lhatmirrorthoae., Armed . 
Forces ContirWous• ~ Sc.Ivey (AFCAS) that 
N&ata to Setvlde Complaints and the r°'8 of the 
$eMca CoinPla81ts Ombudsman.·.··. 
The MOD can now confirm that all three Services 
have provisions in place for complaints to be 
withdrawn, 

complainant. has indicated they have been [ The RAF request written reasons from individuals 
discouraged from making a complaint. or had undue when a complaint is withdrawn. these are recorded 
pressure placed on them to withdraw their complaint. on JPA and reviewed by their Secretariat team 
This must be accompan:ed by clear processes to be prior to the case being closed - if it was considered 
followed in such instances. Such processes can be that a Service complaint was being withdrawn due 
developed at 1he local level so long as there ls a to an individual being discouraged or undue 
consistenc~proach acro5.s the single S~rvices ressure bein placed ori_ t_hem, the complaint··----~-------
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